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Homogeneous Azeotropic Distillation: 
Entrainer Selection 
Lionel Laroche 
Abstract  
We examine the simplest homoger~eous azeot,ropic distilla.tion sequencp of i ~ ~ d ~ i s t  rial 
releva.nce, where we a.dd an entra.il~er to a binary azeot,rope in order to rc.co\.cXi~ l,ot.11 
azeotropic constituents as pure products. Despite its a,pparci-It siil.il~lici t!. s11c.11 (list i l -  
la.tion coluinils call exhibit an unusml bel-iavior not observecl in zeot,ropic t1istillat.ion: 
0 For some mixtures, sepa.ratio1-1 a.s a function of' rcflux goes tlii~ougl~ a i ~ ~ i i s i ~ i i ~ i i i ~  
At, illfinite reflux, 110 separation is achieved. 
r In some cases, achieving the same specificatioils wit11 a 1;li.gei 11u111l)cl or i I.;I\ s 
requires a larger reflux. 
0 In some cases the only feasible separation yields the intermediate componel~t 
as a pure distillate \vhile the bottonl product contains the light and hca\-j. 
components. 
0 In some cases the oilly feasible separation j,ielcls the 11ltc111ic~dial c t o1111)onc~iil 
as  a pure bottom product while the distlllat? colltcliiii tl lr .  11gIil < l i i t I  lrc,,i\\ 
colnpollents. 
\i\:liile tllese unusual features can l ~ e  regarded as curiosities, the!. arc esscl-ilial I'oi 
proper ent,rainer selection and design. \Yhen desigi~ing a ho~nogencous azeot l.opic. 
sequence \vhich sepa.ra,tes a bi1-ia.r~~ azeotrope into two pure products. we 11111st firs1 
choose the entrainer. Currently a.vaila.ble entra,iner selection crit,eria, are inadecli~a 1.c.: 
'They colitradict one another a.nd often 1ea.d to incorrect conclusions. Indectl. 1.01, 
a il~inill~ulll boiliiig azeotrope, the existiug entra.iner selectiol~ rules sta.t,e t,llat, ollc 
should use a high boiling component that introduces no additioiial a,zeotl,opc (Hell(.- 
dict  & Ruhin 1945), a.n intermedia.te boiling conlpo~ieiit 1ia.t introduces 110 addit io11i11 
azeotrope (Hoffnlan 1964), a component which iiltroduces no distilfa.t,ion boll~ltlary 
between the azeotropic constituents (Doherty & Caldarola. 19S5), and either a lo\\, 
hoiliiig corilpone~lt hat  introduces no additional azeotrope or a coinponent that ilil 1x1- 
cluces lienr il~iniiiium boiling azeotropes (Stichlmair, Fair & Bra.vo 1989). By taking 
advanta.ge of the curious aforellleiitio~led features, we have been able to understa.nt1 
wlien these criteria are correct, or incorrect. 
In the case of homogeneous azeotropic distillation, sepa.rabilit.j, a.t finit,t; 1.efll1s allti 
a.t infinite reflux are not equivalei~t and iiiust be exaillilled separatel~.. By a ~ l a l ~ . z i ~ ~ g  
il-1 detail the profiles of colun-ms operated at infinite reiius, we ha.ve: 
- shown that  a binary azeotrope can be separated with 0111~ one distillatioil col- 
umn. We present a necessary and sufficielit colldition that idcntifie\ s11cI1 511 11-  
ations; 
- found a necessary and sufficient condition for separabilitj in a tiyo-colunin sr.- 
quence. Mihell separation is feasible, this coiiclitioll indicates the flo~vsl~ect ol
the (orrespoiiding separation sequence; 
- shown that  separa.tion is very often fea,sible in a three-coluinl~ scpara t jo~~ i f  i l i ( ,  
two azeotropic constituents are locat,ecl in adjacent clistillatio~l 1,(7gions. 
'lil.iel1, me esamine t,nro situations where sepa.ration is feasihle at finitc- refli~r l ) i ~ i  ~ioi 
a t  i r ~ h ~ ~ i t e  ~ e f l u r .  
fin all^^. 11.c present practical solutions (ill the case of entrainers that atltl 130 
azeotrope~) to t ~ v o  problems of industrial relel-ancc: C:i\.en a I~ i l la r~ .  az~o t ropc  t hcii 
w e  ~vant  to separate illto pure components, and a set of caiidiclate e~-rtrai~icr\, I I O \ V  
d o  we det,ermine which one is t,lie best? Also, for ea.ch of these el-1t.raincl.s. \z.liat i s  
t,he flowsheet of the feasible separation sequeiice(s)? \We obta.in these so l~ i t . io~~s  1))- 
analyzing in detail tlie mechanisms by which heavy, intermediate and light entrai11cl.s 
make sepaxation feasible, using the new iiotions of equivolat,ilitj. curves. of iso\rolilt i l -  
i ty curves and of local volatility order. \Ve sho-v\7 that  the secoild queslion fii-itls a11 
easy solution from the volatility order diagram. 
This analysis shows that a good eiitrai~ier is a cornpoileiit tha,t "brealis" tllc 
a.zeotrope easily ( i . e , .  even when its concentration is small) and yields high rela.l,i\lc 
volatilities between the two azeotropic consitueiits. Because these at t r i l~u tes can he 
ea.sily identified in a.n entrainer froin t,he equivola.tility curvc dia.gran~ of' t l 1 t 3  ~ c r ~ l i t ~ . ~ .  
iilisture azeotropic coinpoileiit #1 - azeotropic component. #2 - elit ri~i~l('i., \z.c~ ( . i i i i  ( ' i is-  
ily cornpare entrainers by examining the correspolldiiig eclui\:ol;~i l i  t j .  ( .LI I . \ . ( .  (lii\gi.;i~lis. 
\hie also deinonstra.te the va,lidity and limits of this niethod with nuiiic-rous esaln1)Ic~s. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
Separating azeotropic mixtures illto pure compollents is a task colml~only ellcoulltered 
in the  chemical industry. If pressure - swing distillation cannot be used (beca~isc the 
azeotrope composition does not vary much with pressure or because tlic requlrec\ 
pressure leads t o  product degradation). there are four basic methods to separate a 
binary azeotrope through distillation: 
r homogeneous azeotropic distillation 
r heterogeneous azeotropic distillation 
r reactive distillation 
r "salted" distillation 
These four techniques all involve the addition of a third component, but the a.ct,ion of 
a 1T.e this entrainer depends on the considered type of distilla.tion. It maj7 alter the re1 t '  
vola.tility of the two azeotropic collstituents without iilducirig licluicl - liciuitl pllase 
separation (homogeneous azeotropic distillation), alter the relatil~e \:olatilit!. slid in- 
duce a liquid - liquid phase sepa.ration (heterogeneous a.zeoti,ol>ic ~list~illatioii), react 
re\~ersibly with one of the azeotropic constituents (reactive distillation), 01. tlissoc.ii>ie 
ionica.lly a,nd change the azeotrope composition ("salted" distillation). Heterogeneous 
azeotropic distillation is often preferred industrially because the deca,nta.tion in\.ol-vecl 
in the condenser nlakes the scheme attractive economically, but suffers from a i s~a jo~ .  
drawback: Operating such columns can be very tricky, because upsets can induce 
phase separation inside the column, leading to  a severe loss of efficiency, (I<o\:acl; '!. 
Seider 1987). Because homogeneous azeotropic distillation columns are much easier 
to  operate (Jacobsen et al. 1990) and because they can outperform heterogeneous 
azeotropic distillation columns that separate the same mixture (I<napp & Dohert,?; 
1990), homogeneous azeotropic distillation is an economically attra.ctive wa.y of sep- 
ara'ting binary azeotropes. 
Given a. binary a.zeotrope that we want to  separate into two pure components, the 
design of an  homogeneous azeotropic distillation sequence1 performing this sepa.ra.tion 
is usually carried out in two steps: We first screen potential entra.inel.s, t h e n  sjrnt hc- 
size a, separa.tion sequence for each selected ent,ra,iner. The first, st,ep is crit,ica.l. sincc 
all economically optimal design made with an  average entra.iner ca.n be much inore 
costly than an average design using the best entrainer. Screening potential ent,sain- 
ers is usually done with. the help of "necessary conditions." If a clielnical does not, 
satisfy a given "necessary condition," it cannot make the described sepa.ra,tion fea.si- 
ble and should therefore be discarded. Over the years, several necessary conditions 
ha.ve been developed a,nd by their very na,ture potentia.1 ent,rainers shoultl mect all of 
them. However, some of the "necessary conditions" proposed by various researcliers 
(Benedict & Rubin 1945, Hoffman 1964, Doherty & Caldarola 1985, Sticlllma,ir, Fair 
8L Bravo 1989) have been found to contradict one another: Entrainers tliat sa.tisfy 
one necessa,ry condition a.utoma.tica1ly fa.il another one, and tallus sepa,ra.tSion sljould 
never be feasible. Tlzis paradox comes from the poor understandiilg of homogeneous 
azeotropic distillation. The "necessary" conditions fail because it has not been recog- 
nized that homogeneous azeotropic distillation columns call beha\:e in a \.erjr unusual 
'A separa.tion sequence usually contains t,wo columns. The  first. column, called estrac.t,ive column, 
breaks the azeotrope and yields the first azeotropic constitueilt as a pure product. The  sccoild 
column, called entrainer recovery coluinn, separates the second azeotropic co~lstituetlt from the  
etlt,rainer, which is recycled to the extractive columll (see figure 1.1). 
Entrainer (H) recycle 
Fig. 1.1: Typical homogeneous azeotropic distillation sequence 
manner. Amongst their strange features, we have found that: 
e Increasing reflux in a given column does not always increase separation. In fact, 
in many cases, there is no separation at all at infinite reflus. 
e Meeting the same specifications with a larger number of trays sometimes re- 
quires higher internal flows. 
e Sometimes, separation is feasible. but neither the diiect 1101 t lrc ~ i l ( l i r c \ c  t i c -  
quence are possible. Indeed, there are cases where we call recover the intelnlc- 
diate boiler but not the light boiler, as a pure distillate product. There are also 
cases where we can recover the intermediate boiler, but not the heavy boiler, 
as a pure bottom product. 
Chapter 2 demonstrates the unusual features of homogeneous azeotropic distillation 
columns, then shows how overlooking the specificity of these columns lea,ds to er- 
roneous entrainer screening criteria. We show that the existing entrainer selection 
criteria contradict one another: In particular, no component can simultaneously sat- 
isfy the "necessary" conditions stated by Doherty & Caldarola and by Stichlll~ais f i  
al. We show that none of these criteria can be used reliably in practice: By examining 
15 separable mixtures of azeotropes and entrainers and comparing with the predic- 
tions of these criteria, we demonstrate that the criteria reject a significant fraction of 
suitable entrainers. We also prove that these criteria are wrong because they do not 
take into account the unusual behavior of homogeneous azeotropic distillation. More 
precisely, they fail to recognize that sepanations that are infeasible ai infinite reflus 
may be feasible at finite reflux: Total reflux does not imply lnaxinlunl separation in 
the case of homogeneous azeotropic distillation. 
Taking these unusual features into account leads us to examine separalsilitjr at 
infinite reflux and at finite reflux separately (cf. chapter 3) .  Because the infinite re- 
flux situation represents the limit of liigh reflux, separability a.t infinite reflus in-iplies 
separability at finite reflux, but the converse is not true. At tota.1 reflux, conq~ositioii 
profiles of packed columns are described by residue curves whereas distillatioil lines 
represent the composition profiles of staged columns. By correctly interpreting the i l l -  
formation contained in ternary residue curve diagranls (or distillation line dia,gra.ms)? 
we obt8a.in the following results: 
A binary azeotrope can be separated into two pure products witl l  o~il). on(. 
coluinn. We present a necessary and sufficient condition for separability in one 
column. 
r We develop a necessary and sufficient condition for separability in a two-column 
separation sequence. 
We show tha t  separation is always feasible in a three-column sequence if the 
two azeotropic components are located in adjacent distillation regions and if the 
boundary between these two regions displays no inflexion point and is oriented 
towards the azeotrope. 
These necessary and sufficient conditions have one important additional benefit: They 
indicate the flowsheet of each feasible separation sequence(s). 
In the last section of chapter 3, we examine several practical aspects of separabilit!:. 
We loolc a t  the differences between separability at  finite reflux a,nd a.t infinite reflus: 
Separations tha t  are feasible a t  infinite reflux are feasible at  finite reflux, but the 
converse is not true. We analyze cases where separation is fea.sible a.t filii tc rc:flus but 
not a t  infinite reflux. Finally, we show that homogeneous a.zeotropic clist,illat,iol.r may 
be pa,rticularly sensitive to vapor-liquid equilibrium data  uncerta.int,y. 
In prac,tice, the ~epara~bili ty criteria, presented in cha.pter 3 ha.ve t,wo iinport~ant 
advantages: They predict separability reliably and indicate the flowsheet of each 
feasible separation sequence, including some unusual ones. Ho~ve\rer, this condition, 
lilie the aforementioned conditions (Benedict & Rubin 1945, Hoffman 1963, Do1rc1.t): & 
Calda.rola 1985, Stichlma.ir, Fa.ir & Bravo 19S9), only answers the follo\zing qllestiol-1: 
Does the considered candidate entrainer enable the separation of a give11 azeot,i.ol)e'l 
This entrainer selection criterion is actually a, scree12i1zg criterion: Given a set of 
candidate entrainers, it determines which components make separation feasible a.nd 
which do not; it does not rank those that  lead to  sepa.rability. The  obvious wa\. 
to find the best entrainer is to design, optimize and cost the [ea,sible separation 
sequence(s) corresponding to each entrainer: The  best entrainer yields the lowest 
cost. However, this is a very time-consuming method. Shortcut comparison methods, 
both experimental a,nd predictive, exist for heavy entrainers that add no azeotrope. 
T h e  predictive methods compare entrainers based on an estimated illfinite dilution 
relative volatility (Tassios 1972b, Van Winkle 1976). The experiinental metl~ods 
(Tassios 1970, Tassios 1972a) Icojima & Ochi 1974, Lee gi: Pal11 1985, Yeh 19SG) 
usually consist in measuring the relative volatility of the two azeotropic constituellts 
a t  some point or along some segment of the composition space. Figure 1.2 sho\vs 
which point or which segment these various methods use as their comparison basis: 
- Tassios (1970, 1972a) ranks entrainers based on infinite dilution relative volatil- 
ity, using estimates obtained by ga.s-liquid chromatogra.phy. 
- Kojima & Ochi (1974) compare the relative volatility of the two azeotropic con- 
situents along the two edges entrainer - azeotropic co~llponent #1 and elltrainer 
- azeotropic component #2. This relative volatility is calculated from binary 
and ternary bubble-point data (te~nperature - liquid coml~osi t io~~) .  
- Lee & Pahl (1985) compare the relative volatility of the t\vo azc-otropic con- 
stituents along the segment shown in figure 1.2, using an Othmer-type equilib- 
rium still to measure vapor-liquid equilibrium data. 
- Yell (1986) draws the pseudo-binary McCabe-Thiele diagram of the two 
azeotropic consituents at some unspecified entrainer concentration, using an 
Othmer-type equilibrium still to obtain vapor-liquid equilibrium data. 
Both predictive and experimental methods suffer from the same 1imita.tions: 
- They only apply to heavy entrainers that add no azeotropes, thereby missing a 
large number of entrainers. 
- These shortcut methods are local in na,ture: They ranli entJrainers basetl 011 t.hc 
two azeotropic components1 relative vola.tility in a. very restrict,etl a,rea ( a  point 
or a. segment). This is insufficient to compare entra,iners: IVhen we design (or 
operate) a homogeneous azeotropic distillation column, we vary the entrai~ier 
Fig. 1.2: Comparison points or segments 
Tassios. Kojima & Ochi 
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feed and reflux flow rates for a given azeotropic feed flow rate, and the resulting 
composition profiles span a large region inside the coiiiposition space. O\.c.t 
the covered area, the entrainer classification may differ from the cla.ssificatioll 
obtained a t  that  one point or on that one segment. For instance, illany S I ~ O ~ ~ ~ ~ C L I ~ ~  
methods rank entrainers by comparing the experimental or calculated rela.tive 
volatility of the two azeotropic constituents a t  infinite dilution, i .e,  when the 
concentrations of the azeotropic contituents are essentially zero. But finite di- 
lution is the  prevailing condition in actual columns. Unfortuna,t,elj,, we cannot. 
deduce the finite dilution entra.iner cla.ssifica.tion from i t.s i nfini le dilu t,ion coun- 
terpart: While the relative volatility of the two azeotropic components increasc.s 
linearly with entrainer concentration for some entrainers (Murti & Ifan IYinkle 
1957, Prabhu & Van Winkle 1963)) it increases a t  varying rat'es (Stephenson (k 
Van Winkle 1962) or even exhibits a maximum (Qozat,i & 1'a.n Il'inkle 1960. 
Hess et al. 1962) for other entrainers. 
- Obtaining high relative volatilities between the two azeotropic componenis is 
only one of the requirements a good entrainer must satisfy. .4s rife sho~v in 
this article, we must also take into account the amount of entrainer needed to 
achieve high relative volatilities in order to avoid too-high feed ratios. 
In chapter 4, we analyze in detail what makes a goocl e n t r a i ~ i ~ r  a ~ l d  ivc  111c\cnt 
a way of comparing entrainers semi-quantitatively, using as the 0 1 1 1 ~ 7  ~ n l o ~ l ~ l a t ~ o ~ l  
the thermodynamic description of the ternary mixture. This inetllocl appllcs to all 
entrainers that add no azeotropes (such entrainers almost always lead to  separal~ili t~r).  
This method can be extremely useful at  the stage of conceptual design. nhci-! o n l ~  an 
approximate separation flowsheet is required. 
Chapter 2 
The Unusual Behavior of Homogeneous 
Azeotropic Distillation - ~mplic$ions for 
Entrainer Selection 
2.1 The unusual behavior of extractive columns 
2.1.1 Background 
We focus here on homogeneous azeotropic distillation units. These units perform 
the separation of a binary azeotrope into two pure components through the addition 
of a n  entrainer that  alters the relative volatility of the two azeotrope constituents 
without inducing liquid - liquid phase ~epara~t ion.  Usually, t,his separation reci~iises 
two distillation columns: 
e The first column (called extractive or homogeneous azeotropic distillation col- 
umn), yields one azeotropic constituent as a pure product, while the other 
product contains the entrainer and the other azeotropic component. \1Jhen the 
entrainer feed and the azeotropic feed are located on different tsaj,s, thc section 
between the two feeds is called extractive section. 
e The second column (called entrainer recovery column), separates the second 
azeotropic constituent from the entrainer. The elltrainer is usuallj~ recj.clcd to 
the extractive column. 
Figure 1.1 depicts the situation typically encountered in industry. Because maxim~im 
boiling azeotropes are far less common than minimum boiling azeotropes, hoinoge- 
neous azeotropic distillation sequences usually separate minimum boiling azeotropes. 
The  entrainer is usually a heavy boiler, fed close to  the top of the e?;tra.ctive column. 
T h e  light boiler is recovered as pure distillate in the extra.ctive column, \vllilc tllc: 
intermedia.te boiler is recovered as a pure distilla,te of the entrainer reco\~erj7 column. 
Note that,  although this is the most commonly used separation sequence, this is not 
the only possibility (Doherty & Caldarola 1985, Stichlmair e t  al. 1989). Bemuse of 
the large number of possible separation sequences, we use here a br0a.d defillitioll of 
sepa.ra.bility. Given a binary azeotrope A-B and a candidate entra.ine1. E, we say t11a.t 
separation is feasible and that E acts as entrainer for the A-B a.zeotrope if  there exists 
a.t least one separa.tion sequence (with an arbitra.ry number of columns and rec!.cles) 
which yields both A and B as pure products. Note tha t  A and B can be recovered as 
top or bottom products.' Also, note that the recycles do not have to conta.in only pure 
E; in some cases, an  azeotrope of E and either A or B, or even a, t,erna.ry a.zeot,rope is 
recycled. 
For the examples in this paper, we assume that the t l~ermody n a ~ ~ l i c  properties of 
the ternary mixture azeotropic component #1 - azeotropic component # 2  - ent ra ine~ 
are perfectly described by the Wilson equation (liquid phase), the Antoine equation 
and the ideal gas equation (vapor phase). Note that the fundamental conclusions 
presented in this paper are illdependent of the specific VLE illode1 employed. j4.c 
discuss the consequences of this assumption in the last section of this article. 
We examine here the qualitative properties of homogelleous azeotl o p ~ c  list illat i o i i  
columns with t ~ 7 o  different simulation programs: 
The first program is a Caltech-developed dyna~nic siillulation program callecl 
Chemsim (Andersen e t  al. 1989). This progranl assumes constant molar over- 
flow and a tray efficiency of 1. We obtain the stead~r state colul~l l~ profilc hy 
integrating up to  a very large time horizon. The  thermodyna~nic routines and 
data (Wilson coefficients and Antoine coefficients) were kindly provided to \is 
by Professor Doherty of the University of Massacliusetts, Amherst. 
r The  second program is Aspen (frorn Aspen/ JSD). We used tlie RADFRAC' 
routine, in both evaluation and design modes. We included here heat effects. but 
trays were still considered as ideal. We used the Antoine equation coefficients 
provided by Aspen; we specified the same Wilson equation coefficients as in 
C hemsiin. 
When they both converge, these two programs yield results that  are qualitatively 
similar; their quantitative differences come from the difference in the thermodyilamic 
da t a  used as input and from the heat effects. Although we always obtained conver- 
gence with Chemsin, we had in many cases severe coilvergeilce problems wit 11 Aspen: 
providing a good initial guess then becomes essential. Upon request, we will provide 
a PC diskette containing the Aspen input files corresponding to the results slio~rn in 
this paper. 
Unless stated otherwise, we will use the following conventions to refer to a given 
mixture: 
- L (I, H respectively) correspolids to the component tha,t has the lowest (inter- 
mediate, highest resp.) boiling point; we also denote tlie entrainer bj/ E. 
- Co~nponents are listed in the following order: Lighter azeotropic constituc~nt - 
heavier azeotropic constituent - entrainer. 
- In the composition triangle, the upper left (lower right. loiver left res]~ecti\.eIj.) 
corner corresponds to the lighter azeotropic constituelit (heavier azeotropic con- 
stituent, entrainer resp.). 
The  notioils of residue curves, residue curve boundaries and distillation regions are 
esteilsively used throughout this work. A detailed analysis of the properties of residue 
curve diagrams can be found in the series of articles published by Dolierty h. 1'elI;ini 
(1978a, 197813, 1979) and by Van Dongen & Doherty (1984). Very briefly, a residuc 
curve is obtained in the following manner: We consider a still tha t  contains a multi- 
component mixture, and we evaporate its content slowly (so that the vapor remaini 
in constant equilibrium with the liquid that remains in the still). By recording the 
liquid composition as a function of time and plotting it in tlie cornposition space, we 
obtain a residue curve. 
A residue curve diagram is obtained by plotting several residue curves that corie- 
sponds t o  different initial still compositions. In the case of an ideal ternary mlxture, 
residue curves all start  a t  the light component corner and all end a t  the heavy con~po- 
nent corner. When the mixture forms azeotropes, we often o b t a ~ n  a llzoie cornpl~cated 
residue curve diagram; this diagram may contain distillation bountlai IPS and cl15t 111c-1 
distillation regions. We define a distillation region as a subset of the coil~posltlon 
space where all residue curves start  at  the same point and all end a t  the same point. 
Thus, in the ideal case, there is only one distillation region: The  wlzole com~sos~tion 
space. Finally, we define a residue curve boundary as the curve which separates two 
distinct distillation regions. 
2.1.2 Infinite reflux does not imply maximum separation 
The  first unusual feature of homogeneous azeotropic distillation coluillns is the fa.ct 
that  in some cases increasing reflux decreases separation. This never happens in 
the zeotropic case. Inillen distilling a zeotropic misture, increasing seflus impi.o\.cs 
the operating lines, thereby increasing separation. Sepasa t io~~ is a monot 0 1 1  i c . ; ~ l l ~ .  
increasing function of reflus, and maximum sepa,rat.ion ill a give11 colunlli ( \ v i l l i  n 
fixed number of trays in each section) is reached a t  infinite reflux-(Henley & Seeacier 
1981). As shown by Andersen, Laroche and Morari (19S9), homogeneous a.zeotropic 
distillation columns can be much more complex than regular distillation columiis. 
O n e  important conclusion is the fact that ,  for a given column and a given feed ratio 
(ratio of the entrainer feed flow rate to the azeotropic feed flow rate), separation does 
not  increase monotonically with reflux. Indeed, increasing reflux increases sepa.ra.tion 
for low reflux values while it decreases separation for high reflux values. This unusual 
behavior is explained by the fact that the overall effect of a reflux increase is the sul-n 
of two competing effects and that the relative magnitude of these effects clepencls 
on  the operating point. While increasing reflux improves the operating lines in the 
various sections of the column, thereby increasing separation (positive effect), it also 
dilutes the entrainer in the extractive section, decreasing the rela.tive vola.tility of 
t h e  two azeotropic components, and therefore decreasing separation (negative effect). 
Figure 2.1 to figure 2.8 illustrate these two opposing effects in the case of t,he acetone 
(L) - heptane (I)  azeotrope, using toluene (H-E) as entrainer. Here, \\re display the 
colurnn composition profiles obtained a t  different reflux flow rates, sta.rting from a 
small reflux value. The entrainer feed, azeotropic feed, distillate and bottosll product 
flow rates are kept constant. We see that sepasation first increases for low reflux values 
because the operating line improvement (best seen by the changes in the rectifying 
and  stripping sections composition profiles) overcomes the entra.inel- dilution. Then 
separation reaches a maximum and decreases after that because for high reflux values 
t he  entrainer dilution effect takes over the operating line improvement. Indecd. t.1-I(: 
entrainer concentration in the extractive section goes to  zero as reflux goes to in fin it,^^. 
At infinite reflux, we see that the column does not perform any sepa.ration. 
\We reproduced one of these composition profiles with Aspen, aad obta.inecl very 
similar results by increasing reflux by 30% over tha.t used with Chemsim (compare 
figure 2.3 and figure 2.8). This quantitative difference is explained by the heat. eff'ccts 
and is consistent with the results of Knight 85 Doherty (1986). - 
This unusual beha,viour with changing reflux occurs in most industrial cases; i t  
will occur whenever the elltrainer has a higher boiling point tha,n both azeotsopes 
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and introduces no new azeotrope (see Andersen e t  al. 1989). Yet there a.re horno- 
geneous azeotropic distillation examples where infinite reflux does 1ea.d t o  ma,silnum 
sepa,ration. Figure 2.9 to  figure 2.14 show the column composition profiles obtained 
for increasing reflux values in the acetone (L) - heptane (H)  - benzerie (I-E). R ~ i i -  
zene, like toluene, can act as entrainer for the acetone - heptane azeotrope. Aga.in, 
feed flow rates and product flow rates are kept constant. We see t11a.t separation 
increa,ses monotonica,lly with reflux. Again, we reproduced one of these composition 
profiles with Aspen. As in the previous case, we obtained a good agreement betmeen 
Chemsim and Aspen by increasing the reflux, by about 10% in this case (coi-npa,l.e 
figure 2.1 1 and figure 2.14). 
In the case of intermediate entrainers that add no azeot,ropes, sepa,rat,ion is a 
inonotonically increasing function of reflux ratio. In the case of hea.\ly entrainers 
tha t  add no azeotropes, separation first increases with reflux ratio before rea,ching- a. 
maximum and going down to zero for very large reflux ratios. \!TTe obta.in an e\Ien n-lore 
peculiar situation with light entrainers that add no azeotropes. In this case, sepa.ration 
first increases with reflux ratio, then reaches a maximum and start,s clecrea.si~ig aft,er 
tha.t. However, contrary to  heavy entrainers, some separation is still pei.forrnec1 \vit , l l  
high reflux ratios, but not as much as at  finite reflux. This unusual beha\?ior of 
homogeneous azeotropic distillation is depicted by figure 2.15 to figure 2.21 using 
etha.no1 (I)  - water (H) - methanol (L-E) a.s a.n exa.mple. 
Contra.ry to the situation observed in norillal distillation, infinite reflus is often 
not the limiting case for homogei~eous azeotropic distillation columns. An immediat,e 
coilsecluence of this unusual property is that we cannot scree11 ei~t~~.a.iners 1 , ~ .  using 
only information on the behavior a t  infinite reflux of the t e r i ~ a ~ y  mixture azeot ropic 
component #1 - azeotropic component #2 - entrainer. Ent,rainei- selectioli criter.ia 
that reject components automatically if they do not malie separation fea.sible a,t in- 
finite reflux a.re fundarnenta,lly flawed, since these rejected erltraiilers mag actually 





Fig. 2.14: Acetone - heptane - benzene extractive column composition profile 
obtained with ASPEN 
L/F = 5.35 
--,,,,--I------- 
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Fig. 2.19: Ethanol (1) - water (2) - methanol (3) extractive column 
composition profile 
L/F = 100.0 
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~ i ~ .  2-21: Ethanol (1) - water (2) - methanol (3) extractive 
composition profile 
L ,  = 10000.0 
p - - - - - - - - 
make separation feasible at  finite reflux. 
This paragrapli has demonstrated that  the first golden rule of clistillation: "If 
you want better separation with a given column, increase reflux" does not apply to 
homogeneous azeotropic distillation columns. The  next paragrapli s h o ~ ~ s  that the 
second golden rule of distillation: "If you want better separation with a given reflux 
flow rate, increase the number of trays" is also incorrect in the case of l-iornogc~~r.oi~s 
azeotropic distillation columns. 
2.1.3 Increasing the number of trays may decrease separation 
Another unusua.1 feature of homogeileous azeotropic distillation colu~nns described by 
Anderseii e t  al. (1989) is the fact that ,  in some cases, meeting the same specifica.tions 
with a, larger iiuniber of trays requires higher interna,l flows. The col-npa.sisolr of Rui-1 
1 and Ruii 2 shows that  adding trays in the entrainer section a t  coristant iuterna.1 
flows decreases both top and bottom purities (table 2.1). The  compa.rison of R u n  
1 and Run 3 shows that meeting given specifications with a larger nulilber of tra.ys 
in the extractive section actually requires higher internal flows. \.lie also see that, 
Aspen confirms this trend. As fa.r as we know, this belia.vior does not occur in 
zeotropic distillation. There, increasing the number of tra.ys in a,ny column section 
always increases sepa.ra.tion (Henley & Seader 1981). This i n ~ l ) s o e i i ~ t  nlajr Ilc \.cl.y 
small; for instance, adding trays to a section that  conta.ins a, pinch does not. incsease 
separation very much. This unusual behavior of homogeneous azeotropic distilla tion 
columns is not clearly understood. 
2.1.4 Direct or indirect split? 
Homogeneous azeotropic distillati011 also differs from zeotropic 'distillation 111. t h c  
order in which we call remove the various components. This order is obvious i l l  the 
case of zeotropic distillation, but can be counterintuitive for liomogeneous azeotropic 
Table 2.1 
Chemsim (Aspen) 
198.11 (230.11) 
(middle section) 
0.9836 (0.9754) 
distillation. 
Let us consider a ternary mixture containing a light boiler L, an  intermediate 
boiler I and a heavy boiler H;  let us further assume that this l n ix tu~e  is zcotropic. r .  t .  
it makes neither binary nor ternary azeotropes. If we want to separatc this mistulc 
into three pure components with just two columns, we have the follon7iilg a l t e ~  nc\t i~ ci: 
a In the direct sequence (figure 2.22), L is recovered as a pure clistillatc product 
in the first colunln. The bottoln producti ~vliich contairli 1~1th I ant1 11. i \  
separated it1 the second column into I (distillate) and H (bottom). 
a In the indirect sequence (figure 2.23). H is recovered as a pure bo t to~n  plodllct 
in the hlst column. The  distillate, wliich contains hot11 L allcl I .  is split 1 1 1  i 11c 
second colunlil into L (distillate) and I (bottom). 
Fig. 2.22: Direct Sequence 
L 
Light 
Intermediate Heavy 
Fig. 2.23: Indirect Sequence 
Light 
Intermediate Heavy 
111 tlle zeotropic case, the boiling point order dictates in which order we call remove 
the various components. The  only compollellts we can remove as pure products 
from the first distillation column are the most volatile component (here, L)  and the 
least volatile component (here, H). There is no way of obtaining I, neither as a pure 
distillate nor as a pure bottom. 
Once again, homogeneous azeotropic distillation c o l u m ~ s  violate this rule. There 
are cases where neither the direct split nor the indirect split are possible, but izhe1.e 
separation is feasible because we can recover the intermediate component either i n  
the distillate or in the bottom product. This very unusual b e h a ~ ~ i o r  is illlistrated ~ r i t h  
two different mixtures (again, comparable results are obtained with Aspen): 
I11 the first case, we use chlorobenzene (H-E) as entrainer for tlie ethyl ethanoate 
( L )  - ethanol (I) azeotrope. A feasible separation sequence takes ethanol, the in- 
termediate boiler, to  the top of the extractive column, leaving ethyl ethanoate 
and chlorobenzene, the light and heavy boilers, together in tile bottom (fig- 
ure 2.24 t o  figure 2.27). These two componellts are then separated in the en- 
trainer recovery column. We were unable to syl1thesize all extractive column 
that gives pure ethyl ethanoate. Experimental evidence of this behavior has 
been recorded first by Buell & Boatright (1947), in the case of cis- and trans- 
butene-2 / 1,3-butadiene / furfural and more recently, by Berg & Yell (1985) 
with several mixtures, including acetone - isopropyl ether - DMSO. 
r In the second case, we use acetone (L-E) as entrainer for the mc~t11r.l ctll! 1 1,ctonc 
( I )  -  vate el (H) azeotiope. A feasible separation sequence takes 111etl1~~1 ct 1\ l 
l\etone, the intermediate boiler. to the bottom of the extractive column. while 
the distillate recovers acetone and water, the light and heavy boilers (figure 2.28 
to figure 2.31). The entrainer recovery column yields pure water as l ~ o t t o l l ~  
product and pure acetone as distillate. Acetone is then recycled and acts  a?  
entrainer. Again, we are unable to synthesize an estractive colun~n t h a t  !.1eld4 
tiou Azeotrogic feed pistillate I3QthmS 
Ethyl Ethanoate (L) 0.0 0.5374 0.0002 0.21192 
Ethanol (I) 0.0 0.4626 0.99 0.00105 
Chlorobenzene (H) 1.0 0.0 0.0098 0.78703 
Ethanol (I) Ethyl Ethanoate (L) 
0 
-3' 
Chlorobenzene (HI rec:ycle 
Fig. 2.24: The ethyl ethanoate - ethanol - chlorobenzene separation sequence 

Fig. 2.26: Ethyl ethanoate - ethanol - chlorobenzene residue curve diagram 
and extractive column composition profile Ethyl ethanoate 
Ethanol 
Fig. 2.27: Ethyl ethanoate (1) - ethanol (2) - chlorobenzene (3) 
extractive column composition profile obtained with ASPEN 
L/F = 1.8564 
water as a pure product. 
2.1.5 Two separate feeds or one single feed? 
In the case of zeotropic distillation, the relative locations of the various feeds (when 
there are more than one) have no bearing on the separability of a multicompone~~t. 
mixture. As seen in the previous paragraph, only the volatility order limits \vha.t, 
separa.tion can be performed. This is not the case for homogeneous azeotropic clistsil- 
la.tion, where the location of the entrainer feed relative to the azeotropic feed 11a.s a 
significant. impact on separability. In most industrial applications, the entrainer is far 
less volatile than the two azeotropic constituents. I t  must therefore be fed close to the 
top of the column and above the azeotropic feed in order to ensure a. cor~cent,i.ation 
la.rge enough to "lsrea,kn the a.zeotrope. Sepa.ra.tion beconles infea.sih1e i f  t.llc t,\vo I'c~ctls 
are introduced on the same tray. Figure 2.32 and figure 2.32 illustra.te t,liis 1'a.ct usillg 
the ethanol (L) - water (I) - ethylene glycol (H-E) mixture as an example. Because of 
its low volatility, the ethylene glycol concentration decreases very rapidly above the 
feed tray, and we do not break the azeotrope. 
However, there are ca.ses where separation is feasible although the enti.a.int-r a n  tl 
the azeotrope are fed on the same tray. Figure 2.34 and figure 2.:35 sho\\~s t l ~ c  oill- 
position profile of a single-feed acetone (L) - heptane (H)  - benzene (I-E) column 
where heptane is recovered as a pure bottom product. Note that a single feed coluril~~ 
performs almost as well as a double feed column in this case. 
The  fact that separa.bility depends on the relative location of the eilt.raisiev Seccl 
with respect to  the azeotropic feed is a. distinctive characteristic of' lio~nogc~ncoiis 
azeotropic distillation At this point, we do not know how t,o deter~iliiic~ ~f.lrct hcxr I\.(: 
need two sepa,ra.te feeds or if a, single feed is sufficient. 
iner f e d  heo tro~ i c  feed pistillate Bottoms 
Methyl ethyl ketone (I) 0.0 0.7014 0.00007 0.99 
Water (HI 0.0 0.2986 0.01437 0.01 
Acetone (L) 1.0 0.0 0.98556 0.00 
Acetone (L) recycle 
b 
Methyl ethyl ketone (I) water (H) 
Fig. 2.28: The methyl ethyl ketone - water - acetone separation sequence 
Fig. 2.29: Methyl ethyl ketone (1) - water (2) - acetone ( 3 )  
extractive column composition profile 
LIE' = 37.774 
Fig. 2.30: Methyl ethyl ketone - water - acetone residue curve diagram 
Methyl ethyl ketone and extractive column composition profile 
Water 
Acetone 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 
Fig. 2.31: Methyl ethyl ketone (1) - water (2) - acetone ( 3 )  
extractive column composition profile obtained with ASPEN 
L/F = 37.774 
Fig. 2.32: Ethanol (1) - water (2) - eth,ylene glycol (3) 
extractive column composition profile. 
The combined feed is introduced on tray 17. 
'----- 
I 
I 
Fig. 2.33: Ethanol - water - ethylene glycol residue curve diagram 
and single feed extractive column composition profile. 
Ethanol 
Water 
Ethylene glycol 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 
Fig. 2.34: Acetone (1) - heptane (2) - benzene (3) 
extractive column composition profile. 
The combined feed is introduced on tray 35. 
Benzene 0 
Fig. 2.35: Acetone - heptane - benzene residue curve diagram and 
single feed extractive column composition profile. 
Acetone 
Heptane 
2.1.6 Summary 
In this section, we have described the surprising behavior of hoinogeneous a,zeotropic 
distillation. Important differences with zeotropic distillation a,re: 
Iiicreasillg reflux in a given coluinil does not always increase separation. In f in i t e  
reflux does not necessarily correspond to maximum separation, often separations 
that are feasible a t  finite reflux are infeasible a t  infinite reflux. 
o Iilcreasiilg the number of trays at constant reflux does not always increasc sep- 
aration. 
The order in which colnponeilts are removed can be count el.-int ui t ibc. 5ilict~ i t  
is sometimes possible to recover the intermediate boiler first. 
o The relative locations of the feeds sometilnes limit separability: Soille separa- 
tioils require that the entrainer feed and the azeotropic feed are separate, somc 
do not. 
Although these features could be regarded as mere curiosities, they are esse~t ial  for 
proper entrainer selection. As demonstrated in the next section. the fact that  infiiiite 
reflux is not the liinit case explains why several existing entraiiler selectioli criteria 
fail: They reject candidate entrainers because they do not inalie separation feasible 
a t  infiilite reflux, while these candidates actually mal<e separation feasible a t  finite 
reflux. 
2.2 Entrainer selection criteria 
2.2.1 The existing rules contradict one another - 
Over the j7ears, several authors (Benedict & Rubiii 1945, Hoffman 1964, Dollert!. k 
Caldarola 1985, Sticl~l~llaii ,  Fail and Bravo 1989) have tacliled the follo~ving pi o l ~ l e ~ n :  
Given a binary azeotrope that we want to separate into pure components through 
homogeneous azeotropic distillation and a set of candidate entrainers, find siinplc 
conditions that  these candidates must satisfy in order to  make separation feasible. A 
simple necessary conditioll for separability is quite attractive, since i t  cnahlcs a rapit1 
screening of potential entrainers. Any component that does not satisfy this condi- 
tion can be  immediately discarded. Of course, components that satisfy a necessaij~ 
condition may not make separation feasible: The  selected entrainers must be further 
examined. 
The  conditions that a candidate entrainer must meet in order to  ensure separa- 
bility depend 011 the chosen reference. For instance, in the case of a mini i~~urn  boiling 
azeotrope, we should use as entrainer: 
r According to  Benedict & Rubin (1345), a component that llas a lligl~el boil- 
ing point than both azeotropic components and that  introduces no additional 
azeotrope. Scheibel (1948), Berg (1969), Tassios (1972) and Yell (1986) also use 
this condition. 
According to  Hoffnlan (19643, a component that has a boiiing point locateti 
between the two azeotropic component boiling points and that introduces 110 
additional azeotrope. 
According to  Doherty & Caldarola (19S5), a coniponent "which does not pro- 
duce an internal distillation boundary between the two components to he sep- 
ara ted" . 
r According to Stichlmair, Fair and Bravo (19S9), a conlpone~lt i l la t  eitlie~. lias 
a lower boiling point than both azeotropic coinponents ancl iiltl-ocluces 1-10 
new azeotrope ("low boiling substance") or "forms new low boiling binar~.  
azeotropes" . 
These conditions obviously c~n t r a~d ic t  one another. The  criterion of Belledict & R u -  
bin and Hoffman's criterion are mutually exclusive, since one requires a high boiler 
while the other requires a,n intermediate boiler. The  criterion of Doherty & Ca.ltla.sola. 
includes these two rules as special cases, since the conditions imposed by Beneclict & 
Rubin or Hoffman ensure that there is no distillation boundary. In the ~1assificat~iol-r 
proposed by Doherty & Caldarola, they correspond to  the 100 and 001 ca.ses ses1)cc.- 
tively. The  criterioll of Stichlmair e t  al. and the criterion of Dohesty & Calciarola a.lso 
contradict each other. For instance, light entrainers that  introduce no new azeotropes 
are automatically accepted by the former and systematically rejected by tlie la.tter, 
beca.use these entrainers introduce a boundary tha t  runs from the ent,rainer t,o the 
azeotrope and puts the two azeotropic constituents in different dist,illa,ttio~l regions. 
Also, heavy or intermediate entrainers that  introduce no new azeot.sopes arc aui,o- 
matically accepted by Doherty & Caldarola and systematically rejected by Stichlmais 
e t  a/ .  
Because these criteria are necessary conditions, an entrainer that actually ma.lie~ 
separation feasible should satisfy t h e ~ n  all. Yet no component can sa.tisfy simult,a,ne- 
ously these conflicting conditions, so we can only conclude tha.t a.t least one of these 
criteria is wrong. The  next section shows that  all four axe a.ctua.lly incorrect>. 
2.2.2 These criteria exclude many feasible separations 
Since a.t least one entrainer selection criterion is wrong, the next obvions cluest,ion is: 
\Vhich criteria. should we trust? Which should we reject? \We esa.lliiile here this ques- 
tion from a practical point of view. We first 1001; a t  existing intlust,iial sel>ai.c?t.io~~s. 
which a.re obviously feasible, and see which of the four condit,ions axe sa.tisfiet1. \Ye 
consider the following applications of homogeneous azeotropic distillakioii: 
The sepa.ra,tion of t,he et,ha,nol (L)  - wa.t,er (I)  a.zeot,rope using et,llylene glycol 
(H-E) a.s entrainer. This well known separation ha.s been extensively studied 
by Black & Distler (1972), Black (1980)) Iinight & Doherty (1989) and Iinapp 
&T Doherty (1990). Ethylene glycol is a high boiler wl~icll introduces no new 
azeotrope and there is no distillation boundary in the ternary diagram etl~anol 
- water - ethylene glycol (see figure 2.36). 
0 The separation of the acetone (L) - methanol (I) azeotrope using water (E-I-E) 
as entrainer (I<napp & Doherty 1990). At normal operating pressure (atmo- 
spheric), water is a high boiler that introduces no new azeotrope and there is 
no distillation boundary in the ternary diagram acetone - methanol - water (see 
figure 2.37). 
0 The separation of the nitric acid (L) - water (I) maximum boiling azeotrope 
using sulfuric acid (H-E) as entrainer (Stichlmair ef al. 1989). Sulfuric acicl is 
a high boiler that introduces no new azeotrope. 111 the ternary diagram, nitric 
acid - water - sulfuric acid, a distillation boundary runs from the nitric acicl - 
water azeotrope to  the pure sulfuric acid point, separating the water and nitric 
acid corners (cf. figure 9 of Stichlmair e t  al.). 
0 The separation of the ethanol (I) - water (H) azeotrope using methaaol (L-E) 
as entrainer. Although no industrial column actually performs this s e l ~ ~ r a t  ion. 
Hunek e t  al. (1989) have "checked its reliability with pilot-plant experiments". 
At normal operating pressure (atmospheric), methanol is a 10~11-boiler that in- 
troduces no new azeotrope in the system. I11 the ternary diagrain ethanol - 
water - methanol, a distillation boundary runs from the pure methanol point lo  
the ethanol - water azeotrope (see figure 2.38). 
By coinparing these examples with the aforemei1tioned entrainer screening rules, Ize 
see that:  
r The criterion of Benedict & Rubill would reject the last two separations, because 
sulfuric acid is a high boiler (the azeotrope is maximuin boiling) and methanol 



is a low boiler. 
0 Hoffman's rule would reject all four separations, because nolie of tllc co~~si t lc~~~ed 
entrainers is intermediate boiling. 
0 The criterion of Doherty & Caldarola would reject the last two separations 
because, in both cases, the two desired components lie on opposite sides of a 
distillation boundary. 
The criterion of Stichlmair et al. would reject the first two separations becauqe, 
in both cases, the entrainer is a high boiler that does not introduce adclitio~~al 
azeotropes. 
The  obvious coiiclusion from these four examples is that all four elltrainer selectioll 
criteria are erroneous. In order to examine how often they fail, we consider five min- 
imum boiling azeotropes. For each of these azeotropes, w e  have ide i~t ih~i i  ent ~il i l l ( ' l . s  
that  make separation feasible: 
Ethyl ethanoate - ethanol: Chlorobenzene, acetone 
0 Ethanol - water: Methanol, ethylene glycol, acetone 
Acetone - heptane: Benzene, toluene 
Acetone - methanol: Water, chlorobenzene, ethanol, isopropanol 
0 Isopropanol - toluene: Metlia.no1, ethanol, acetone, ethyl etha.noa.t,e 
Appendix 1 shows the feasible separation sequence and the residue cur7.e diagranl 
that correspond to each of these 15 cases. We see that: 
0 The criterion of Belledict & Rubin is correct in 7 cases. 
0 Hoffman's rule is correct in 1 case. 
The criterion of Doherty & Caldarola is correct in 8 cases. 
o The criterion of Stichlmair e t  al. is correct in 7 cases. 
This study shows tha t  none of these criteria can be used in practice. since all of thcnl 
reject incorrectly a large fraction of entrainers. 
We have now established that all four existing entrainer selection criteria ale 
incorrect. In the next paragraph, we use the understanding gained in the previous 
section of the fundamental characteristics of homogeneous azeotropi c di s toilla ttion i30 
explain the failures of these criteria. 
2.2.3 Why do these rules fail? 
Benedict & Rubin 
This rule is based on industrial experience. In 1945, most elltrainers were high boilers 
tlmt did not add azeotropes in the system. By using the rule of Belledict 22 R.uhil~. \vc 
can utilize the experience gained in industry with such e i~ t~a ine r s .  But the cl-lemical 
industry a t  large does not ta-ke full advantage of the possibilit,ies offerecl by homo- 
geneous azeotropic distillation (this fact has already been ullderlilled 1131 Dollert,y & 
Caldarola (1985)). 
Hoffman 
This rule is based on a, graphical representation of the i11finit.e sefl~ix sitt~at~ioii. A t  
infi~lite reflux, sepa.rations such as ethallol (L) - water (I)  - ethyleile glycol (11-l;) a ~ l c i  
a.cetone (L) - methanol (I) - water (H-E), which are tv7o of the most coni~llo~l appli- 
catioils of homogeneous azeotropic distillation) are impossible. I-loffman's grapliica,l 
procedure correctly predicts this fact. However, because infinite reflux is not t , l~e 
limiting case, this does not imply that separa,tion is infeasible for finit,e reflux 1-aliles. 
Doherty & Caldarola 
The  criterion of Doherty & Caldarola is based on residue curve boundaries. Their 
argumentation contains two steps: The first step can be  found in Van Dongcli L 
Doherty (1985), the second step in Doherty & Caldaroia (1985). The  reader is referred 
to these papers for details. Their argumentation unfolds as follows: 
r In the first step, they explain why residue curve boundaries limit the ra.nge 
of feasible separations. The  idea is that ,  because distillation colunin profiles 
a t  infinite reflux can be approximated by residue curves and beca.use residue 
curves callnot cross residue curve boundaries, compositiol.~ profil~r's ca.nnot c~ .oss  
residue curve boundaries by niuch. Implicitly, they assullle t11a.t compositio~i 
profiles a t  finite reflux are very similar to composition profiles a t  iilfinit,e reflux. 
They write (Van Dongen & Doherty 1985, p. 462): "From (the residue curve) 
map, we can immediately determine the simple distilla.tion region boundaries 
and also the general shape of the expected column profiles a.t infinit ,e reflus 
and reboil. These profiles a.nd boundaries would then serve to a.pproximate tlsc 
profiies and region boundaries for the case of finite reflux a.nd reboil ratio." 
They conclude that  "the topology of the residue curve map I...] constrains the 
range of possible compositions of the distilla.te and bottom products." 
r In the second step, they make "the reasonable working assumption (tha.t) mate- 
ria.1 balance lines joining distillate, feed and bottoms conlposit.ioljs i l l  cant i11uo11s 
distillation are forbidden to cross simple distillation region boulida.ries rega.rt1- 
less of the operating conditions in the column." With this a.ssumption t.lie~r 
explain why "distillation boundaries within the compositioll tria.ngle can ne\.er 
be crossed by simple recycle methods." 
As we saw in the first section, profiles a t  finite reflux and a t  infinite reflus can diii'er 
significalltly in the case of homogeneous azeotropic distillation. Therefore, t h c  iml,licit 
a,ssumption tha.t composition profiles at  finite reflux are simila,r to composition profiles 
a t  infinite reflux is incorrect. Composition profiles in the extractive section oft.en go 
across residue curves. For instance, in the case of ethanol (L) - water (I) - eth.vlene 
glycol (H-E), the comparison of figures 10 and 13 of Levy Sr. Dollertj (1986) shons 
that  the extractive section composition profile is perpendicular to the residue curlJes 
it intersects. 
Because infinite reflux composition profiles coincide with residue curves (Van Don- 
gen & Doherty 1985), the distillate and bottom products of a distillati011 column 
operated at infinite reflux must lie within the same distillation region. Howevel. \tre 
often obtain a different situation a t  finite reflux, because we can a c h i e \ ~  mole scpd- 
ration at finite reflux than a t  infinite reflux. For instance, figure 11 of Van Dongen 
6t Dolierty (1935) and figure 12 of Levy, Van Dongen and Dobertj. (198.5) cl~spla> 
examples of mixtures where distillate and bottom lie in different regioni. Accoicl~ilg 
to our experience, the assumptioli that distillate and bottom have to be in the same 
region is too restrictive. Indeed, the composition profiles of several columns preientctl 
in this article cross their corresponding boundaries1; the distillate and bottonl t l te~i 
lie in different distillation regions. 
While distillate and bottom must lie in the same distillatior1 region a t  infinitc 
reflux, the feed can belong to a different region. Even a t  infinite reflux, the illass 
balance line of a distillate column can cross a residue boundary. This pheilolnei~oll is 
ma,de possible by the curva.ture of residue curve bounda.ries: The  columtl feed t,l.ieli 
lies on the concave side of the boundary while distillate and bottoms lie on thc con\.es 
side. Figure 2.39 to figure 2.42 illustrate this fact in the methyl acet,atc (Ii) - ~nct  hanol 
(I) - hexane (H-E) case2: We can use hexane as entrainer for the metharlol - 111~111>.j 
'Such IS the case for the follow~ng lnlxtures Methyl ethyl ketone (I) - water (tI) - acetone (L-E) ,  
ethanol (I)  - water (EI) - methanol (L-E), ethailol (I) - water (H) - acetone (L-E), sec butanol ( I )  - 
water (H) - ethanol (L-E), lsopropanol (I) - toluene (H) - acetone (L-E), isopropanoi ( I )  - toluc~nc. 
(11) - ethyl ethanoate (L-E), ethyl ethanoate (I) - ethanol ( H )  - acetone (L-E) 
acetate azeotrope. Indeed, a feed of composition D l ,  which lies in region 1, can be 
separated in a column operating a t  infinite reflux into a distillate D2 and a bottom 
B2, which both lie in region 2. The entrainer recovery column can perform its task. 
since we can recover the entrainer and produce almost pure methyl acetate. The 
extractive column also achieves its objective: It separates the mixture of D2 ancl F 
into a distillate D l  and a bottom B1, which contains essentially pure methanol. Note 
that the feed and the products of the first column all lie in region 1: The separatio~l 
performed in this column follows the rule of Doherty & Caldarola. As a conclusion. 
their argumentation breaks down because of an incorrect analysis of homogeneous 
azeotropic distillation columns colnposition profiles: Feed, distillate a n d  bottoms can 
lie in different distillation regions. 
As a final note, we reworked the example presented in figures G and 7 of Dolierty 
6r. Caldarola. In their example, the separation of the ethanol - water azeotrope is at- 
tempted using an unknown entrainer that forms a binary minimum boiling azeotrope 
with water and that is lighter than ethanol (no other azeotrope). Because we have 
no data for such an entrainer, we used the sec butanol ( H )  - water ( I )  - ethanol (L-E) 
example. By comparing figure 7 of Doherty 65 Caldarola with figule 2.43, \\.c S(Y 
that the residue curve diagrams are identical. Ethanol plays the role of the unknown 
entrainer, sec butanol replaces ethanol, and water has the same role in both cases. 
Doherty & Caldarola could not obtain the desired separation, mostly because the;, 
tried to recover the heavy component. namely water, first. As figure 2.44, figure 2.45 
and figure 2.46 show, separation is feasible in a two-column sequcl~ce i f  \ve ~ c c o \ ~ c ~  
the intermediate component, z.e. sec butanol, first as a bottoni product. The second 
columil separates water from the ethanol - water azeotrope. This azeotlope is recy- 
cled and acts as entrainer. We attempted to reproduce this result with Aspen, but 
2 ~ i l i e  Van Dongell 6L Dolserty (1985), we use the regular solution equation instead of the M'ilson 
equation for this mixture. We use the same representation convention. 
atloq alner feed Azeotro~ic feed la 81 - D2 
0.676 
Ea 
Methyl acetate (L) 0.332 0.405 0.004 0.332 0.998 
Methanol (I) 0.282 0.324 0.251 0.996 0.282 0.002 
Hexane (H) 0.386 0.0 0.344 0.0 0.386 0.0 
D2: Ternary azeotrope recycle 
Hexane t H) makeup 
Azeotr 
Fig. 2.39: The hexane - methanol - methyl acetate separation sequence 
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Fig. 2.42: The composition profiles of the two hexane - methanol - methyl 
acetate separation sequence columns lie in different distillation regions. 
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Methanol 
could not make it converge. 
The  criterion of Doherty & Caldarola rejects many candidate entraiiiers t h a t  ac- 
tually make separation feasible. For instance, it rejects all light boilers that  introduce 
no new azeotrope. In this situation, the two azeotropic components always lie 012 
opposite sides of a residue curve boundary that runs from the entrainer corilei lo t l ~ c  
binary azeotrope. If this boundary were a straight line in the mathematzcul sensc. i t  
could not be crossed, but physical systems always show some curvature, and tliii is 
enough to  make separation feasible. Separation may be easy even ~vlrhen the l~ound- 
ary looks almost straight, as the ethanol (I) - water (H) - metl-iai~ol (L-E) sjrstem 
demonstrates (figure 2.47, figure 2.48 and figure 2.49). 
Stichlmair, Fair and Bravo 
Their criterion is directly based on the idea that ,  if the coi~sidered compoue~lt cloe5 
not make separation feasible a t  infinite reflux, then it can be discarded. Their argu- 
mentation unfolds in the followiilg manner: 
They first define the "distillation lines" for a given ternary mixture. "The 
distillation lines for a ternary mixture can be see11 as represeilting possible 
co~lcentratio~l profiles in a colu~nn when operation is a t  the total (or high) reflux 
condition." Note that the procedure they use to determine infinit,e reflux coluuln 
profiles can be found in Hoffman (1964). Distillation lines are very s imila~ t.o 
residue curves. Orientation aside, the only difference is t11a.t distilla.t2ion lines 
represent infinite reflux profiles of tray columns \vhile residue curves represent 
infinite reflus pr.ofiles of packed colum~ls. 
0 When distilling a zeotropic multicornponeilt misture, onlj- the moit \.olatilc anrl 
least volatile components can be recovered as pure products of a colum~l. ' l ' l - i (~ \  
generalize this property to azeotropic mixtures in the following Iliailllei: 'bOnl\r 

C o n e m  fitrainer feed Azeotronic feed Distillate Bottorn~ 
See-butanol (I) 0.0 0.4008 0.00024 0.99 
Water (H) 0.0818 0.5992 0.13335 0.01 
Ethanol (L) 0.9182 0.0 0.86641 0.00 
Ethanol-water azeotrope recycle 
See butanol (I) Water (HI 
Fig. 2.44: The sec-butanol - water - ethanol separation sequence 
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Fig. 2.49: Ethanol - water - methanol residue curve diagram 
and extractive column composition profile 
Ethanol 
Water 
Methanol 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 
those constituents that are located a t  the end points of distilla.tion lines call be 
obtained in pure form." 
r Therefore, a candidate entrainer makes separation feasible only if the two 
azeotropic constituents are end points of distillation in the ternary diagram 
azeotropic components entrainer. Implicitly they assunle that if sepal < ~ t  io11 I S  
not feasible a t  infinite reflux, then it is not feasible a t  finite reflux. 
This  argumentation is flawed because the generalizatioll made in the second step is 
incorrect. A colnponent can be obtained in pure form even if distillation lines neither 
sta,rt from it nor end a,t it. Figure 2.36 illustrates this point in the ethanol ( L )  - 
water (Ij - ethylene glycol (H-E) case. Ethanol is not a, node of t he  dist.illat.ion line 
diagra,m, but a saddle. Although ethanol cannot be recoverccl a t  illfinitc rcfl~is, it 
ca.n be recovered a t  finite reflux. Note that saddle coillpone~~ts can somet.iines bc 
recovered a t  infinite reflux. This point is demonstrated by figure 2.50, figure 2.51 and 
figure 2.52 in the acetone (L) - heptane (H)  - benzene (I-E) ca.se. Although acet,onc i s  
again a saddle, it can be recovered as pure distillate of a columil operating a.t illfinite 
reflux. As a conclusion, their argumentation breaks down heca.use t,hey incor !w t I!,
generalized from the zeotropic case to the hon~ogeneous azeotropic case a.11c1 l)pcause 
sepa,rations tha,t are infea.sible a t  infinite reflux ma,y be feasible a t  finit,e refius. 
Another important mista.ke in their pa.per is the fa.ct tha.t tlie m.t,euia.l ba.lal~cc of 
their three-column separation sequence canllot be closed, as communicatecl to us b!. 
Doherty (1989). Using argumeilts similar to  Doherty & Ca.ldarola. (1985, 13. 47!1), \ye 
see that closing the inaterial balance around the first column secluires tlrat 113. I31 
aiid A (pure componei~t a corner) a.re aligned (see figure 11 of Sticli l~llni~~ ef 0 1 . ) .  1'l:is 
is clearly not the case. Ho~vever, separation is feasible in tlie sit,ua.tion the!. clesc~,il)~, 
beca,use the distillation bounda.ry can be crossed (note that  this distilla.tion bounda~ .~ .  
is esseiitially the same as in Doherty & Caldarola). A two-colurnn separation se- 
quence, rather than the incorrect three-column sequence, can perform the descril>ecl 
Concentration Entrainer feed Azeotro~ic f e d  Distillate Rottoms 
Acetone (L) 0.0 0.9365 0.99 0.0003 
Heptane (H) 0.0 0.0635 0.00 0.0602 
Benzene (I) 1.0 0.0 0.01 0.9395 
Benzene (I) recycle 
Benze 
Azeotropic feed 
Fig. 2.50: The acetone - heptane - benzene separation sequence 

Fig. 2.52: Acetone - heptane - benzene residue curve diagram 
and extractive column composition profile 
Acetone 
Heptane 
Benzene 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 
separation, as illustrated in figure 2.47 with the ethanol (I)  - water ( I )  - lnetllallol 
( 1,- E) example. 
2.2.4 Remarks on the thermodynamics 
The  qualitative results presented in this article do not depend on the specifics of 
the thermodynamic relationships used. For instance, the feed and products of a 
column can be on different sides of a distillation boundary, regardless of the mixture 
of thermodynamics. However, the quantitative results shown heye clepenil Ireavily 
on these specifics: The  position and curvature of distillatioli bouncla.ries ma.y cliangc 
significantly when we change the thermodynanlic representation of the mistul.e. For 
instance, using the Van Laar equation instead of the Wilson equation to describe 
liquid a,ctivity coefficients often increases residue curve boundary c.ul~va,tures. \Ve 
have found that  many separations used as examples here are easier (they recluil-ct less 
entrainer, less reflux and/or less trays) with the Van Laax equa.tio1-i tila11 \v i t , I~  t . 1 1 ~  
IVilson equation. For instance, ethylene glycol (H-E) appea,rs to be a. much bct ter 
entrainer for the ethanol (L)  - water (I) azeotrope if the Van L a x  equa.tion is used 
(a,s I h a p p  Si Doherty (1990) have done in the flowsheet that is to be pa.tent,ed) 
rather than the Wilson equation. In some cases (such as ethyl ethanoa.te (I) - ethanol 
(H)  - methanol(L-E)), separation is feasible if we use the Vaa La.a.r equat,ion l ~ u t ,  is 
impossible with the Wilson equation. 
Honlogeneous azeotropic distillation is usually sensitive t,o t hernloc1j.11 all i ic (la 1 ;I 
illaccuracy, much more so than zeotropic distilla,tion. Indeed, slllall cle\!iations in 
the binary interaction parameters used in activity coefficient ca.lculatio~ls can lead to 
dramatically different results. In practice, this makes homogeneous a.zeot,ropic distil- 
1a.tion colulnsl design very difficult: Because these paramet,ers are usually obt,ailictl 
by fitting vapor-liquid equilibrium da,ta over the whole colnl~osi t on range, t,lle ei.l,or 
margins obtained for these para,meters are fairly la,rge ailcl designs may be uncertain. 
This point is illustrated by figure 2.53 and figure 2.54 with the ethyl et11a.noa.t.e (1,) 
- methyl ethyl ketone (I) - toluene (H-E) mixture. We varied slightly the binary i n -  
teraction parameter of toluene and ethyl ethanoate U T - E E  around its nominal value 
0.758, keeping all other parameters constant. Figure 2.53 shows tha.t varying ~ T - E E  
from 0.758 to 0.68 or to 0.90 hardly changes the vapor-liquid equilibrium of ethyl 
etha,noate and toluene; therefore, identifying accurately the value of this para.111et8er 
within the range 0.68 - 0.90 would be difficult experimentally. Yet the behavior of 
the ethyl ethanoate - methyl ethyl ketone - toluene mixture depends heavily on t , l~e 
precise value of this pa,rameter. At the nonlinal value, toluene a.cts a.s entrainer for 
the ethyl ethanoate - methyl ethyl ketone azeotrope, enabling the reco\lei.y of etlij.1 
ethanoa,te as pure top product of the extractive column. iiVhen we decrease ( / T - E E  
below its nominal value, separation becomes increasingly ea,sy, since it rec~uires a 
lower minimun~ reflux ratio for the same feed ratio (figure 2.54). \i\'hen we incrcase 
CZT-EE a,bove its nominal value, separation becomes more ancl more difficrili. a,ncl is 
impossible for the given feed ratio value when ~ T - E E  is bet~veen 0.77 ancl O.S!). For 
values above 0.89, separation becomes again increasingly easy with increasing values 
of ~ T - E E ,  but the  flowsheet must be modified: We now recover methyl ethyl ketone 
in the distillate instead of ethyl ethanoate. Therefore, a small error in the evalua.tion 
of the binary interaction parameter of ethyl ethanoate and toluene can lead to very 
different separation sequences. 

Fig. 2.54: Minimum reflux ratio for varying ethyl 
ethanoate-toluene Wilson parameters. 
The feed ratio is equal to 50. 
0.68 0.7 0.758 0.8 (nominal value) 
Chapter 3 
Separability and Flowsheet Synthesis 
Separability at infinite reflux 
In the case of zeotropic distillation, infinite reflux implies maximum sepa.ra.tiol~. By 
exa.mining the infinite reflux situation, ure can derive useful information sucl-1 as t , l~e 
minimum number of trays required for a desired separation. The situation is different 
in the case of llornogeneous azeotropic distillation: Illfinite reflux does not alwa_\is 
imply maximum separation. We cannot determine the minimurn number of trays by 
examining the infinite reflux case, because we can oft,en obtain better sepa,ra,tion at, 
finite reflux. In particular, separations that are infeasible a.t infinite reflus may he 
fea,si ble a t  finite reflux. 
This does not take away all interest from the infinite refiux case. Several reasons 
remain for investigating this case. Firstly, because the infinite refiux situation ca.n be 
approached only in the limit, separations that are feasible at infinite reflux axe feasible 
a,t high reflux, so separa.bility at infinite reflux implies sepa.ra.bili t): at finit,e reflus. 
Secondly, the infinite reflus situation has the advantage of simp1ici ty  : 'l'lic clisti lla t , i o l ~  
coluilin composition profiles can be easily deduced from the tl~ermodynanlit. tiat.a 
(Hoffman 1964, Van Dongen Sr. Doherty 1985, Stichlma.ir e t  a,/. 198'3) and infisii te r e f l ~ ~ s  
composition profiles depend neither on the number of feeds nor on their loca,tions. 
3.1.1 Composition profile representation 
We focus here on composition profiles of columns operated a t  infinite reflux. We limit 
ourselves to  columns sepalraking terna.ry mixtures. Such profiles have been st,~itlietl 
extensively by Hoffman (1964), Van Dongen & Doherty (1985) and Stichlmaii, Fair 
Sr. Bravo (1989). Chapters 5 and 6 of Hoffman's book describe a graphical rnetliocl Sol. 
obtaining these profiles, and its applications. The method is based on the fa.ct. tl-ia.tt, 
a t  total reflux, no product comes out of the column. Therefore, the  composition of 
the liquid that  flows from a given tray to the tray below is equal to the colllpositioli 
of the vapor tha,t rises from the tray below to  the consideretl tra,y. As  s11on:n 13.11 
Hoffman, infinite reflux composition profiles are described by a succession of tie lil~cs. 
Stichlmair e t  al.  simplify this representation by removing the individual poin t.s; the); 
call the resulting curve a "distillation line." 
Van Dongen Sr. Doherty (1985) discard the plate-to-pla.te difference equation ap- 
proa.ch and describe column sections by differential equations. They show t11a.t corn- 
position profiles obtained with these differential equations do not differ significantly 
from composition profiles obtained with the usual difference ecluatio~ls. As \v(, s l ~ o \ v  
in appendix 2, the similarity between compositioll profiles obtained \vith difi'erel-rce 
equations and with differential equations comes from the fact that differential eclua- 
tions represent the composition profiles of pa,cked columils, while difference eclua,tions 
represent the conlposition profiles of s taged  columns. 
At infinite reflux, the differential equations tha,t describe pa.cked columns hecon-le 
identical to  the residue curve equations. Thus residue curves coincide e:r.ncl'lg \ \ ' i t . l ~  
cornposition profiles ~f pa.cked coluinlls operated at total reflu.;, anti tl-iclj. g i ~ c  a 
very good approximation of coinposition profiles of tray colu~-ilils a.t infinite 1,efIus. 
Because they are continuous (distillation lines are actually a set of discrete pointi), 
better understood (cf. the series of articles published by Doherty k Perkins (iY'iSa. 
1971b, 1979) and Van Dongen & Doherty (198.1)) and easier to compute. n c  tlsc 
hereafter residue curves to  describe infinite refiux composition profiles. Tbe  results 
presented in this section apply only to packed columns per se; however, since t11e1.e 
is very little difference between tray and packed columns, they should also cover t,he 
tra.y column case. 
3.1.2 Possible separations within one column 
Residue curves represent the composition profiles of packed columns a t  infinite ~,efl~ts. 
Therefore, two points D and B located in tlze composition triangle may repicsellt 
respectively the distillate and bottom of a packed column operated a t  total reflus 
only if tlzere exists a residue curve connecting D and B. Conversel~~, if such a residue 
curve exists, it represents the profile of a packed colun~ii that gi~res 1) as dist 11la tc. 
and B as bottom product. So we obtain the following theorem: 
Theorem 3.1 Two points D and B located i n  the composztzon trzangle repr-tstnf t h c  
dzst~llate and tlze bottom product respectively of a packed column operated a t  711.fiiz1fe 
repux zf and only if there exists a residue curve going from D to  B. 
At  ~nfinite refiux, the number of feeds and their locations have no influence 011 t llc. 
composition profile; only the overall feed composition is important. Beca i i i r .  t lie 
material balance must be closed, we obtain the following theorem: 
Theorem 3.2 A .feed F can be separated i n  a packed co1uml.l operated c~t i~z,finite re.il7l.z: 
into a distillate D and a bottom. B if and only if: 
- D, F and B are aligned and F is located between D and B. 
- A I-esidue curve goes from D to B. 
A given feed can be separated in a large number of ways. as long as they satisfy the t 1z.o 
conditions stated in theorern 3.2. The distillate arid bottom compositions depend on 
the column height and the distilla te-to-bottom ratio. We can have nlultiple solutions 
cven for fixed D, B and h,  because multiple steady states actually o c c u ~ .  Figure 3.1 
and figure 3.4 illustrate this point: A column separating a mixture of acetone ( L )  
- heptane (H) - benzene (L-E) yields in the first case 99% acetone a t  the top and 
95% heptane a t  the bottom (figure 3.2 and figure 3.3) while it performs very little 
separation in the  other case (figure 3.5 and figure 3.6). Note that distillate flow ratc. 
bottom flow rate, number of trays (and reflux: we cannot truly achieve infinite reflus 
with Chemsim) are identical in both ca,ses. 
Because residue curves are constrained by residue curve boundaries, compositiol~ 
profiles of packed columns operated a t  infinite reflux must be entirely contained within 
one distillation region. This implies that distillate and bottom must lie in the same 
distillation region. However, it does not imply that the feed must lie in the same 
distillation region as the composition profile. Indeed, the cur1.a ture of residtic clil-1-c 
boundaries, which are never straight lines in the mathematical sense. mal;es i t  possihle 
for the feed to  lie in one distillation region while the distillate and bottonl lie in ariolliel 
region. Figure 2.39, figure 2.40 and figure 2.41 illustrate this fact in the methyl acetate 
(L) - methanol (I) - hexane (H-E)' case: The feed of the second colunln lies in region 
1 while its profile lies in region 2. This fact, which was overloolied by Dohert! '!L 
Caldarola (1985), explains why their criterion fails for infinite reflus separability. 
Theorem 3.2 helps us solve the following question: Given a, feed F, ca,n we recover a 
product P ,  not necessarily an essentially pure component, from it? We can deterilline 
the answer to this question through the following procedure: 
1. We first locate F and P in the ternary diagram. 
2. Because the material balance must be closed, the possil~le colnpositiolis of the 
product obtained a t  the other end of the colurnn must lie on the scg~ilont F'Q. 
'Like Van Dongen & Doherty, we use the regular solution equation instead of the  \~4'ilson equat,ion 
for this mixture. 


Acetone 
Fig. 3.3: Acetone - heptane - benzene residue curve diagram 
and extractive column composition profile. 
First steady-state. 
Heptane 
Benzene 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 

Fig. 3.5: Acetone (I)  - heptane ( 2 )  - benzene (3) 
extractive column composition profile. 
Second steady-state. 
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Fig. 3.7: Separation is feasible 
3. Then we exanline whether the residue curve that contains P intersects FQ or 
not. If so, separation is feasible (figure 3.7); if not,  separation is infcasihl~ 
(figure 3.8). 
A more common and more important question is: Give11 a. feed F, call we recover 
co~nponent A from F with a certain purity (for instance, 99% A)?  I11 t,his casc. t,l~c: 
desired product can be anywhere within a region. Specifying a. l l ~ i i l i i ~ l u ~ l ~  plirif,\: 
on component A requires that the corresponding product must lie inside trial~gle 
7 (figure 3.9 and figure 3.10). In this case, separation is feasible if a11d 0111~' if a t  
least one residue curve that goes through 7 intersects t'he triangle FQI? (figure 3.!1). 
Figure 3.10 shows a situation where separakion is infeasible, because a resicl~~t, c11n.e 
l~oundary sta.nds between FQR a.nd 7 .  111 theory, checlcing ~vhethcr sepa.ratioi1 is 
fea.sible or not \vould require the examination of every curve that goes through 7 .  In 
practice, beca.use residue curves a,re well-11eha.ved curves except around resitlue clii.\.e 
boundaries, we  need to  checli only a. few curves. 
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Fig. 3.8: Separation is infeasible 
Fig. 3.10: Separation is infeasible 
E Boundary B 
By applying this procedure to the acetone - heptane - benzene case (figure 3.1, 
figure 3.2 and figure 3.3), we see that acetone call be recovered as di~t i l la t~e of a 
pa.clied column operated a t  infinite reflux. Thus components ma,y be recovered a.s 
pure products even when they are sa,ddles in the residue curve dia.gra.1-n. This fa,ct. 
which was overlooked by Stichlmair e t  al., explains why their criterion cioes not predict, 
infinite reflux separability correctly. 
3.1.3 Separating a binary azeotrope with one column 
It is widely accepted that  the separation of a binary azeotrope into two e~sent~ially pure 
co~~lponents  requires a.t least two separa.ting units, suc l~  as t,wo distillation colnrnns 
or a. c1ist.illa.tion column aad a flash drum (if two components can  be \rerj- easil!: 
sepa.rat,ed). For example, Douglas (1989) writes that "splitting (an)  a.zeotrope nos- 
lllally requires two columns." Shinskey (1984) also writes that  "i;o sepa,ra.te a 1,in;lry 
a.zeotrope requires two columns." 
This generalization is incorrect: Sometimes, we can separate a bina,rj~ azeotropc 
into two pure products with only one column. 
Theorein 3.3 Given a binary azeotrope A-B which we want to  separate into pi- ducts 
of given purities, a candidate entrainer E makes this separation feasible with o?.re 
packed column operated at infinite reflux if and only if one residue cz~l-ve cor~ttcls 'T4 
and TB. 
Here, TA and TB denote the areas that correspond to  the specifica,tions on A ant1 T3 
respectively. 
Necessity is obvious: If separation is feasible with only one column, one of its 
products satisfies the specifications on A and is therefore located in 'T4 while t,he 
other product satisfies the specifications on B and lies in TB. So tlie column ~)rofilc. 
which coincides wit,ll a. residue curve, connects TA aad TB. Reciprocall\~. let I' 1)i. the 
residue curve that  joins TA and TB (figure 3.11), and let PA (PB respectivelj.) be a 
point of I? in TA (ITB resp.). By construction, PAPR intersects EFAB (where F.4R is t,he 
azeotropic feed); let F be the intersectioil point. By mixing E a.nd FA4,3 i n  adequate 
proportions, we obtain the overall feed F. Because PA, F a.nd PB a.re aligned a,nd 
because 1'34 and PB are connected by I', we can apply theorem 3.2: T!:ere exists a 
packed colurrln separa.ting F into PA and PB. 
This surprising result is illustrated by figure 3.12 and figure 3.1:3 in the acetone 
- heptane - benzene case. The  specifications are 99% acetone and 99% hept'ane; 
if u7e a.dd less than one part of benzene for a hundred parts of azeotrope, we ca.ii 
separate the a.cetone - heptane azeotrope with only one column. Such a sel~aration 
scheme 11a.s the obvious advantage of elin~iiia,ting the elltraiiler recovery c o l ~ ~ m n  a t1 
the elltrainer recycle, enabling us t~o reduce significal~tly the  clia,s-rleter of' 1110 c ,s l~,ac. t  i1.c 
colum11. A~lotller advanta,ge is the small amount of entrainer required to a.cllie\:e t11c 
separation; the higher the product specifications, the smaller this amount. I-lo\vc\;el., 
there are sonle obvious drawbacks: This colullln must be large, beca.use its profile 
follows a residue curve tha.t comes close to a sa.ddle (benzene) a.nd sho\vs significant, 
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Fig. 3.11: Separation is feasible with only one column. 
curvature. And the higher the product ~~ecif icat iol ls  are, the larger the column mnst 
be. Also, the fact tha t  the entrainer goes through only one pass call be cos t l~  i f  the 
entrainer is expensive. Whether this scheme is economically attractive or not depellcls 
on the specifics of the problem. Nevertheless, it represents a new separatioil ~netlrocl 
that may be of interest in some cases and should therefore be consiclereci. 
3.1.4 Separating a binary azeotrope with two columns 
Most homogeneous azeotropic distillation sequences use at  least two columns to pel - 
forin the separation. I11 this section, we examine the follo~ring question: Given a 
binary azeotrope A-B which we want to separate into products of given puritieq, un-  
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Fig. 3.13: Acetone (1) - heptane (2) - benzene ( 3 )  
distillation column composition profile 
der which conditions does a candidate entrainer E malie this separation feasible in a 
two-column separation sequence? 
The  specifications on each product translate into two regions TA and 78. To be 
successful, a separation sequence must yield two products which are located inside TA 
and 7j3 (see figure 3.14). Now, let R be the recycle composition, and let us assume 
that  we want to  recover A first. Then the separation sequence must operate in  tlic 
following manner: The  first coluinn separates the combined feed F (which is tllc slim 
of the recycle R and of the azeotropic feed FAB) into a product PA located in 'T4 and  
a product P. P is then fed to  the second column, which separates it into R and a 
product PB located in TB. Again, we assume that both columns are a t  total reflus. If 
this separation scheme worlis, then there exists at  least one residue curve connecting 
R and a point of Is, because this residue curve represents the composition profile of 
the entrainer recovery column. Also, P must be connected to a point of 'Tq (here. 
PA) by a residue curve. We obtain therefore the necessary conditioils for sel>alabilit\, 
in a t\vo-column sequence (figure 3.15): 
At least one residue curve r connects R to  a point of TB (here, PB). 
Let rB be  the part of l7 contained in TB and S the convex hull of the set 
formed by rB and R. Then, at  least one residue curve connects one poii~t of 
S\((R) U TB) (here, P) and a point of TA (here, PA). 
These conditions are also sufficient: If a residue curve r connects R to a po~iit PB 
of TB, these two points can be obtained as products of a packed coluinn operated 
at infinite reflus, and r represents its composition profile. So the entiainer iecovery 
column can perform its duty. By definition of a convex hull, ,S'\({R} U'TB) contains 
all the points that  can be separated into R and a poilit PB of I= 'B .  So if a ~csltlue 
curlre connects one point P of S\({R) IJ 7j3) and one point PA of T4. a patl\etd col- 
umn operated a t  infinite reflus can yield them as products. Therefore, the estractive 
Fig. 3.14: The two-column separation sequence 
A 
colum~l caa perform its duty. Note that R is excluded beca,use it ca.nnot be sepa.ra.t,ecI 
in the second column into R and something else, while TB is excluded beca,use sepa- 
ra,tion would be  feasible wit11 only one column otherwise. P is the11 f'ecl t,o t.he seconcl 
colul~m, whic1-1 we have already exalliined. Finally, we see that by const,l.uction (see 
figure 3.15) the material balance line of the extractive colulnll intersects RF..lR ( the 
line connecting the recycle to the a,zeotropic feed), so we ca,n obtaili the proper o~~era l l  
feed F by mixing a,declua.te al-Ilouiits of R and FAB. AS a conclusion, we see that if t.he 
tw70 a.forementioned conditions a.re sa,tisfied, separa,tion is feas'ible \,vi ti1 a t , \ ~ o - ~ o l i i l i ~ ~ i  
sequence. Tliese results a,re summarized in the following theorein: 
Theorem 3.4 G i ~ e i z  a b inary  aseoti-ope A-B which we want  t o  sepa?-ate i n to  121-odzscts 
Fig. 3.15: Separation is feasible with two columns 
A 
of yive~l, purities, a candidate e~ztrai~zer E makes separatio?~ feasible in cr sequelzce of 
two packed columns operated at total reflux where A is recovered first -f a17.d on.ly I f :  
- At least one residue curve co1272ects the chosen recycle con211o.~~ttoi1 R ~ ~ 7 ( l ' T , , .  
- At least one residue curve connects TA and S\({R) U IB). 
In pra.ctice, checking this condition is rather cumbersome, because the set ,S clepends 
on the residue curve chosen during t,he first step. Because TB is inclucied in 'TB 
(by definition), we obtain a much more convenient condition by co~lsideril~g YE. 
the convex hull of the set formed by Is a,nd R, instead of S. Indeed, XB no l o i ~ g e ~  
depends on r B ,  so the resulting condition is quickly checked. Replacing S bj. Ss gives 
Fig.3.16: The conditions of theorem 5 are only necessary 
A 
Residue curve 
boundary 
us a condition that is no longer sufficient, however, because the point P of CB cannot 
always be separated into R and a point PB located on a residue curve conilectcd to R. 
Figure 3.16 illustrates this point with a mixture of the 401 type (using the gi ;ipliical 
classification of Doherty & Caldarola (1985)). If we try to lec~.clc eiientialI\ j)uic- 
entrainer. we see that the extractive column can separate the conlbil~ecl feed F into 
a product PA and a product P. P does belong to  CB (the finely hatclied d1c.a). b u ~  
not to S (here, S is esselitially tlie BE edge): P callnot he separatccl into a p~oduct  
PB colltailled i11 'Tj and R. A necessary conditioil for separability is: 
i 
Tileore111 3.5 A ca7adidate eiat1-az12e1- E c a n  m a k e  t h e  des17ea' c c p n r a t ~ o n  f'ccrc?blr o u l y  
1f: 
- .4t least one residue curve connects the chosen recycle R a n d  7 ~ .  
- At least one ~*esidue curve connects TA and CB\({R) U IB). 
Kote: Because residue curves are well-behaved curves, a whole set of residue curves 
satisfies either of these conditions if one residue curve satisfy it. Tliese two thcorems 
enable us to  screen potential entrainers through the following procedure: 
Step 1: Pick a candidate entrainer. 
r Step 2: Draw the corresponding residue curve diagram using accurate therino- 
dynamic data.  
r Step 3: Draw the areas corresponding to  the desired specifications. 'rhcic arcas 
are usually triangles. We will refer to them as TA and Tj.  
Step 4: Pick the recycle composition. Candidate recycle compositions are: 
- The  entrainer. 
- A binary azeotrope between the entrainer and one of the azeotropic com- 
ponents. 
- A ternary azeotrope. 
Note that the recycle composition need not be any of these points. Fo1 instance. 
in the acetone - heptane - benzene case, the recycle can contain s i g ~ ~ i l ~ c a n t  
fractions of either acetone or heptane. As we will late1 see 111 tlli. cc15e s ~ ~ i c l ~ e s .  
the analysis of the points just mentioned (pure en t la~nei ,  1~1 l i a ly  a z c o t ~  opt's. 
le l~lary azeot~ope)  ilidicates what the recycle colnpos~tiori La11 l ~ t  wllcl~ ~t call 
differ from all of them. Accordi~ig to our experience, checlilng these p o ~ u t i  15 
enough: Tlli'hen separatioll is not feasible with ally of these points, we  have Sound 
that i t  is not feasible with any other point of the con~position space. Thlls ~ v c .  
only have t o  cllecli a very small number of points 
Step 5 :  Examine whether the recycle is connected by residue curves to at I(xa$t 
one azeotropic component, 2.e. whether at  least one residue curve joius R to a 
point of IB .  If not, then we can discard this recycle composition and try ai~other 
one; if all special points (pure entrainer and azeotropes) have been examil~etl. 
then we can discard this candidate entrainer. 
Step 6: If the recycle is connected by residue curves to  only one azeotrop~c ~011- 
sti tuent (say B),  then this component must be recovered in the second column. 
Because the conditions of theorem 3.5 are more readily checked, we first esam- 
ine if they are satisfied. At this point, we know that  R and TB are connectccl. i o  
we check if 'TA and CB\({R) U IB) are connected. If not, tlieil we c d ~ i  clisc a1 d 
this recycle comnposition and go back to step 4. If so, then we check if the ic.conc1 
condition of theorem 3.4 is satisfied. If so, separation is feasible. I1 iloi. t l ~ c ~ i  
we can discard this recycle composition and go back to step 4. Note that ii- R is 
connected by residue curves to  both IB and TA, then we rnust go through this 
step twice, once for each component. 
Despite its apparent complexity, this screening procedure becomes iairl?? cay.  to  i ~ s c  
with a bit of experience. The  major advantage of this method is that it iiltlicatcs 
all possible separations, including some unusual feasible separation sequences, a i  the 
following case studies demonstrate. 
3.1.5 Case studies 
The 020 case 
Tlie 020 case (using the classification of Doherty & Calclarola (l9S5)) 1s ol~tallicd 
when the candidate entrainer has a lower boiling point than the aieotrope we lvant to 
separate and w11e11 i t  introduces 110 new azeotrope. The etliallol - watci - slletl~aliol 
mixture is an example of this situation: Figure 3.17 shows that all residue cllr\les 
,tart from the methanol corner and end either a t  the ethanol apex or the wat,er 
,illex; a residue curve boundary runs from the entrainer (methanol) to  the minimum 
lmiling azeotrope (of ethanol and water). Boundaries are never straight lines in the 
~i~athernatical sense. In the 020 case, we have observed that  they tend to bend ala7aj.i 
i n  the same direction, z.e. they do not contain inflexion points. Therefore, \zle lia\,e 
t ~ v o  possibilities, depicted in figure 3.18 and figure 3.19. We examine here thc first 
case (represented in figure 3.18) according to  the procedure described earlier; the 
analysis of the o t l~e r  case is exactly identical once we have reversed the roles of A ancl 
1-3 : 
Step 1: The  candidate entrainer has been chosen. 
e Step 2: We plot the residue curve diagram of the ternary mixture (fign1.e 3.20).  
e Step 3: The  acceptable product regions are added to the residue curve cliagran~ 
(figure 3.21). 
Step 4: R e c a ~ ~ s e  the entrainer introduces neither binary rlor terllaly azcot lopes. 
the recycle composition choice is clear: We should recycle the cntrai~lel.  
e Step 5 :  Since all residue curves start from the entrainer corner and end a,t pure 
colllponents ( A  or B),  the recycle is connected to both azeotropic components. 
o Step 6: Since R is connected to both A and B, we lllust consider tlie sc>co\,erJr 
of both components from tlie second column: 
- B: We draw C B  in the residue curve diagram (figule 3.22) \I c ~l l l l~~ec l~nte l \  
see that  the residue curves that go through TA reach ZB 0 1 1 1 ~  a t  ~ t o ~ n t  R 
(he1 e, the entrainer). Therefore, we cannot meet the second coildl t 1011 of 
theorem 3.5, and separatioll is infeasible this wajr. 

Fig. 3.18: B is located on the convex side 
side 
A Fig. 3.20: Typical 020 residue curve diagram 
Fig. 3.21: Specification areas are added 
diagram 
Fig. 3.22: Separation is impossible 
- A: We draw CA in the residue curve diagram. In this ca.se, beca.use the 
residue curve boundary bends towards CA: two situatiorls a.re posssjl~le: 
- The  residue curve boundary does not iiltersect C A  (figure 3.23). Sell- 
aration is then infeasible this way. This candida.te entra.iner cloes 1101 
make ~epara~t ion feasible a.t infinite reflux. 
- The residue curve boundary intersects CA (figure 3.24). ill1 resiclue 
curves in region 1 end at B, so the residue curves t,hat go t~hrough tlle 
iiltersection of X A  and region 2 also cross TB. The necessa,ry conclit.ions 
of theorem 3.5 are therefore satisfied. By co~lsicler i i~~ resiclue ctll.\;es i n  
region 1 that come close to the bounda.ry, we see that  every poillt in 
( C A  region 2 )  can be separated into R and a point of TA (figure 3.24). 
Fig. 3.23: Separation is impossible 
Therefore, separation is feasible in this case, and the feasible sel~asation 
sequence is depicted on figure 3.25. Note that separation is al\va\.i 
feasible if the residue curve boundary is tangent to EA. 
This analysis indicates that the recycle does not have to be pure to malie separation 
feasible. Indeed, separation remains feasible as long as the the recycle coillljosit io11 lie\ 
in the hatched area of figure 3.26. This area is determined in the Sollo\ving rn;lnnc.1: 
- The recycle cannot lie in region 2,  because points of region 'I! ale not coilnc~ctr.cl 
to A. Recycles located in region 2 cannot be obtained as distillate5 of thc i r ~ o i l d  
columi~. 
- If the recycle point lies above the line joining the binary azeotiopc to  l lie i i j t  P I -  
section P of the residue curve boundary with C A ,  separation beconics I I I ~ ~ ~ I ~ I I I I ( ~  
because we carlliot ax~oid canyiiig too much B into the est iact i \~e colu~ll~l  1101 to111 
product, which in turn prevents the second colurnli fro111 meeting its s l~cif ica-  
114 
Fig. 3.24: Separation is feasible 
Region 1 
tions. 
Thus, we obtain a different situation fronl the one reported 1331 I<night SL. DoIicrtj 
(1989) in the ethanol - water - ethylene glycol case. In that case, the impuritici 
contained in the recycle prevent the first colurnn from nieeting its specification. H e ~ c .  
separation fails because the second column cannot perfor111 its assigi~ed tasl,. 
If we apply this analysis to the ethanol (I) - water (H)  - metlianol (L-E) exa~iil~le,  
v7e see tliat niethanol does not enable the separation of the etl~allol - water a~~otlo1-w 
a t  irlfin~te seflux. Indeed, figure 3.27 shows that the residue cmve boundaiy does not 
11lte1 sect Z E .  
The 222-rn case 
This situation talies place when the candidate entrainer forliis i l ~ i l i i l i i i i ~ i i  I)oi1111g 
azeotropes with both azeotropic constituents and introduces a minimum boiling 
Fig. 3.25: The separation sequence obtained when separation is feasible with a light entraincr 
Entrainer recycle 
116 
Fig. 3.26: Possible recycle compositions 
4 
Region 
ternary azeotrope. The  hexane - methanol - methyl acetate nilxiuie ( ~ v e  use again the. 
legular solutioii equation) is a typical example of this situation ( f igu~ e 3 28) Silit c 
there are three binary azeotropes, we can look a t  this mixtule from thlcc. cl~ffelei~t 
points of view: 
We can use hexalle as entrainer for the methanol - niethyl a-ceta te azeotrope. 
We call use inetliaiiol as entrainer for the hexane - methyl acetate azeot~,opc. 
We call use methyl acetate as entraiiier for tlle hexane - l~iethailol azeotsope. 


We will look here a t  the first two cases only; the third case call be esailiirlccl i l l  a 
completely similar fashion. Let us apply the screening procedure to tlle case wl~crc 
hexane is used as entrainer for the methanol - methyl acetate azeotrope: 
e Step 1: The  candidate entrainer has been chosen. 
e Step 2: The  residue curve diagranl is plotted on figure 3.28. 
Step 3: The  acceptable product regions, TM and TMA, are added to tlie residue 
curve diagram (figure 3.29). 
Step 4: There are here four possible recycle compositions: Pure 11esane. I~e\-;~nc 
- nietlianol azeotrope, hexane - lnethyl acetate azeotrope and tel na1.j. azeot rope 
e Step 5 :  At this point, we can eliminate pure liesane as ~ccyclc. bccauic 1 1  15 
connected by residue curves neither to methanol nor to metljyl acetate. '1'11(> 
hexane - methanol azeotrope is connected only to  metllano1 ~ v l ~ i l e  the licxc~~it 
- lnethyl acetate azeotrope is connected only to methyl acetate. Tlle t e ~ ~ l a r ~ ,  
azeotrope is collllected to both methanol and methyl acetate. 
e Step 6: The  hexalie - methanol azeotrope is colinected 0 1 1 1 ~ 7  to methariol. so 
methanol must be recovered in the entrainer recovery column. F ~ g u l e  3.30 sho~z s
the corresponding Cnf region. Since the residue curves that go tlirougli 'Tll 3 aic 
limited to region 2, they cannot reach CAI. Therefore, the he\ane - mctllanol 
azeotrope callliot be used as recycle. The saiiie argumenti. wl-ic>l(- rnetl~n~iol d 1 1 ~ 1  
liletliyl acetate are exchanged, liold for the hexc~nc - nit.tli~.l acet at (I n ~ c o i ~  o j ~  
The ternary azeotrope is colinected to both azeotropic co~i~j)oiic-iit i.i o  c ~ l i r  
t rjT indifferently to remove methanol or methyl acetcl t e in t llc sccoil cl c o l i i i ~ i ~ ~  
If we try to remove l~lethaiiol in tlie elltrainel recovery columri. we see. that 
Xnl is entirely colitailiecl in region I .  Since residue curvcs that go through Tjf4 
are lilllitecl to legion 2, this separation is illipossihle (figure 3.311. Hon.c\c~. 


when we t ry to  recover methyl acetate in the second column, wc iecl t h a t  S I ,  I 
intersects region 1 (figure 3.32). Because all residue curves in  region 1 rca t l~  TI, 
eventually, the second condition of theorem 3.4 is also satisfied, and separation 
is feasible. 
\Ve see that hexane makes the separation of the methyl acetate - methanol azeotrope 
feasible. The  correspoilding separation sequence is depicted by figure 3.33. Fig- 
ure 3.34, figure 3.35 and figure 3.36 show the composition profiles of the t\vo coluillni. 
Let us now examine the case where we try to use methanol as elltrainer for thc 
liexane - methyl acetate azeotrope. Follo\ving the same procedure, we obtain: 
Step 1: The  candidate entrainer has been chosen. 
Step 2: The residue curve diagram is unchanged. 
Step 3: The  acceptable product regions are added to the resicluc cur\lc diaglam 
(figure 3.37). 
a Step 4: Again, there are four possible recycle compositions: Pure methanol. 
methanol - hexane azeotrope, methanol - methyl acetate azeotrope and ternary 
azeotrope. 
e Step 5: Pure methanol cannot be used as recycle because ~t I S  not connc~tc~cl 
b y  residue curves to either azeotropic components. The 111et hanol - hcuanc 
azeotrope is connected only to hexane, while the methanol - m e t h ~ l  acctatc 
azeotrope is connected only to methyl acetate. The te1nar7 azeotrope I S  con- 
nected to  both hexane and methyl acetate. 
B Step 6: The  methanol - hexane azeotrope cannot be uiec; ds  let\ c le Ilc-c a u w  1 I ) ( .  
extractive colulnll cannot yield a product that  contains o l i l ~  a snlall f l  d c t ~ o ~ i  01 
illethyl acetate. For a silnilar reason, the illethailol - methyl acetate azeotlope 
cmnot  be used as recycle If we use the ternarj azeotrope as recycle aild t ~ j  
Fig. 3.31: We cannot recover methanol second 
Hexane 
0.4 
Region 2 
Methanol 
Methyl acetate 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 
Region 2 
0.2 
Methanol 
Methyl acetate 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 
C o n c e n t r a t i o n  Entrainer feed  AzeotrogFC feed  a!B IS - D2 - B2 
Methyl acetate (L) 0.332 0.676 0.405 0.004 0.332 0.998 
Methanol (I) 0.281 0.324 0.251 0.996 0.282 0.002 
Hexane (H) 0.386 0.0 0.344 0.0 0.386 0.0 
D2: Ternary azeotrope recycle 
Hexane (HI makeup 1 
v * 
Tray #7 1 Azeotropic feed 
B1: Methanol 
10550 
:I 
67.6+ 
B2: Methyl acetate 
Fig. 3.33: 'l'he methanol - methyl acetate - hexane separation sequence 




to recover hexane in the second coli~mn, we see that  tlie correspondil~g set SII 
does not cross the residue curve boundary that separates region 3 and region 
2, so we cannot achieve separation this way (figure 3.38). We olstain tlie salne 
result if we try to  recover methyl acetate in the entrainer reco1,el.j colutnn. 
In summary: 
- Because of the high curvature of the boundary joining the methanol - nlttl1>.1 
acetate azeotrope to the ternary azeotrope, we can use hexane as ent,rainer for 
tlie methanol - methyl acetate azeotrope if we recycle the ternary azeotrol~e. 
- Because the boundary joining the hexane - methyl acetate azeotropc to t l ~ e  
ternary azeotrope is too close to  a straight line, we cannot use inetliai~ol a s  
entrainer to separate the hexane - methyl acetate azeotrope. 
3.1.6 Separation flowsheet 
The  screening procedure described previously has one importa,iit a.clc1i t,iona 1 13cnefi t : 
Mie i~nmediately know the qualitative flowsheet of each fea.sible separa.tio11 secjtiencc. 
Indeed, we first determine during this procedure the recycle coml,osit,iol~ a ~ i d  tlrc 
component removal order. We call also determine for both co lu l~~ns  ill1 a ,pl~rosi~na t c  
colnposition for each product from the residue curve orientations, beca,use l~es i t l~~ t .  
curves go from the distillate to the bottom. Finally, we call determine a range of 
feasible feed ratios (entra.iner feed to azeotropic feed flo~zl rate) frorn tllc Inass I,alaiice 
of tlie extractive column; for instance, in the 020 exa.mple shown in figure 3.:3!1. I\.(\ 
F P see that the feed ratio rllust be above for separa.tion to be feasiiiic.. 
Note that the resulti~lg flowsheet ma,y be somet,iilles surprising. 1'1iel.c arc. I-iiai\>. 
ca.ses where the only feasible sepxation sequence first yields the iitermediat,e coii~po- 
nent a.s pure product. This screening procedure predicts such situa,tions and 111.o~itl~s 
an expla,na.tion for the unusua,l lseha,vior of homogeneous azeotropic distilla.t,ion clr- 

Fig. 3.39: Separation is infeasible if the feed ratio is below - 
Dm 
Region 1 
scribed in chapter 2. 
This insight is very useful a t  tlie nest stage, 2.e. the des~gn of the sepalatio~l 
sequence. Indeed, even when the existing scree~liilg crite~im coriectlj7 p i e c l ~ c ~  i t p c i -  
rability. they do not indicate how this separation shoulcl be pe~foril~c~tl  Y ~ I P .  f o ~  
example, that the separation sequence proposed by Stichlmal~ ct  ol (l9SO) t1oc.s 
not ~ o r l i  because its niass balance canliot be closed (chapte~  2 ) .  Thui  we 1ia1cx to 
search by trial and error fol tlie co~npolient removal order. Tllereibre, I;~loizliig t l i t  
approximate col~lpositiolls and flow rates of the various streail15 before starti118 the 
separation sequence design is snost beneficial. This is particularlj~ true when clcal 
ivith complex mixtures such as hexane - methanol - methyl acetate or when \ye ~ t i ~ c l  
good initial estimates to  obtain convergence (as is usually the case ivith comme~~cial 
siiiiulators) . 
3.1.7 Separating a binary azeotrope with three columns 
Often, the crude feed is brought to the azeotropic compositiosi by a prec~l lcei i t l~~tor  
(Iinight & Doherty 1988, Knapp & Doherty 1990). Thus, the coinplete \ e l x ~ a t ~ o ~ i  
sequence actually contains three columns. In this section, we show that separation 15 
veij  often feasible in a three-column sequence, even when it is is~~possible wit11 just 
t1z.o columns. Pl/lore precisely: 
Theorean 3.6 W e  can separate a mznzmum-bozlzng bznal y aseof7opc 4 -fl ~ r ~ l o  t ~ o o  
products of a n y  gzven purzty z n  a separatzon sequence of three packed colunz7js opc7nfcd 
at z7~finzte reflux uszng E as entrazner zf: 
- A and B are located i n  adjacent disti l lation regiolzs. 
- T h e  residue curve bounda7-ies separating these two  regtons does not  conlnrii al ly  
z7z.fiezio~z poznt and is o7,zented towards tlze A-B azeot ,opt.,. 
Tl~ese  two conditions are sufficient, but they a,re by no ir~ealls necessary: For ins~aiice, 
we can use three colusnns to  sepa,rate the acetone - heptane azeotrope using benzene as 
entrainer; yet in this ca,se a,cetone and lzeptane belong to the same clistillatioll region. 
In practice, we have found that these conditions are very often satisfied. For e s a n ~ l ~ l c ,  
they are satisfied for alsnost light elltrainers that  do slot aclcl azeot.rol,i.s. l)c-~ca~lsc~, i l l  
t11a.t case, the two azeotropic cosilpoileiits are in adjaceiit distiiia.tioit regiolis. l,11e 
l3oundary ss oriented towards the binary azeotrope and almoit ncl-el contai~li  dl11 
inflesioii point. A survey of inore than 250 msxtures has shown that ahout 110 of 
them satisfy these assumptions. 
Fig. 3.40: First column profile and material balance 
A 
The proof of this theorem is gra.pliica1 and can be seen on figure 3.40. figurc 3 . 4 1  
and figure 3.42. Let r be the boundary separating the two distillation r eg io~~s  tiiat 
contaiii A and B. r must start or end a,t the azeotrope formed by A and B \vliile 
its other extremity can be a ternary azeotrope of A,  B and E, a binarjr a.zeotrope of 
eit,her A and E or B and E, or the entrainer E. We denote this point. 1357 R. Because 
l7 does not conta,in any inflexion point, its curvature is always in the sa.me direction; 
let us assume that A is on the conves side of I?. Then sepa.ration ca,n be done ill t h c  
following ina,nner (figure 3.43): 
- The first column is fed with the binary ,4-B azeotrope arid R. \Iie call recox.c.1 
soille A as bottoill product (located withiii I.) ~z~hile the top product is lotatecl 
Fig. 3.41: Second column profile and material balance 
A 
very close to  I?, bettveen the A-B azeotrope and R.  A residue curve does connect 
these two points: It runs from the distillate along T to  the A-B azeotropc-. then  
along the A-B edge to  TA (figure 3.40). 
- The second column is fed with the distillate of the first col~inin I3clcii1t~(> of
the curvature of I?, we can recover R as top product while the bottom product 
is located very close to the A-B edge, between B a n d  the  .4-B a ~ ~ o i 7 o p c .  This 
separation is feasible because a residue curve runs from R to the d~stilltitc: I t  
starts from R, follows r up to  the A-B azeotrope, then follows tllc A-I3 ctlgc. 111) 
to the distillate. 'iVe cross r within this column, not bg. recycle b u t  bec<~uie oi 
its curvature (figure 3.41). 
Fig. 3.42: Third column profile and material balance 
A 
- The third column performs essentially a binary separation between A and B. 
because its feed contains very little E. Its bottom product lies within TB, ~vhile 
its top product is the A-B azeotrope (figure 3.42). 
Depending on its composition, the crude A-B feed is introducecl either in the f ~ r s t  
coluinll or in the third column. If it contains more B than the A-B azeotrope, the11 it 
sllould be fed to the third column, while it should be introdilcecl in tlie first colu~lln if 
it contains niore A than the A-B azeotrope. Therefore, no preconcentrator is reclui~ed. 
These separation sequences would seem less attractive ecoi~omicall~. becauic. t l i c l i ( ,  
is one Inore column and niore recycle. However, we must keep in lni~ld that tllc. i'lcsll 
feed is often brought to the azeotropic composition by a preconcentrator (I<nigIit 

,\ Doherty 1988, Mnapp Sr. Doherty 1990). Because either the first or the t l i~rd 
(oiurnn acts as preconcentrator, only the azeotrope material recycle is addecl to tllc 
,tandard two-column sequence with preconcentrator. Obviously, whetlies tliti ichcmc. 
is ecollomically viable or not depends on the specifics of tlie problem. In paiticulal, 
tliis scheme becomes all the more attractive as I? displays more curvature. Indeecl, 
the higher the curvature, the more A and B we can recover per pass and the less A-R 
rxzeotrope we have to recycle. Obviously, if its curvature is high enough, then we can 
achieve separation with only two columns. 
This separation technique is illustrated by figure 3.44 to figure 3.46 111 tlie nlct IIJ.] 
acetate (L) - methanol (I-E) - hexane (H) case. We have alleacl) slio\\yn thc1t ~l~ctlionol 
does not make feasible the separation of the hexane - methyl acetate azeot~ope  in c\ 
two-column sequence. However, separation is feasible in a three-column secluence 
Tlle first colum~l splits the overall feed (binary azeotrope and ternary azeotiopr) into 
pure liexane and a product D l .  The second column then separates Dl into t11~ t c ~  I I ~ ~ ~ J  
azeotrope, which is recycled, and a product DZ. Note that ,  because D2 cont ail15 \.PI 1, 
little methanol, we separate it in a binary column that  produces the 1iexa11e - ~ncthyl 
acetate azeotrope and pure methyl acetate. The  fresh hexane - methyl acetate feecl 
would be introduced in the third column if it were richer in methyl acetate t l ia~i  tile 
hexane - methyl acetate azeotrope, and in the first column if ~t were richel in liexanc 
than the azeotrope. The  distillation boundary is not crossecl bj7 recycle, h u t  bccausc 
of its curvature: The feed of the second column (here. D l )  1 1 ~ s  i r i  oiie t l i i t  i l lat  l o l l  
legion while its composition profile is contained in ano the~  legion. 
3.1.8 Separability and residue curve diagram classes 
Res~due curve diagrams and boundaries represent an essential t o d  in this stucl!,. 1 ~ u t  
residue curve diagra~n classes, as defined by Doherty & Caldarola (1985), do not con- 
tain the information necessary to determine separabilitj~. Separabilit~. oftcii clrpencl~ 



Hexane 
Fig. 3.47: Hexane - methanol - methyl acetate residue curve diagram 
and first column composition profile 
Methyl acetate 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 
Methanol 
Methyl acetate 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 
Fig. 3.48: Hexane - methanol - methyl acetate residue curve diagram 
Hexane and second column composition profile 
Methanol 
on the exact location of residue curve boundaries. When sepa ra t io~~  15 fcaiil~lc. t I \ ( .  
number of columns required to perforln this separation often depcnds 011 tlie c u l -  
~ ~ a t u r e  of a given boundary, as we have shown in the hexane - methanol - meth>,l 
acetate case. In the same manner, drawing a sketch of the residue curve diaglanl 
wit11 straight residue curve boundaries does not give enough information. In t11~ 020 
case, separation will always be considered impossible if the residue curve boi i l~t l~~r  \ 
is represented by a straight line in the mathematical sense. Obtaining accul at (> t l~ct - 
modynarnic da t a  and, in particular, knowing the precise position ancl sllape of tllc 
residue curve boundaries is essential for correct separability prediction and fio\vsllc.ct 
synthesis. 
3.1.9 Summary 
In this section, we have established the following points: 
e Separating a feed F into a distillate D and a bottom B in a packecl column 
operated a t  infinite reflux is possible if and only if D ,  F and B are alignecl ancl 
a residue curve connects D to B. 
e We have found that the separation of a binary azeotrope into t\z~o PIII(> p ~ o r l ~ t ~ t i  
is sometimes possible with only one column, and we 11aLe ~ I J  r11 a no( c3ssal \ clntl 
sufficient condition for separability with only one co lun i~~  
Througl~ a new screening procedure, we can determine ~vhether a candidate 
elltrainer n~akes the desired separation feasible in a secluellcc of two pacl,e(l 
columns operated at infinite reflux. This procedure is illustratccl \vi l l i  a co l~ l ' l~  
of case studies. 111 particular, we obtain an ullusual selja~atioii sccjiic.i~c(, 1 1 1  t I I ( >  
case of the hexane - methanol - methyl acetate misture, iillle \\e r1.c t o 1  ~ i ~ i l \  
azeotrope to ljreak a binary azeotrope. 
This screening procedure can be generalized to sequences 1vit11 lnoic t l i ~ ~ l i  t \\o 
columns. We shou7 that separation is always feasible in a three-colu~iln srlcjiicvicc 
if: 
- The  two azeotropic components are located in adjacent distillation regions. 
- T h e  boundary separating these regions does not contain any inflexion point, 
and ends a t  the binary azeotrope we want to separate. 
For instance, we showed that  methanol cannot act as entrainer for the liexane - 
~nethyl  acetate azeotrope if we use only two columns, lsut malies this separatio~l 
feasible in a three-column sequence. 
These conditioils simplify the separation sequence design by indicatiiig the flo\z.- 
sheet of the feasible separation sequence(s j and the appioxii-~la t c st1 ( ~ 1 1 1 1  {lo\\, 
rates and compositions. 
Mixtures within the same residue curve class can give different separability 
results: Some might be separable while others might not. In Inany cases, lye 
cannot pass a judgement on separability if we only know the residue curve 
diagranl class; we need the exact position of the residue curve boundaries in 
order to determine separability correctly. 
Separability in practice 
Two collsideratiolls malie judgements on separabilitjr quite complicat,ed in practice: 
Firstly, distillation colurnns are opera,ted a,t finite reflus. Beca,use separaljilit,~. 
at infiilit,e reflux iinplies separa,bility a t  finite reflux, tile entra,i~lers electcd I]!; 
the method described in the previous section sllould be consideieci ill  prac t~ccl.  
But we cannot reject the coinponents that do not malie separation feasible at 
infinite reflux. We show here two situations where separation is feasible a t  finite 
reflux but not a t  infinite reflux. 
- Secondly, the determination of separability at  infinite reflux recluirei the 1<110\i.l- 
edge of the exact location of residue curve boundaries. Therefore, we ncetl an 
accurate description of the vapor-liquid equilibrium data  of the ternary nlixt ttrc. 
3.2.1 Separability and distillation boundary curvature 
T4'e have seen in the previous section that  separability at  infinite reflux often i.ciulii 
from the curvature of residue curve boundaries. For instance, we call usc licxcilie ~ 1 5  
entrainer for the inethanol - methyl acetate azeotrope because the boundar~r joinil~g 
the ternary azeotrope and the methanol - methyl acetate azeotrope beiicls sigillfical~ll~. 
Also, separation is feasible with two columns operated a t  infinite leflu~: 111 the 020 
case if and only if the residue curve boundary is sufficiently cui \.eel i o i i l t  el s c ~ i  T: 1 oi 
C B .  
These boundaries are exact boundaries only for coluinns opera tecl at liifi 111 t e 1 e- 
flux. At finite reflux, composition profiles can cross distillation boundariei, as 5e1 el a1 
separation sequences shown in chapter 2 bear witness. Because separation at flllite 
reflux depends on whether there is one single feed or several separate feeds, ailcl 01-1 
their relative locations when there are niore tlian one (chapter 2 ) ,  the not Ion of {I- 
nlte reflux boundaries is not uniquely defined. By esan111111lg slnglc feet1 t 01  t i  nlili 
only, Van Dongen (1982) has derived a procedure that estimates the locatloll ol t l~csc 
l~ouiidaries. Our observations in the double feed case agree with tlie c o n c l u i ~ o ~ ~ i  of 
\:an Doi~geli S_: Doherty (1985) for single feed columns: Regardless of how nrc definc 
them. finite reflux boundaries always display higher curvatu~es thdri llifi~litc leflux 
l~ounclaries. In othel words, we can achieve more sepal ation a t  f i n 1  t c- I cflii \ i I I ~ I I I  
a t  ~ l i f~n i t e  r flux. Therefore, separatiolls that are impossible at  I I I ~ I I I ~ ~ ~  ~cfli i \i i i c l ~  
be feasible at  finite reflux, because the infinite reflux boundaries ale not sufilc~e~lt I \  
curved while the finite reflux bouiidaries are. Figure 3.49, figure 3.50 and figure 3.51 
illustrate this fact in the ethanol (I) - water (H)  - metha.no1 (L-E) ca,se: Altl~ough 
the distillation boundary curvature prevents separation from being fea.sil,le at  illfi~~it 'e 
reflux in a two-column sequence, separation is feasible a t  finite reflux wit11 onlj. t,\z.o 
columiis. Note that  the ethanol - water - methanol residue curve diagram belongs t,o 
the 020 class. In practice, we have found that light entrainers that  introduce no nen. 
azeotrope almost always make separation feasible in a two-column sequence. 
3.2.2 Heavy entrainers 
There is another situation where separation is infeasible a t  infinite reflux but fea.sihlc 
a,t finite reflux, na.mely the 100 case, which is most common in industry. \Ve obt.ain 
a residue curve diagram that belongs to this class when we use a,s entrainer a h c a ~ , ~ .  
compor~ent that  adds no azeotrope. Because Alidersen e t  al. (1990) have e~t~ensively 
studied the 100 case a t  finite reflux, we use their results here and refer the reader 
to their article for details. They have s l i o ~ ~ ~ i  that  separa,tioil decreases \vllel~ i.efius 
is increased beyond a certain point in a liornoge~ieous azeot,ropic distillatioil colli~nn. 
because this action dilutes the entrainer in the extractive section. A t  iiifinit,e reflus, 
the entrainer concentration is essentially null except on a few trays of the bottom 
section. From the residue curve diagram, we can predict that  sepa.ratio11 is inf'easi1,le 
at infinite reflux, as figure 3.52 illustrates in the case of ethanol - \z.at.er - et.h~.lc~lc 
glycol. By applying theorem 3.2, we see that a feed locatecl l,et\-\leen tllc I1iliai.y 
azeotrope (azeotropic feed) and the ethylene glycol corner (entrainer fced) c a ~ i ~ i o t  1 ) ~  
separated into a distillate that is almost pure etlialiol and a bottoin that colltailis 
vesjr litdt81e thanol, because the residue curves that come close t.o t.lie pure ethanol 
corner stay close to the ethanol - ethyleiie glycol edge and a,mTa,y fro111 t,he water - 
ethylene glyc.01 edge. These residue curves do not interesect t,he clistillate - fercl I i i i ~ .  
so t,lle ma,t,erial ba.la.nce ca.~lnot be ~at~isfied. 
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Fig. 3.51: Ethanol - water - methanol residue curve diagram 
and extractive column composition profile 
Ethanol 
Water 

This result is general and applies to all ~nixtures  of the 100 class: Separalion 
!i never feasible a t  infinite reflux. Yet separation is almost always feasible a t  finite 
I oflux. This point emphasizes the danger of drawing conclusions based on the infinite 
I (,flux situation only. 
3.2.3 The importance of good thermodynamic data 
' ~ h r o u g l ~ o u t  this article, we have assumed perfect knowledge of the mixture ther- 
modynamics. Such an assumption can never be satisfied in practice. IVhen is our 
conclusion on separability affected by small errors in the therniodynaniic pa.ran-~et.el,s'? 
\Ve do not linow. Cases where separability depends on the curvature of a. b o u n t l a ~ ~ .  
\zfould seem particularly sensitive to therrnodyrla~rlic data, uncel.t,aint~j.. si~lcc t.llt,  s11iil)c 
and location of this boundary may change when we change tlie t h e r ~ n o d ~ ; n a ~ l ~ i c  pa- 
rameter. For example, methanol rna,kes the separation of the ethyl etha,noat,e - ethanol 
a.zeotrope feasible if we use the Van Laar equation to represent tlie liquid pha.se act i\:- 
itj' coefficients (figure 3.53, figure 3.54 and figure 3.55), but not if we use tlle Wilson 
equation. In practice, we have often found that separability is easier to obtain \\:it11 
the Van Ea.ar equation than with the Wilson equation. We have also obsc:r\;etl that. 
wllerl separation is feasible with both equations, the Van Laar eclua.tion usually leads 
to  lower feed ratios, lower reflux ratios and smaller columns. For instance, et,hj:lel~e 
glycol a,ppears to  be  a much better entrainer for the ethaxlr wa.ter azeotrolx \ \ l i t 1 1  
the Van Laar equation than with the Wilson equation (cf. Knapp & Dolierty 1990). 
As we 11a.ve shown in cha.pter 3, sensitivity to thermodynanlic da.t.3, unccl.t,aint.>. 
may occur even in the case of heavy entrainers tliat a,dd 110 azeotropcs, a case \\.11ic11 
is usua,lly considered as insensitive: In the ethyl etha,noatc -  net hj.1 et11~,i iet.otlc 
- toluene case, slight changes in one liquid activity coefhciellt pAra.meter call leati 
to dra~nat ic  changes in the separa,tioll sequence flowsheet. For some va,lues of t11is 
~)arameter, toluene enables the recovery of ethyl ethanoate a,s pure distillate of' t,lie 



extractive column while it enables the recovery of metliyl e t l l ~  l lieto~le a i  c l ~ i t ~ l l ~ \ t ( ~  
for other values. 
,4t this point, it seems that the correct determination of sepal c ~ l - t ~ l ~ t \  i ( Y ~ L I I I  C\ 
an accurate description of the vapor-liquid equilibrium. Although a Inore rol~ust 
entrainer selection criterion method would be desirable, we have not yet identified 
~vllich cases are sensitive to thermodynamic data  uncertainty and which a le  not. 
3.2.4 Summary 
In this section, we have focused on the practical aspects of separability: 
In practice, distillation columns are operated at finite reflus. Al tho~~gl i  scp- 
arability a t  infinite reflux implies separability at  finite reflux. there ale cnses  
where separation i5 feasible at  finite reflux but not a t  i l l f i l l l t ~   flux. \\'c l ~ a \ ~ '  
identified two cases where this situation occurs: 
- Finite reflux boundaries display more curvature than thc corrril)o~lcli~~g 
infinite reflux boundaries; the finite reflux boundary may be curved enougll 
while the infinite reflux boundary is not. 
- When the entrainer is a heavy component that introduces no a7eot1opc~. 
increasing reflux dilutes the entrainer in the extractive section. ant1 scpa- 
ration becornes inlpossible above a certain value. Yet. separation is aln~ost 
always possible a t  finite reflux. 
In order to correctly predict separability, we often need to lillonr the exact 1ocC1- 
tion and shape of a residue curve boundary. This position may cllclnge I\ 1111 tllc 
representation of the vapor-liquid equilibrium data J\.C choose. so casc.5 \? lic~ty 
separability depellds on boundary curvature rnlgl-it be sc~ilslti\cX to t111.1 ii~ocI\ 
na~n ic  data uncertairlty. But such sensiti~.ity call occu~ el.en hi I ~ c ' ~ I \ . I  ( ' i ~ t i  ~1111-  
ers that do not add azeotropes. When is our conclusion on sepalabil~tj  lohust 
to thermodynamic data uncertainty? We do not know. 
Chapter 4 
Extractive Distillation Entrainers 
Comparison 
4.1 A few new concepts 
4.1.1 Considered entrainers 
In chapter 3, we have discussed in detail the issue of separability. One important fact 
has emerged from this study: Usually, the correct determination of sepa~.a l~ i l l t~  at 
infinite reflux requires the knowledge of the exact locatiol~ ancl shape of tlic ~clslrlt~c 
curve boundaries. Without accurate data,  the screening procedure preseiltccl 111 chap- 
ter 3 becomes less reliable: Separations that appear feasible with one vapor-licjuicl 
equilibriuni description may be impossible in practice because the actual distillati011 
boundary location differs from the predicted position. Therefore, we could design a 
separation sequence that could not perforlll its task in practice. As we l~a\re tiemon- 
strated in the ethyl ethanoate - methyl ethyl 1;etone - toluelie case (cllal~tci 2 ) .  t 1 1 1 i  
situation call occur even in the case of heavy elltraillels that acid no azcot lo l )~ .  ( 1  I](- 
most common case in industry). Homogeneous azeotropic distillatloll call 11c \ (.I \ 
sensitive to  thermodynamic data uncertainty. 
However, we can partially avoid this problem by considering o n l j ~  components that 
a.dd no azeotropes. Indeed, such components malie sepa,ra.t,ion allnost ai\va~.s fcasil~lc: 
E-Iea~ry ei1tra.inel.s (7.e.  entrainers that ha,ve a higher lsoilirlg point. t,lian 11otl1 
azeotropic components) usually lead to separation (Benedict S: Rubill 19-15). 
Intermediate entrainers (i.e,. entrainers that  have a boiling point loca,tecl be- 
tween those of the two azeotropic constituents) have been discovered by I-Ioffnian 
(1964). As we delnollstrate later in this article, these entra.iners provide ~nr~clt  
flexibility: Separation is feasible with only one coluinn (cha,pter 31, a,s well as 
with the direct sequence and the indirect two-column sequence. 
e Light entrainers (i.e. entrainers which have a lower boiling point tlzail botli 
azeotropic components) almost always make separation feasible in a two-column 
sequence (chapter 2) ,  even though they introduce a residue curve boundal.>. 
between the two azeotropic coizstituents. 
These entrainers have another important advantage: They do not add comples~tv to 
a11 already-complicated situation. Therefore, although many other types of eiltin~iiel s 
lead to separability as well, we restrict our investigations to  compoiients that acid 110 
azeotropes. We assume throughout the rest of this article that tile t e r n a ~  j 1111~tu1 c. 
azeotropic component #1 - azeotropic compo~lent #2 - e11trainc1 esl~lbi ts  olllx oiic 
azeotrope, namely the binary azeotrope we are trying to separate. 
We nou7 introduce a few concepts and definitions which we \trill use repeatedly i:: 
0111. comparison of entrainers. 
4.1.2 Equivolatility and isovolatility curves 
As equipotential lines are defined as curves along which potential is conrtaut. \v(. 
define equivolatility curves as the curves along which the relative ~~olatilit! oi 1i1.o 
components is constant. More precisely: 
Defiilition 4.1 T h e  a,-equzvolatrlzty cul-ve 1'2~~ of corrrlto,rr;7rt.;.nozct A and' B ?.i. 2 h r  xt o f  
poz?zts where the  7-elatzve volatzlzty of A and B zs equal t o  a ,  : a 4 ~ - =  Y,/ll = au 
YO 
The  equivola.t,ility curves ha.ve the following properties: 
- In the case of a multicomponent mixture containing N species, the con~positioll 
space is a hyperplane of dimension N-1. The equation C ~ A B  = a, defines a 
surface of dimension N-2. In the case of ternary mixtures, this equalitj* clefincs 
curves; as an example, figure 4.1 shows the 2.0-equivolatility curve of acet onc 
and methanol in the acetone (L) - methanol (I) - water (H) system. 
- Because X A  and yA (xB and y~ respectively) are both null on BC (AC respec- 
tively), ~ A B  is defined everywhere in the composition spa.ce 7 except AC and 
BC. Since we only consider homogeneous azeotropic distillation, we exclucle liq- 
uid - liquid separation, so ~ A B  is a "smooth" function of the liquid cornposition 
(2.4, xB). By assuming that CXAB is uniformly coiltilluous in its cloiiiai~~. \VC call 
extend it to the whole composition space and its extension is uniformly con- 
tinuous. The definition of rtOB = {P E i /aAB(P)  = a,) implies tililt, i'df is 
compact. In theory, rtOB may therefore contain several branches and/or closeti 
curves. In practice, the equivolatility curves we obtain with mixtures cont.ain- 
ing only one azeotrope do not contain closed curves. This \vould not necc-ssaril>. 
be the case if we considered very complex mixtures lilie i ~ ~ e t l ~ y l c j ~ c l o l ~ e s i i ~ ~ e  - 
hexafluorobenzene - benzene (Wade & Taylor 1973, Doherty & Perliills 1 Y 78). 
We have found cases where equivolatility curves contain more than one branch; 
for instance, the 1.1-equivolatility curve of ethyl ethanoa.te and methyl ethyl lie- 
tone in the ethyl ethanoate (I) - methyl ethyl ketone (H)  - a.cetone ( L )  m i s t ~ ~ t e  
contains two separa,te branches (figure 4.2). 
- Equivolatility curves divide the composition space in two (or illore) s e p ~ ~ l a t e  
regions. Because ~ A B  is a continuous fu~iction that yields real values. the lelatiie 
volatility of A and B is always on the same side of a, within one of these rcgio~li. 
Figure 4.2 illustrates this point in the ethyl ethanoate ( I )  - methyl ethyl l;etonc 
( H )  - acetone (L)  case: The relative volatility of ethyl ethaiioate and incth\~l 
Fig. 4.1: The 2.0-equivolatility curve of acetone and methanol 
Acetone in the acetone (L) - methanol (I) - water (HI case 
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 
Water 
1 
Methanol 

ethyl ketone is larger tha,n 1.1 in region 2 and lower than 1.1 in both regions 1 
and 3. 
In the  set of equivolatility curves of two components, the 1.0-equivolatility curvP 
stands out. Because A is as volatile as B a t  every point of this curve, we call i t ,  t l l c  
isovolatility curve of A and B: 
Defillitioll 4.2 The isovolatility curve CAB of components A a n d  B I S  fhc srl oj  
poznts where the relative volatility of A and B is equal to  1. 
Isovolatility curves have interesting properties, which we use repeatedly in the llcst 
sections: 
- Because isovolatility curves are special equivolatility curves, the!, have t l ~ c  5a111c 
properties as equivolatility curves. However, we have observed in all eight\, casc5 
we exanlined tha t  isovolatility curves are made of only one branch that  connr-cts 
one edge of the composition space to another edge and divides tlie compo5it1on 
triangle in two separate regions. We assu;xe in the remainder of this ai ticle 
that isovolatility curves contain only one branch. 
- If A and B form a binary azeotrope, then CAB includes this azcotiope. \4'11c11 
there is a ternary azeotrope, then the isovolatility curves C A B ,  Y 4 C  and Z B c  
all exist and intersect at  the ternary azeotrope. 
- The isovolatility curve of two co~nponents can exist even m~hen these two com- 
ponents form no azeotrope; for example, figure 4.3 shows the isovolatilit\ c u ~  1 e
of benzene and heptane in tlie acetone (L) - heptane ( H )  - b e n ~ e n c  (1 )  ij.sic.1~ 
This curire does not intersect the benzene - heptane edge, becausc b c ~ l ~ / r ~ ~ ~ c .  ant1 
heptane form no azeotrope. This mixture exhibits only one azeotrol~cl. i- ini i  r c l~  
the acetone - heptalle azeotrope. 
Fig. 4.3: The isovolatility curve of heptane and benzene in 
Acetone the acetone (L) - heptane (HI - benzene (I) case 
o 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 
Benzene Heptane 
Fig. 4.4: The tie line contains E when the 
relative volatility of A and B is equal to 1 
- Isovolatility curves can be derived from residue curves (Vari Dongcn 198'2). 
Indeed, the points El ( x A ,  xs) and (yA, YB) are aligned if and oi11y if = 
~ u ~ q g  = 1. Therefore, the tie line (which joins the liquid composition (n. 4 ,  , rB)  
to the vapor composition (yA,gB)) contains point E if a11c1 oill; if tlie 1(.1ati\(\ 
volatility of A and B is equal to 1 at that point (figure 4.3) .  Siiice tic 1111('\ r i i ( '  
tangent to  residue curves, CAB can also be defined as the set of points \\.here 
the residue curve tangent contains point E. 
I11 practice, we determine the position of a n  equivolatility curve through the follo\viiig 
algorithm: 
- Step 1: Pick an initial point. 
- Step 2: Pick a search direction. 
- Step 3: Find the point where CYAB -ao = 0 along the perpendicular to the search 
direction. This is easily done with a standard Newton-Raphson one-diniensiona 1 
search. 
- Step 4: Step by a given amount in the search direction. 
- Step 5 :  Go back to  step 3. 
Program interruption comes from two sources: When the perpelldicular to the search 
direction does not contain any zero of (aAB - a,), or when we step out of tlic con -  
position triangle during our move along the search direction. Isovolat i l i t y  cui \ es a1 e 
obtained with the same method by setting a, equal to  1. 
By plotting a set of equivolatility curves for componellts A ancl B, ~ v e  obtain a 
grapliical representation of the spatial distribution of C ~ A B  We define the resultillg 
diagram as the equivolatility curve diagram: 
Defiilitioil 4.3 The equzvolatzlzty curve dzagram of two contponents A ancl B (1141)/0y~1 
a representatzve set of equzvolatzlzty curves of A and B. 111 parttcula?, qf t h e  t so i~oloi i l~ ly  
curve of A and B exzsts, zt 2s shown on  the equ7volatzlty curve dzagmm. 
Figure 4.5 represents the equivolatility curve diagram of acetone and lilethanol ill the 
acetone (L) - methanol (I)  - water (H) case. 
4.1.3 Local Volatility Order 
I11 tlie zeotropic case, tlie boiling point order coilicides with the uolatilit~.: If' thc 
l~oiling point of A is lower than the boiling point of B, then -4 is more volatile than B. 
Fig. 4.5: The equivolatility curves of acetone and methanol in 
the acetone (L) - methanol (I) - water (H) case 
Acetone 
Water Methanol 
T h e  situation becomes different for azeotropic mixtures: The  volatility order clepcnds 
on the considered point in the composition space. For instance, if A and 13 ha\.(. a 
minimuin boiling azeotrope, A is more volatile than B for mixtures richer ill  A tllan 
the azeotrope and B is more volatile than A on the other side of the azeotrope. \I-e 
therefore introduce here a notion of local volatility order: 
Defiilitioil 4.4 A is more volatile than B in a region R of the compositio~z space if 
it is moye volatile than B at every point of R. We denote this by "A>B." 
MTe have already seen that  isovolatility curves divide the compositioil spacc in t.\vo 
separate regions: In one of them, A is more volatile than B,  while B is more voIc7,t i1e 
than A in the other. Identifying where A is more volatile than B ca.n a,lso be cio~le 
from residue curves. Indeed, A is more volatile than B if and 0111; if a,lB > 1 .  
or equivalently if and oilly if yA/yB > xA/xB. Graphically, we see t11a.t A is 1noi.c. 
volatile than B if and only if the point representing the vapor ill eyuilibri~im \v i t l r  P 
is 1oca.ted above EP (figure 4.6). Because of the orienta.tion of residue cur\,es a11c1 of 
the tangency of tie lines and residue curves, this condition becomes eclui\:alent. to: :2 
is more volatile than B at P if and only if the residue curve that  contains P crosses 
EP from region 1 to  region 2. By continuity, if A is more volatile than B ak P, t,lleil 
it is more volatile than B in the whole region that contains P. Once we have founcl 
the locatioil of CAB, we can determiile the volatility order of A and R a.t c\.cl.j. 1)oillt 
in the composition space by checking just one point. We call furt,her siml)lilj. t l~ i s  
procedure by choosing a. point P located on the AB edge, because the det,ci.l~li~-ia~io~l 
of the volatility order of '4 and B is very simple there. 
4.1.4 Volatility order diagram 
In a ternary mixture, there are at  most three isovolatility curves (one for each pall of 
components). Note that there can be less: In the acetone (L) - methanol ( I )  - natc.1 
(H)  case, both acetone and methanol are always more volatile thali \vatel,  io t i i i i  
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Fig. 4.6: A is more volatile than B 
mixture displays only one isovolatility curve (figure 4.7). By combining a,ll esisting 
isovolatility curves in one diagram, we obtain the volatility order cliagsarn. hlore 
precisely: 
Definitioi~ 4.5 The volatility order diagram of a ternary mzzture I S  n 91.aphict~l 1")- 
resentation of: 
- A11 ezisting isovolatility curves. 
- The volatility order o f  the three components in  each subregion-qf the corn,po.~ifion 
triangle. 

Figure 4.7 displays the volatility order diagram of the acetone (L) - inetl~anol ( I )  - 
water (H) mixture: The  composition triangle is divided into two regions. In region 1, 
the local volatility order is acetone > methanol > water while in region 2, methanol is 
more volatile than acetone and the local volatility order becoines inethni~ol > a cct olic~ 
> water. Acetone is the most volatile component in region 1, while methanol is 
the most volatile in region 2. In the next section, we show how we can decluce thc 
separation sequence flowsheet from the volatility order diagram of the ternary mixture 
azeotropic component #1 - azeotropic component #2 - entrainer. 
Flow sheet 
4.2.1 Heavy entrainers 
Heavy entrainers represent the most common type of entrainers in industry. Sucli ell- 
trainers are extensively used in industry to  isolate valuable chenicals, such as benzene 
(Berg 1983), isoprene (Enomoto 1971) and butadiene (Buell & Boatright 1947, B a n -  
nister & Buck 1969, Asatani & Hayduk 1983), from l~ydrocarl~on ~ ~ ~ i s t u r e s .  .41roll1(\1. 
important industrial application is the separation of tlle wa.ter - etllanol azeotl,ope 
using various heavy entrainers such as glycols, glycerin, and heavy alcol~ols (Bla.cl.; 
& Distler 1972, Black 1980, Lee & Pahl 1985, Yeh 1986, Knight & Doherty 1989, 
Iinapp st Doherty 1990). Because of their economic significance, these entra.iners 
have been extensively studied by nulnerous authors in both industrj. and a.cncle~-i~ia. 
In particular, the separation flowsheet is well-established: The entraii ie~ is f ' t x c l  closc 
to the top of the extrxt ive colurnll and is recovered at the I>ot,tonl oi' tlic~ c11t.i.. fj I I I ( ~ ~ '  
recovery column. Both azeotropic components are recovered as clist,illat,es. 
For a long time, finding which azeotropic constituent is recovered first could only 
be clone by trial and error (Knapp Yr. Doherty 1990). Yeh (1986) discovered t,hat (,he 
entrainer carries down the extractive column the azeotropic component ibr \z.l~icl~ i t  
ha.s more affinity. freeing the other component and enabling its recovery as distillate. 
Iffinity can be measured by comparing the polar interaction and hydrogen boncling 
of the candidate entrainer with the polar interactions and hydrogen bondings of the 
t KO azeotropic constituents. Yeh's method has the advantage of using only pure corn- 
ponent data,  but can make erroneous predictions: DMFA seems to have more afiiiit>. 
for acetone, yet it carries down methanol in the bottom product of an extractive 
column. Yeh's method is also limited to  heavy entrainers. 
Let us analyze the fundamental behavior of an extractive column separating a 
rnininiuni boiling azeotrope of components A and B (where A has a lower boiling 
point than B) using component E as entrainer. Let us assume that A is recovered 
as pure distillate. The  key separation is performed in the extractive section: BJ. 
feeding the entrainer above the azeotrope, we ensure tha t  the entraiiler concent ration 
reinains high enough on each tray of the middle section to  make A ii1ol.e volatile t Ira11 
B. The  rectifying section separates the entrainer from A;  the concentration of I3 is 
very small, so this section essentially performs a binary separation. The separation 
between A and B must be completed below the entrainer feed, because the entrdinel 
concentration decreases quickly in the rectifying section and the azeotrol>ic I)clla\.iol 
reappears: B becomes more volatile than A,  since the distillate is riclier in .A tl1a11 
the azeotrope. The  stripping section depletes the liquid phase of its conte~lt of A .  
Fro111 this analysis, we conclude that  A is the most volatile colliponent in the bot to111 
and middle sections, while B is the most volatile component in a t  least the top of the 
rectifying section. Because the concentration of B vanishes below the entrainer feed, 
we see that for small mole fractions of B: 
- A is more volatile than B when the mole fraction of E is significant. 
- B is more volatile than A when the mole fraction of E is negligible. 
In  other words, the local volatility order of A and B changes along the A - E edgc. 
This implies tha t  the isovolatility curve of A and B intersects the A - E edgc. 11.e 
conclude that  a necessary condition for the recovery of azeotropic compone~lt A a? 
distillate of the extractive column is that  the isovolatility curve of A and B intersects 
the A - E edge. 
In the case of a heavy entrainer, the volatility order diagram contains o ~ l l j ~  one 
isovolatility curve, namely the isovolatility curve of the two azeotropic coinponcnts, 
because the entrainer is the least volatile component everywhere. Because SAB mu5t 
s tar t  at  the A - B azeotrope and end on another edge, it must intersect e~tllel  tllc 
A - E edge or the B - E edge; the situation where it ends precisely at  E is sli~gulal 
and does not occur in practice, since slight changes in ally parameter bring us back 
to one of the two considered situations. Let us assume that C A B  intersects the R - 12 
edge, for instance. Then B is the most volatile component in a regloll t ha t  c o ~ i t a ~ l ~ s  
part of the B - E edge. If we introduce enough entrainer in the colunin to o b t a ~ n  a
significant entrainer concentration in the extractive column, then B is more volatile 
than A throughout this section. We can then separate A from B in the extractive 
sectlon if the number of trays in this section is sufficient. The  stripping sectioli can 
remove B from the liquid phase, because B remains more volatlle than .4 in that 
section. Finally, the rectifying section can separate the entrainer floni B, since E I ?  
the least volatile component. We obtain the following result: 
Proposition 4.1 W e  can determine the flowsheet of the feasible sepn~ntion seqlrc,,cE 
,from the volatility order diagram: 
- If the zsovolatzlzty curve of A and B zntersects the A - E edge, A I S  reco~ciccl 
as dzstzllate of the eztractzve column whzle B zs recoz~t?rd (15 d l s f  l l l c i l f  cl/  t i ) (  
entrazner recovery column. 
- If the isovolatility curve of A and B i~ztersects the B - E edge, B 2:s T E C O U E I . ~ ~  
as distillate of the eztractive colurn?z while A is recovered as distillate oJ thc 
entrainer recovery column. 
This result is illustrated by figure 4.7 and figure 4.8 with the acetone - metl~anol 
azeotrope and two different heavy entrainers, water and chlorobenzene. In the acetone 
( L )  - methanol (I)  - water (H) case, the isovolatility curve of acetone and methanol 
~ntersects the water - acetone edge: Acetone is recovered as top product of the ex- 
tractive column (figure A.lO.) In the acetone (L) - methanol (I) - chlorobenzene 
(I-I) case, the isovolatility curve of acetone and methanol intersects the chloroben- 
zene - methanol edge: Methanol is recovered as top product of the-extractive column 
(figure A. 13). 
4.2.2 Light entrainers 
In chapter 3, we have shown that light entrainers make separation feasible a t  infi- 
nite reflux when the residue curve boundary that joins the entrainer corner to the 
binary azeotrope is sufficiently curved. When separation is possible a t  infinite refius, 
the procedure presented in that article shows that the feasible separation flowsheet 
depends on which side the boundary bends1: 
When the residue curve boundary bends as in figure 4.9, the separation se- 
quence yields B as pure bottom product of the extractive colurnn a.nd A as 
pure bottom product of the entra,iner recovery column. The e11tra.ine.r is fed 
below the azeotrope and recovered a.t the top of the entra.iner recovery colunlu 
(figure 4.10). 
e When the residue curve boundary bends as in figure 4.11, the separatjon sc- 
quence yields A as pure bot ton1 product of the extra.ctive colul~ln a.nd B as pure 
bottom product of the entrainer recovery column. Again, the en t ra ine~ is fed 
below the azeotrope and recovered a t  the top of the entra.iner recovery colu~nn 
We assume that  this boundary alwa,ys bends in the same directioil and never displays i~lflesion 
points. 111 practice, we have found that  such is indeed the case in all the cases we examined but one; 
only the isopropanol (I)  - water (H)  - acetone (L)  mist~ure does not satisfy this assumption. 

.Fig. 4.9: B is located on the convex side 
of the residue curve boundary 
Fig. 4.10 :  Separation sequence obtained when B is on the boundary convex side 
Fig. 4.11: A is located on the convex side 
of the residue curve boundary 
(figure 4.12). 
Because residue curve boundaries are never straight lines in the mathematical sense, 
they always show sonie curvature, but this curvature may not be large eaough to  
make separation feasible a t  infinite reflux. In practice, we have found that we call 
achieve more separation at finite reflux than a t  infinite reflus. In particular, we have 
found that separation is actually almost always feasible a t  finite reflux, eve11 wlicn thc 
boulldary almost looks like a straight line (chapter 3) .  Although their precise locations 
are difficult to determine, finite reflux boundaries always display more cur\.ature thau  
lllfi~lite reflux boundaries. This implies that  we can apply the rule expressed above 
to determine wllicll separation sequence is feasible a t  finite reflux. 
This rule can also be interpreted in terms of volatility order. diagrams. I~lclecd. let 
us consider figure 4.9. Because of the boundary curvature, the residue curves tarlgellts 
of points in region 1 close t o  the entrainer corner must intersect the vertical asis aLove 
Fig. 4.12: Separation sequence obtained when A is on the boundary convex side 
Entrainer (L) recycle 
makeup A B 
the entrainer while the tangents of points located in region 1 close to the A corner 
must intersect the vertical axis below the entrainer (figure 4.13). Therefore, there arc 
points in region 1 where the residue curve tangent contains the entrainer corner. This 
implies that the isovolatility curve of A and B is located in region 1 and goes fro111 
the A - B azeotrope to  the A - E edge. There is usually only one isovolatilitj~ curve 
in this case: The  entrainer is the most volatile component everywhere (later i1-1 this 
paper we examine the case where the entrainer is not the e nos t volatile coml~onen t .  ) 
The volatility order diagrams corresponding to  figure 4.9 and figure 4.11 are sho\zn 
on figure 4.14 and figure 4.15 respectively. We see that ,  in figure 4.14. R is the least 
volatile component in a region that reaches the A - E edge. Therefore, if we ii~troduce 
enough entrainer in the extractive column, the whole compositio~l profile is colitai~led 
in this region: B is the least volatile component throughout the colunln and call 1 3 ~  
recovered as pure bottom product, while we recover a t  the top of the column a binarj. 
mixture of A and E. In figure 4.15, A is the least volatile component in a region 
Fig. 4.13: Tie lines in the light entrainer case 
A 
that contains part cf the B - E edge. By using enough entrainer, we can operate a 
column that has its composition profile entirely within this region. A is the11 the least 
volatile component throughout the column and call be recovered as bottom procluct. 
We obtain the following results: 
Propositioil 4.2 From th,e volatility order dia.gram,, we ca7a determ,i7ae the flozushect 
of  the feasible separation sequence: 
- If the isovolatility curve of A and B iiztersects the A - E edge, B 2s reco~~ct-c(l us
bottom product of the extractive column while A is recovered as bottom prodlir.2 
of the e7ztrai7zer recovery colum7z. 
Flg 4 14:  Volatility order diagram when B lies on the boundary convex side 
A 
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Fig. 4.15: Volatility order diagram when A lies on the boundary convex side 
A 
A - B  B  
isovolatility curve 
- If the isovolatility curve of A and B intersects the B - E edge, A is recovered as 
bottom product of the extractive column while B is recovered as bottom lii.oduci 
of the entrainer recovery column. 
Figure 4.16 and figure 4.17 illustrate these two cases with the ethanol ( I )  - water 
(H) - acetone (L)  and methyl ethyl ketone (I) - water (H)  - acetone (L) mixture\. 
When we use acetone as entrainer for the ethanol - water azeotrope, we obtain watc.1. 
at the bottom of the extractive column (figure A.7); here, water has the highest 
boiling point. When we use acetone as entrainer for the methyl ethyl ketone - \vatel. 
azeotrope, we obtain methyl ethyl ketone as bottom product (figure 2.28). Note that 
methyl ethyl ketone is the intermediate boiling component in this case. 
In a couple of cases, namely ethanol (I) - water (H) - methanol (L)  and ter-butan01 
(I) - water (H) - methanol (L), we have observed that the entrainer, methanol ill both 
cases, is not the most volatile component over the whole composition space. For large 
water concentrations, methanol becomes less volatile than ethanol or ter butanol. l ' l ~ e  
corresponding volatility order diagrams are shown on figure 4.18 and figure 4.19: \Ye 
now have two isovolatility curves. However, we see that the region wllerc wa tel 15 
the least volatile component covers most of the composition space and reaches the 
methanol - ethanol or methanol - ter butanol edge. Therefore, we can recover water as 
extractive distillation bottom product in both cases; the sequence separating etllanol 
and water using methanol as entrainer can be found in chapter 2. 
4.2.3 Intermediate entrainers 
Intermediate entrainers differ from heavy and light entrainers by the flexibility the!? 
give to the designer: While only one separation sequence can perfor111 the desirecl 
sepa.ra,tion in the ca.se of heavy or light entrainers, separa,tion can be a,chieved in 
three ways with an intermediate entrainer: 

Fig. 4.17: The methyl ethyl ketone (1) - water (H) - acetone (L) 
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o We can use one column only (chapter 3). Because the entrainer is not recovel-ccl, 
the entrainer comes off the column as product impurity. Therefore, the arnount. 
of entrainer we can add is limited by the amount of impurity we tolerate in the 
product streams. The purer the products, the less entrainer we can use. A small 
amount of entrainer still makes separation feasible: Because of its boiling point,. 
we can accumulate entrainer in the middle of the column by using a colliil~rr 
that contains many stages. When the entrainer concentration is significant, 
the ternary mixture behaves like a normal ternary mixture: The boiling point 
order coincides with the volatility order. So we can send A to the top of the 
column and B to the bottom. This way of separating binary azeotropes has 
several advantages: It requires only one column, and only a. very small amount, 
of entrainer, so the diameter of the column can be small. 011 the otl~el 11a11d. i t  
requires a column with many trays, and the entrainer is lost. Obviouslj, these 
advantages and disadvantages must be weighed against one another i11 each case 
to determine if this scheme is economically interesting. This method remains 
one feasible alternative that does not exist with other entrainers and should be 
considered when available. 
o The direct sequence is always feasible; in other words, we can always reco\.er 
A as top product of the extractive column and B as bottom product of' tlic 
entrainer recovery column. This result can be obtained in two ways: \%'e call 
apply the procedure described in chapter 3, or examine the volatility order 
diagram: 
- The results of the procedure described in chapter :3 are displayed i n  fig- 
ure 4.20. Because all the residue curves that come clofie to the e~ltrainci 
corner end a t  B, the second column can perform its duty, namely separate 
B from the entrainer. Because the residue curves that are close to A along 
Fig. 4.20: The direct sequence is possible 
A 
the A - E edge move along this edge and then along the B - E edge to 
finally reach B, we can find a residue curve that comes close to A and 
intersects the mass balance line of the second column. Therefore, the first 
column can perform its duty, namely to produce pure A at the top and a 
binary mixture B1 of B and E a t  the bottom. Because the infinite r e l lu~  
situation is the limit of high reflux ratio, this separation is also f'c.asil11c i i t  
finite reflux. 
- In the case of an intermediate entrainer, the volatility order diagram a,lwa.ys 
looks like figure 4.21. Close to corner A, residue curves move fro111 the A - 
B azeotrope towards A; therefore, the local volat,ilit,y osdcr in  t,liat, region 
is B>A>E. The order of A and B changes when we cross the isovola,tilit,!~ 
curve of A and B; it becomes A>B>E. Finally, close to the entra,i~ier col~- 
ner, the local volatility order coincides with the boiling point order, i. t. 
A>E>B. This implies that the volatility order diagram contains an i ~ o -  
volatility curve for B and E; since B and E do not form any azeotropc, this 
curve cannot intersect the B - E edge. The composition space is tl~erefore 
divided in three different regions, and A is the most volatile component 
in both regions 2 and 3. By adding enough entrainer or using a large 
enough column (the entrainer concentrates in the middle of the column 
and reaches higher mole fractions with a larger column)., we can bring the 
column profile in the regions where A is the most volatile conlpoue~~t ant1 
separate it from B. The top of the colunln essentially performs a binary 
separation between the entrainer and A. The mechanism of this separation 
is very similar to the one obtained with a heavy entrainer, but because the 
entrainer is more volatile than the second azeotropic component, we do 
not have to feed the entrainer separately. Also, obtaining high entsai~ltl 
concentrations can be achieved by increasing the nuniber of tra1.s rather 
than using large amounts of entrainers. 
a The indirect sequence is always feasible too: We can always recover B as bottom 
product of the extractive column and A as top product of the entrainer recovery 
column. We can reach this result in a completely similar fashion: 
- The results of the procedure described in chapter 3 are displayecl 111 fig- 
ure 4.22. Because the residue curves that are close to A along the A - 
E edge move along this edge and come close to the entrainer cornel. tlie 
entrainer recovery column can perform its duty and separate a binary mix- 
t u ~ e  of A and E. Because the residue curves that come close to t l l ~  A - 
E edge eventually end at B, B can be recovered as b ~ t t o i n  product 13 1 
while the distillate D l  is a binary mixture of A and E. Again, becali ic. t l1c1 
infinite refiux situation is the limit of high reflux ratio, this sepasation l i  
F I ~  4.21: Volatility order diagram in the intermediate entrainer case 
Region 1 
B>A>E 
also feasible a t  finite reflux. 
- From the volatility order diagram, we see that B is tlie least volatile coni- 
ponent in region 3. By feeding enough entrainer to the  colunl~l 01 b ~ .  
using a large enough column, we can obtain high entrainer co~lcelltralioil 
in the middle of the column and bring the column profile ulithin region 
3.  B becomes then the least volatile component throughout tlie coluni~i 
and can be recovered as pure bottom product. The distillate is a binarj. 
mixture of A and E which can be separated easily in the seco~lcl colu~nl-i. 
The mechanism of this separation is very similar to the one obtainetl \vi t I l  
a light entrainer, but because the entrainer is less volatile than the first 
Fig. 4.22: The indirect sequence is possible 
A 
azeotropic component, we do not have to  feed the entrainer separatel~.  I\'(. 
can again obtain high entrainer concentrations by increasing tile nun1bc.r 
of trays rather than using large amounts of entrainers. 
V\Te obtain the follo~ring results: 
Propositioi~ 4.3 Three dzflerent separation sequence f lowsheefs  as.? possiltlf ? i t  f h r  
case of internzediate entrainers;  separation can be achieved wztlz: 
- on1y  o ~ ~ e  c o l 1 ~ 7 r ~ ~ ~ .  
- T h e  direct sequence. 
- Tlze indirect sequence. 
These three possible separation sequences have been illustrated i ~ i  previoui c l i a j ~ t c ~ i  
with the acetone - heptane - benzene esample. 
4.2.4 Summary 
In this section, we have shown how the volatility order diagrams can be used to  
tleteriniize the flowsheet of the feasible separation sequence. We have obtained t h c  
following results: 
?Vhen we use a heavy boiler, we recover A as distillate of the extractive coluilln 
and B as distillate of the entrainer recovery column if the isovolatilit,y clir\je 
of A and B intersects the A - E edge; we recover B first and A secollcl if this 
isovolatility curve intersects the B - E edge. 
When we use a light boiler, we recover A as bottom product of the extractive 
column and B as bottom product of the entrainer recovery coluilli~ if the iso- 
volatility curve of A and B intersects the B - E edge; we recover B first ancl A 
secoizd if this isovolatility curve intersects the A - E edge. 
When we use an intermediate boiler, we can choose from threc se1,aration sc- 
quences: We can use one column only, the direct sequence or the ili t l i i  ect sc-  
quence. 
Entrainer comparison 
4.3.1 The minimum trade-off curve 
I11 order to be able to compare entrainers, we need to define a measure of' eiitlalnc:. 
performances. Clearly, the best entrainer for a given azeotrope is the entraiiicr tliat 
iniilinlizes the total annualized cost to separate this azeotrope illto pure 
Thus. ail obvious measure of entrainer performance is the total ani~ualizecl coit of t llr 
corresponding separation sequence. But designing the feasible separation sequeiices 
'The total ai~ilualized cost colnbilles capital illvestments and opera.tring espelises (Douglas 1088, 
liilapp SL. Doherty 1990). 
for each entrainer is time-consuming. By examining the detailed cost study of thc 
ethanol (L) - water (I) - ethylene glycol (H) homogeneous azeotropic distillatiol-i 
sequence performed by Knight & Doherty (1989) and revised by Knapp & Dohert! 
(1990), we show that we can relate this cost to  the minimum trade-off curve: 
Definition 4.6 The minimum trade-08 curve represents the min imv~n  re flu,:^^ I -nf io 
needed to achieve separation (defined as the minimum refiux jlow rate divided 6y t h e  
nzeotropic feed fiow rate) as a function of the entrainer-to-azeotrope feed ratio. 
Indeed, because we consider only saturated azeotropic feeds, the main optimization 
variable for the two-column separation sequence is the feed ratio, L C , .  the  ratio of 
entrainer feed flow rate to the azeotropic feed flow rate. Iinight S.. Dolicrtj~ ha1 e sllo\i.~i 
that  the separation sequence found by determining the other design variables tlllo11g1-i 
reasonable heuristic rules and optimizing only the feed ratio comes very close to the 
true optimum. The  detailed cost analysis they performed on a slightly suboptil~lal 
sequence (see table 2 of Knight & Doherty 1989) reveals that  the operating espenqrs. 
z.e,. steam and cooling water, account for about half of the sequence total annualizecl 
cost. We also see horn their figures 2 and 6 that  the total annualized cosr ciocs 
not depend much on the heuristic rule used for the reflux ratio: Setting the reflux 
ratio at  1.15, 1.2 or 1.3 times the minimum does not make much difference. The 
minimum reflux ratio needed to  achieve separation a t  a given feed ratio deternlines 
the operating expenses. We should therefore try to minimize this minimusll re flu^ 
ratio as a function of feed ratio. 
Typically, minimum trade-off curves are similar to the curve lepresentetl 011 fig- 
ure 4.23. Except in the intermediate entrainer case, separation is impossil~le wlieii 
the feed ratio is too low. Above this threshold, separation is always feasible. Thc 
typical shape of minimum trade-off curves results from the competition of t v o  ef- 
fects. Adding entrainer increases the entrainer concentration inside the columli; t 111i 
usually increases the relative volatility of the azeotropic components ancl t l ie~ cios c, 
Fig. 4.23: Typical minimum trade-off curve 
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lowers the value of the minimum reflux ratio needed t o  achieve separation. Won~e\7ei, 
adding entrainer also increases the colullln load, leading to  a minimum reflux ratio 
increase. The  overall result depends on the operating point: For low feed ratios. the 
relative volatility improvement dominates the load increase while, for higli fcccl ratioi. 
tlle load increase takes over the relative volatility improvement. Xillnlnluii~ t l  cltlc-ojl 
curves display a minimum, which we use here as our entrainer per i 'o~i~~ancc  ~easulc.: 
\Z7e define the corresponding feed ratio (minimum reflus ratio sespecti~~elg) as the 
optimum feed ratio (optimum minimum reflux ratio resp.). 
We compute minimum trade-off curves by calculating the minimum reflus ratlo 
corresponding to  each value of the feed ratio; minimum reflux ratio calculatioiis arc' 
carried out with the exact algorithm described in Levy & Doherty (1986). In order 
to compare entrainers on an equitable basis2, we assume in all cases that: 
- The composition of the feed we want to separate is that of tlie azeotropc at 
atmospheric pressure. 
- The entrainer feed contains only pure entrainer 
- We set the purity specifications on both azeotropic component  product,^ a.t 
0.998. 
- We specify a value of 1000 for the ratio of the azeotropic component 111ole 
fractions in the entrainer recovery column feed (this ratio u s ~ ~ a l l ~ .  limit5 tlic 
achievable product purity in the entrainer recovery columll (Andersen cf ~ 1 .  
1989)). 
We therefore compare entrainers by comparing their minimum trade-off curves. The 
best entrainer is the entrainer that yields the lowest optimum feed ratio ancl mill i -  
mum reflux ratio. These two properties can sometimes conflict, as the acetolie (I2) - 
methanol (I) - water (H)  and acetone (L) - methanol (I)  - chlorobenzelle (H)  examplei 
show (figure 4.24). Both water and chlorobenzene can be used as entrainers to scpa- 
rate the acetone - methanol azeotrope and we see from the corresponding minimum 
trade-off curves that separation with chlorobenzene requires a lower minilnuill reflus 
than with water, but the optimum feed ratio is higher in the case of cl~lorobcnzei~c 
than of water.. Whether chlorobenzene is a better entrainer than water for. tllc acr.toi~t> 
- methanol azeotrope depends on the relative costs of energy and of capital: 11 ig11 
energy costs would favor chlorobenzene, while low energy costs favor \vatel 
A fair entrainer colnparisoll requires the reflux ratio to be defined with respect 
to the azeotropic feed and not to the distillate flow rate, as would comrnollljl he tlie 
2 ~ s  we show later in this sec t~on ,  the minimuin trade-off curve enables us to cornpale oni! 
entrail~ers of the same kind, we cannot fairly compare entrainers that belong to dlffereilt c l d c ~ .  

case. Indeed, the usual definition of the reflux ratio would bias the con~parison to~z.astli 
entrainers that yield the highest distillate flow rate. For instance, chlorobenzene sent15 
methanol to  the top while water sends acetone to the top of the extractive coiunin. 
Because the azeotrope contains three times more acetone than methanol, di17iding the 
rniiiinlum reflux flow rate by the distillate flow rate makes water artificially appear a i  
a much better entrainer than chlorobenzene: Reflux flow rates are identical for hot11 
entrainers if we use a feed ratio of 1.1, yet the usual reflux ratio definition nlaltcs 
water look much better than chlorobenzene at that point. 
4.3.2 Comparing heavy entrainers 
In the case of heavy entrainers, the position of the minimum trade-off c u l ~ e  call 1 x 2  
easily related to  the equivolatility curve diagram obtained with this entrainer. Indcecl. 
let A be the component recovered at the top of the extractive colurnri. Sepavatloii can 
be achieved only when the entrainer concentration in the extractive section is la1 g c x  
enough to make A more volatile than B throughout the middle section. \We ha \~e  to 
introduce enough entrainer in the column so that the entrainer concentration in the 
estractive section exceeds P E .  Although the connection is not direct since reflus and 
boilup have to  be taken into account, the larger X E  is, the inore entrainer \vr ~ i c c ~ l  
to add to  "break" the azeotrope and to make the azeotropic component ~eco~lescti 
overhead more volatile than the other in both the extractive and the stripping sect~ons. 
Therefore, lou~er values of XE imply lower x-coordinates for the points of the rniuiml~m 
trade-off curve. A co~nparison of figure 4.25 and figure 4.26 illustrates thii p o i ~ ~ t  
in the case of the acetone (L) - methanol (I) azeotrope, using \vatel. ethanol ancl 
isopropanol as heavj~  entrainers. In all three cases, the corsespolidlng eyul\olntil~i\ 
curve diagrams show that acetone is recovered as distillate of the estract i ic  t o l l l u ~ ~ l .  
since the resulting isovolatility curve of acetone and methanol intersects the acetolie 
- entxainer edge. The  resulting values of s . ~  are: 0.10 for water, 0.20 for etha~iol ancl 
0.29 for isopropanol. The minimum trade-off curves show the same trend: Operating 
the separation sequence a t  the feed ratio optimum requires less entrainer when 14re use 
wa.ter as entrainer than when we use ethanol, and less entrainer when we use et~ha.1~01 
as entrainer than when we use isopropanol. 
The  y-coordinates of the minimum trade-off curve points a.re the ~ninimum reflus 
ratio obtained for the given feed ratio. In all distillation columns, t,here is a dircct 
connection between minimum reflux ratio and relative volatility. In the ca.se of' 110- 
rnogeneous azeotropic distillation, minimum reflux ratio is intima.tely coililected t,o 
the relative volatility of the two azeotropic components: The  higher the a.chieva.ble 
relative volatility is, the easier the separation and the lower the minimum reflus ratio. 
This relation is particularly true when the entrainer can be readily separated from thc 
two azeotropic constituents, which is the most common case. In that case. t.he s c y ~ a -  
ration between the two azeotropic components is the factor that limits separatiol-I. A 
compa,rison of figure 4.27, figure 4.28 and figure 4.29 illustra.t8es this point, usillg a.ga.in 
the acetone - methanol azeotrope and water, ethanol and isopropailol a.s entrainers. 
We see that water is again the best entrainer, because we can obtain a higher relative 
volatility between acetone and methanol. We also see that  isopropanol is better tha,n 
ethanol in terms of minimum reflux ratio: Indeed, we can achieve rela.tive \lolatilitic~s 
higher than 2.5 with isopropanol, while we are limited to a.bout 2.1 wit.h et.hal~ol. 
The  minimum trade-off curves reflect these facts: We achieve separation wit11 a l o ~ ~ e l -  
minimum reflux ra,tio when we use water as entrainer tha,n when we use either e t ,ha~~ol  
or isopropanol, while isopropanol leads to  lower minimum reflux ratios than etllanol. 
In the case of heavy entrainers, the e no st difficult separation is perfornled ill  t.lie 
extractive section: If the entrainer sends A to the top of the ext,racti~.c column. 
this section removes B from the ternary mixture. Beca.use the-extracti1.e sc-ctioli 
compositioll profile then lies close to the A - E edge, we sl-iould compa.re ent,i.a.inel-s 
tha,t send A to the top by comparing the relative volatility of A and B close to the A - 
Min. reflux ratio Fig. 4.25: The minimum trade-off curves of acetone and methanol 
using ethanol t I), isopropanol(2) and water (3) as entrainers 
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Fig. 4.26: The isovolatility curves of acetone and methanol 
using ethanol (I), isopropanol(2) and water (3) as entrainers 
Acetone Fig. 4.27: The equivolatility curves of acetone and methanol 
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E edge. Similarly, we should compare entrainers that send B to the top bjr cornpal 111:: 
the relative volatility of A and B close t o  the B - E edge, because the e x t i a c t ~ ~ c  
section composition profile is then located in that region. 
The  comparison of entrainers that send different azeotropic cornpollellti to t l i c  top 
of the extractive column based on their equivolatility curve diagranls is less n~r .d~- i~~rgf~i l  
and less reliable in practice than the comparison of entrainers that  send the sc~mc~ 
azeotropic component to  the top of the extractive column. Indeed, let us cons~del 
the acetone (L) - methanol (I) azeotrope, using isopropanol and chlorobenzene as  
heavy entrainers. LVith isopropanol, we recover acetone as distillate of thc eu t lc~t t i \  c 
column, while we recover methanol as top product of the extractive CO~UIIII I  ~f \vr. I I S ~  
chlorobenzene. Therefore, chlorobenzene must increase the methall01 concent l~llioli 
from 0.248 to 0.998, while isopropanol only has to  increase the acetone coilcelltlatlol~ 
fro111 0.752 to  0.998. Therefore isopropanol has an advantage over chlorobenzc~~e, 
w111ch distorts the comparison we obtain from the equivolatilitj, cur-\re diagran-i\. \I c 
see that  XE is equal to 0.29 for isopropanol (figure 4.28) and 0.23 fol chlorol~cl~ze~-ic 
(figure 4.8). Chlorobenzene should yield a lower optimum feed ratio. but wc. icc3 
from figure 4.30 that such is not the case. Therefore we should separiltel~ c o ~ i ~ p , i ~ r .  
entrainers that send A to  the top of the extractive column and entrainers that send 
B to the top of the extractive column. 
Proposition 4.4 W e  can compare heavy entrazners for a gnuen bz72n1 y nzcoi~olir (171 
e z a m f n ~ n g  the correspondz7zg equivolatolzty curve dzagrnnzs: 
- The lower XE is, the lower the optimum feed ratio. 
- The hrgher the relatzve volatzlity zs, the lower the  opfnmum mnnnmurn i ~ J l u 7  
ratlo. 
Note that we should compare zn thts manner only entramel-s that do not \mil f h t  
snrrle a,-eotrol~tc con~po~zerzt to the t o p  of the extrmctlue colu~nrl 

A good entrainer should easily "break" the azeotrope we want to separate. I11 pmct ictl. 
we have found tha t  separation becomes very difficult and requires very large feed ratios 
when the value of X E  exceeds 0.7. We illustrate this point with a couple of examples: 
- Normal butanol can act as a heavy entrainer for the methanol (L)  - methj.1 ethyl 
ketone (I) azeotrope. Figure 4.31 shows the corresponding isovolatilitj~ cur\.(, ol 
methanol and methyl ethyl ketone. We see that  X E  is equal to 0.89. \We llavc 
found that separation is not feasible for feed ratios below 20. 
- Sec-butanol can act as a heavy entrainer for the ethanol (L) - methyl ethyl 
ketone (I) azeotrope. Figure 4.32 shows that  X E  is equal to  0.81 in this case: 
we have found that separation is impossible for feed ratios belo~z~ 25. 
A good entrainer should also yield high relative volatilities between the two azeot sol~i: 
components. In practice, we have found that  separation becomes very difficult ~vheli 
the relative volatility of the two azeotropic constituents always remains below 1.1 in 
the region that would contain the extractive section colnposition profile. For example, 
toluene can act as a heavy entrainer for the ethyl ethanoate (L) - methyl ethyl kct one 
(I) azeotrope. Yet the relative volatility of ethyl ethanoate and rneth~.l etlij~l Iietone 
never exceeds 1.1 (figure 4.33); we have found tha t  the optimum reflux rat,io is o\:cr 
25. 
We can now explain the example presented in chapter 2 where we altercd tile 
value of the Wilson interaction parameter of toluene and ethyl ethanoate in the e th~ . l  
elhanoate (L )  - methyl ethyl ketone (I) - toluene ( H )  mixture. \h;e noted t l l d t ,  1'01 
\ d u e s  of ~ T - E E  below 0.77, we must recover ethyl ethanoa te first. \\ 11c.1 \I c 1 1 i i i ~ 1  
recover methj.1 ethyl ketone first for values of U T - E E  above 0.89. \\'e fourltl t l ~ a t  
separation is infeasible for feed ratios below 50 if the value of C ~ T - E E  is between 0.77 
and 0.89. LVe also noted that changing the value of CLT-EE from 0.6 to  1.0 cloes 
not affect the binary equilibrium of toluene and ethyl ethanoate significantl!. The 

Ethanol Fig. 4.32: The ethanol - methyl ethyl ketone isovolatility curve in 
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set of equivolatility curve diagrams shown in figure 4.34 to  figure 4.3s ena.blcs us  
to  explain this behavior. At first, as we increase UT-EE, the isovola.tility curvc er-id 
point moves along the ethyl ethanoate - toluene edge towa.rds toluene; for values of' 
UT-EE up to  0.84, ethyl ethanoate must be recovered first. As we increase C I , T . - ~ ~ ~ : E  
fro111 0.6 to  0.84, the relative volatility of ethyl ethanoate and methyl ethyl ket,one in 
the extractive column decreases; figure 2.53 shows that ,  for a constant feed ratio of 
50, there is an increase in the minimum feed ratio necessary to  achieve separat'ioll. 
Separation actually becomes infeasible when UT-EE exceeds 0.77. Wheli U T - E E  ~ O C S  
above 0.84, the isovolatility curve end point is now located on the n~ethyl  et,l-iyl liet'onc 
- toluene edge, so we can recover methyl ethyl ketone first (figure 4.39). But 1)ecause 
the relative volatility of methyl ethyl ketone and ethyl ethanoa,te remains \:el.!- lo\\., 
sepa.ra.tion remains infeasible a t  first. Separation becomes fea.sible a.t a feed 1.a t io of 
50 only when UT-EE exceeds 0.89. Since the relative volatility of methyl ethyl lietollc: 
and ethyl ethanoate increases as we increase UT-EE, separation becoilles easier a,nd 
requires lower minimum reflux ratios when UT-EE goes from 0.89 to 1.0. 
have applied these rules of thumb to several azeotropes, examining se\,csal 
entrainers for each of them, and we show the corresponding results in a.ppendix C:. 
We have found that  comparing entrainers can be done very reliably in all ca.ses: escept 
when one entrainer cannot be easily separated from one of the a.zeotropic conl l jo~le~~t~s .  
4.3.3 Light entrainers 
\Ale obtain very similar results wit11 light entrainers: The  position of the minim~im 
trade-off curve can be related to the equivolatility curve diagram in a coml,letel~. 
analogous manner. Indeed, as in the case of heavy entrainers, good entl .a~neli  slioulcl 
yield low values of XE;  because less entrainer is required to  "breali" the azcotiopc 
and make the component recovered as bottom product the least I-ola t ile col~~l>oiit>~if 
throughout the column. Thus lower values of X E  imply lower x-coordinates for t l ~ e  
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points of the  minimum trade-off curves. This point is illustrated by figure 4 -10 alltl  
figure 4.41 using the ethanol (I) - water (H)  azeotrope and ethanol and acctonc a i  
11gllt entrainers. Both entrainers enable the recovery of water as bottom p l o d ~ ~ c  t 
of the extractive column: The  isovolatility curve of ethanol and water ~~l te rsec ts  11c 
ethanol - entrainer edge in both cases. Methanol yields a lower XE value than acctonc.. 
the comparison of the two minimum trade-off curves shows that the opt~intiln feed 
ratio 1s lower when we use methanol than when we use acetone. 
As in the case of heavy entrainers, the relative volatility of the two a z e o t ~ o p ~ c  
coilstituents is the key factor determining the necessary minimum reflux ratio (unleis 
the entrainer is very difficult to  separate from one of the two azeotropic constituents) 
A liigh relative volatility implies an easy separation. Figure 4.42 and f igu~e  4 1 3  illoit 
that we can achieve a much higher relative volatility between ethanol ancl 11 at P I  \t 1t11 
methanol than with acetone; figure 4.40 confirms that the optiinuill mlnimuln icilux 
~ a t ~ o  is much lowei with methanol than with acetone. 
As in the heavy entrainer case, the relative volatility of the two azeotioplc conl- 
ponents inside the composition triangle measures entrainer performance. 111 the rasp 
of light entrainers, the most difficult separation is pelfolilled 111 the to11 sectlo11 ol 
the column; without the entrainer presence, the component recovei cd in the bot I o l i i  
p ~ o d u c t  would be  more volatile than the other azeotropic component, ancl sepal r \ t  1011 
would stop. So good light entrainers should make the relative volatility of the two 
azeotropic constituents as high as possible in this section. If A 1s recoveled ill tllc 
bottom, the composition profile of the rectify~ng section 1s locatcd closr to t l l c \  I 3  
E edge. As in the heavy entrainel case, we expect the compa~lsoil of enti ~ l i l~c i  -. I l ~ n t  
send different azeotlopic components to the top of the e x t i a c t ~ ~ ~ c  colilm~i i>o\etl ~ I I  
t hen  eyui~olatility curve diagrams to be less meaningful and less ielidblc 111 p1d( ~ I C P  
t ha11 t hc comparison of entrainers that send the same azeotrop~c component 1 o t i ~ c  
top of the extractme column. 
Min. reflux ratio Fig. 4.40: The minimum trade-off curves of ethanol and water 
using acetone (I) and methanol (2) as entrainers 
Feed ratio 
Fig. 4.41: The isovolatility curves of ethanol and water using 
acetone (1) and methanol (2) as entrainers 


Proposition 4.5 W e  can compare light entrainers for a given b i n c ~ ~ y  a:coi~.opf i /g 
r .ramzning the corresponding equivolatility curve diagrams: 
- The lower XE is, the lower tlze optimum feed ratio. 
- Tlze higher the relative volatility is, the lower the optimum min imum re.fl?l.n. 
ratio. 
!'Vote that only entrainers that do not send the same azeotropic compontnl lo  l l i (  
bottom of tlze extractive column should be compared in  this manner.  
The value of XE should be low for a good entrainer. In practice, we liave foll~ttl that 
separation again becomes very difficult when XE exceeds 0.7. The  following esamplcs 
demonstrate this point: 
- Acetone can act as a light entrainer for the isopropanol (1) - water ( H )  azi1ot iopc' 
by enabling the recovery of isopropanol as extractive distillation columii I~ot o111 
product. Because XE is equal to 0.78 (figure 4.44), separation require5 high kctl 
ratios: We have found that separation can be achieved only when the f ~ e t l  ratio 
exceeds 30. 
- The isovolatility curve of isopropanol and water in the isopropailol ( I )  - \ \ d t ( ~  
(H)  - methailol (L) system indicates that  water can be reco17ered a i  PYI  i a c t ~ \ ( .  
column bottom product. Yet, because XE is equal to 0.82 (hgulc 1 1 5 ) .  \\(, 1i,1\(, 
been unable to synthesize a column performing this separatioil. 
A good entrainer should also yield high relative volatilities between the two a z e o t l o ] ) ~ ~  
components. I11 practice, we have observed that separation is difficult and 1.cc1111ic~~ 
high minimum refius ratios when this relative volatility does not esceecl 1 1 1 1 1  ~ l i o  
region that would colltaiil the strippiilg section of the extractive column. Tltii 1)oiilt 1 5  
illustrated by figure 4.42 in the ethanol (I) - water (H) - acetone (L)  case: The  rc:lc?l i \ -c 
volatility of ethanol and water remains below 1.1 close to  the ethanol - acetone cclgc. 


Figure 4.40 shows that  separation is feasible, but requires a rniiiiiliuiii reflux ratio i n  
excess of 45. 
4.3.4 Intermediate entrainers 
As in the case of heavy and light entrainers, we achieve separation only whcn  t.Ike 
entrainer concentration inside the column is high enough to "override" the azeotropic 
behavior. But contrary to  heavy and light entrainers, obtaining a significant, ent.rai1-ier 
concentration does not necessarily require large feed ratios. Because of the 1l1ixt.11 I.(' 
volatility order, we can concentrate the entrainer inside the columii by using a 1ai.gc 
number of trays and/or high reflux. There is no direct correlatioii between the iso- 
vola,tility curve location and the x-coordinates of the minimum tra.de-off cur\.e point. 
Contra.ry to the light and heavy entrainer case, there is no niiniinum feed ratio bc.lo\~. 
which separation becomes infeasible; the minimum trade-off curve points al~scissa, 
spa,n the whole positive real axis. Figure 4.46 illustra.tes this point for both the direct 
and indirect sequences, using acetone - heptane - benzene as ail example. 
When we use an intermediate entrainer, we essentiall~~ substilute for the scpa1.a- 
tion of the two azeotropic constituents two separations: On one hand, we split thc 
lighter azeotropic component and the entrainer, while on the other lia,iid, we separ;lt,c> 
the entrainer from the heavier azeotropic component. These two sepa.rations a.rc in- 
dependent, and can be performed in any order (direct or indirect secluence) 01. i n  thc 
same column a t  different levels. Therefore, the degree of clifficultj; of t,l~esc t.\i.o scpa- 
rations determines the efficiency of an intermediate entrainer. The rela tilie \:oI;il i l i  t !' 
of the two azeotropic col~ilponeiits becomes less iliiportailt in this case than i n  t lic <as(, 
of light or heavy entrainers, so we cannot use the eyuivola,t,ility curve diagram oi' t 1 1 c  
two a,zeotropic coillponeiits to iileasure the perforillallces of iiiteri12edia.te entra.iners. 
Note that,  because intermediate entrainers arc far less common than light or licii~l~, 
entrainers, obtaining an efficient comparison method for this type of ent,ra.i~ler is not 

as important. In practice, we have only found one example of intermediate entraincr, 
riamely the acetone (L) - heptane (H) - benzene (I)  mixture, out of a total list of 250 
ternary mixtures. 
4.3.5 Overall comparison 
\We have shown in the previous section that the  mechanisms by which heavy, iiiter~nc- 
diate and light entrainers lead to separability differ from one another. In particular, 
toile corresponding separation sequences have different characteristics, different atl\.all- 
tages and different bottlenecks. Some of these differences are: 
Recycle purity: Knight & Doherty (1989) have shown that hea.vy entra.ii1er.s 
require high purity entrainer recycles, because any impurit,y contained in this 
stream automaticaliy contaminates one of the separation sequence procluct,s, 
namely the extractive column distillate. In the light entrainer case; we 11a1.c 
shown (chapter 3) that separation does not require high purity entrainer l.ecj1- 
cies; for instance, in the ethanol (I) - water (H)  - methanol (L)  case. \vc c a n  
achieve separation with up to  5% ethanol in the methanol recycle streanl. 111 
the intermediate entrainer case, there is essentially no limitation: the entraint~r 
recycle composition is then dictated by an optiniization between the cost of 
recycling material and the cost of separation. 
0 Number of columns: If we use a heavy entrainer, separa.tio11 requires a.t least. 
two columns. In the ethanol (L) - water (I) - ethylene glycol (11) ca.se, tlle 
economic optimization of the separation sequence s l ~ o ~ v s  tha.t a preconcentjra.tor 
lowers the sequence cost (Knight & Doherty 1989)) because it elirliinates iri11c11 
of the ?$later before the extractive column, correspondingly- lo\vering tlte load 
and energy requirements of this column. HoIve~~er, a preconcentrator n~oultl 
11e detrimenhl if the crude feed contained more ethanol than the a,zeot,roj>e: 
A preconcentra,tor would recover some ethailol a.s bottom productz, but it,s top 
product has a higher water concentration and is therefore more difhcult to 
enrich via extractive distillation than the crude feed. Given a crucle A - B 
feed that  contains less A than the A - B azeotrope, a preconcentrator sl~oulcl 
help separation in the case of heavy entrainers that  send A to the toy:, of tlic 
extractive column while separation should be easier without preconcentsatoi. i ~ i  
the case of heavy entrainers that send B to  the top of the extractive column. 
We obtain a symmetric situation when we use a light entrainer. In that caw. the 
entrainer is needed only in the rectifying section, where its presence nlakes t lle 
componet "recovered as bottom product the least volatile component. Bei 118 
the most volatile component, the entrainer tends to naturally accuinulatc. i l l  t l ~ v  
rectifying section, while its concentration in the stripping sect1011 15 rlc~glig~l~l(~ 
Therefore, the stripping section of the extractive column essentlallj pel f o ~  lni 
a binary separation between the two azeotropic constituents. If the crucle I - 
H feed is richer in I than the I - H azeotrope, a preconcentrator is useless foi 
light entrainers that send I to  the bottom of the extractive column, becausc~ the 
preconcentrator would perform the same duty as the extlactive coluin~i sl111)- 
ping section. For instance, figure 4.47 shows that preconcentrat~ng a \{atci-iich 
feed in the ethanol (I) - water (H)  - methanol (L) case ixakes the ieparcltloll 
performed in the extractive column more difficult. Howevel, a pieconce~ltla- 
tor makes separation easier for entrainers that send H to the bottom of thc 
extractive column. 
We have already examined the case of intermediate entraincl s. A s  \IT tlc.i-iior~- 
strated in section 2,  separation can be done one or tn.o colu1i-1115. S111rc. t 11c. 
direct sequence is similar to the heavy entrainer case, a preconcentrator ma! 
lower the total separation sequence cost. Intermediate entrainers provicle rn~ich 
flexibility, and all combinations should be examined. 
Min. ratio Fig. 4.47: The minimum trade-off curves of ethanol and water using 
20 methanol as entrainer for an azeotropic (1) and water-rich (2) feed 
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Entrainer recovery column feed purity: Andersen e t  al. (1989) ha\re sho~vn t liat, 
in the heavy entrainer case, the extractive column bottom product must be 
very pure, because any impurity contained in this stream automatic all;\^ con- 
taminates the entrainer recovery distillate. We obtain a similar situation in tlle 
light elltrainer case: Here, the component recovered as extractive co1ui11i1 hot- 
tom product is the least volatile component throughout the entrainer reco\ crj 
column, so it contaminates the bottom product of this column. \Ve a ~ ~ o i d  tliis 
problem if we use an intermediate entrainer; in tha t  case, the entrainer piescnce 
restores the natural volatility order based on boiling points. Any impurit\. in 
the entrainer recovery column feed goes to  the entrainer recycle and does not 
contaminate the desired product. 
Relatlve volatihty: We can usualiy achieve higher relative voiat~l~t ics  11c~t\\cc.11 
the two azeotropic conlpoilellts with heavy entrainers than i 4  1t11 11gllt F . I - I ~ I , > I I I ~ I ~  
However, such is not always the case: Both acetone and toluene call act as 
entrainers for the ethyl ethanoate - methyl ethyl ketone azeotrope. Acetone 15 a 
light entrainer, while toluene is a heavy entrainer. A coinpariso~l of figuic. 1.18 
and figure 4.49 shows that we can obtain higher relative volatilities \v~tll acctone 
than with toluene. As we have seen in the previous qubsect~oll. the. 1cl,111\c- 
volatility of the two azeotropic components is not a good perfori~lance rnc;lir~~(. 
for intermediate entrainers. 
Utilities: \Yhen we use a heavy entrainer, the boiling points of tl-ie two l~o t tom 
products are above the boiling points of both azeotropic coml~onents. IIighci 
reboiler temperatures often translate into higher-pressuic iteaiii, \ \ . I l l  t l ~  I a r i c x \  
the separatioil sequence cost, as in the ethanol - w a t e ~  - e t l l ~  lc.llc gl\ col c ~ i i c  
(Iiiiight & Doherty 1989). The condeiiser teinperaturei, on tllr- o t l le~ 1 i c ~ l i ( l ,  
are the boiling points of the two azeotropic constituents. IVl~en we use a 11gllt 


entrainer, the reboiler temperatures are given, but the condenser tenll ,e~.at~~l c , i  
are then lowered; this may make chilled water necessary, lcacling to n toit  
increase. Note that we automatically avoid such problems with interiiic~cliatc~ 
entrainers, since the temperature range is then fixed by the two azeotropic 
components. 
By applying the previous entrainer comparison techniques to  each class of eiitrail-icl-i. 
\ye can narrow down a long list of potential entrainers to  a handful by l<eeping ol,l\ 
tlie most promising candidates of each class. Because the correspoildiilg sepal a t ~ o n  
sequences have very different characteristics, we cannot compare entrainers of d i f l~ i  - 
eiit classes fairly without designing, costing and optimizing the feasible separation 
seyuence(s) for each entrainer selected at the previous stage. 
In summary, given a binary azeotrope that  we want to separate into two pure piotl- 
ucts and a set of chemicals that  we consider as candidate entrainer\. \vc recon~i-iic~i~cl 
tlie follo\ving entrainer selection procedure: 
Eliminate all chemicals that introduce additional azeotropes. 
e By comparing the corresponding equivolatility curve diagrams, select tlie best 
(or best few) candidates in each of the following classes: 
- Heavy entrainers that send the lighter azeotropic component to tllc t,oi) of 
the extractive column. 
- Heavy entrainers that send the heavier azeotropic colnponellt to the top 
of tlle extractive column. 
- Light entrainers that send the lighter azeotropic cornpollent to the Ijottoll? 
of tlie extractive column. 
- Light entrainers that send the heavier azeotropic component to tlic I~ot  ~ O I I I  
of the extractive column. 
e Design, cost and optimize the feasible separation sequence(s) correspondil~g to 
the remaining candidate entrainers. The best entrainer yields the lowest total 
annualized cost. 
Chapter 5 
Conclusion 
In chapter 1, we have shown that homogeneous azeotropic distillation can behave i l l  
a very unusual manner. Amongst its surprising features, we find that:  
e One should sometimes decrease reflux to increase purity. In many cases; but .  
not all, increasing reflux above a certain point decreases separa,tion; in many 
cases, no separation is performed a t  infinite reflux. 
e One should sometimes decrease the number of trays to  increase purity. blleet ing 
the same specifications with a larger number of trays may require higller internal 
flows. 
e One can sometimes recover other components than the least volatile or the 
most volatile as pure products. There are cases where neither the direct nor 
the indirect sequence are possible, but where separation is still feasible because 
we can recover the intermediate boiling component as a pure distillate 01 p i r l ' c '  
bottom product. 
This unusual behavior has important consequences on the entrainer selection proce- 
dure. In particular, since separations which are infeasible at infinite reflus ma!. be 
feasible a t  finite reflux, illfinite reflux is not the limiting case. Therefore, entrainpi. 
selectioli criteria which reject components when they do not make separation i'c-a- 
silsle a t  infinite reflux are funda.mentally flawed. A critica,l review of four exist,ii~g 
entrainer screening criteria reveals that they contradict each other and that none of 
them can be used reliably. Because they do not recognize the specificity of homogc- 
neous azeotropic distillation, they exclude incorrectly a large numher of entrainers. 
Briefly, they fail because: 
The rule of Benedict & Rubin does not take full advantage of the possibilities 
offered by homogeneous azeotropic distillation. 
e Hoffman's rule eliminates components which do not make separation feasiblc at 
infinite reflux. As we have shown in this paper, separat.ioii may still be feasible 
at finite reflux. 
e The rule of Doherty & Caldarola is based on the incorrect assumptloii t 1 1 ~ 1 t  
the feed and colnposition profile of a distillation column must lie in t h t  same 
distillation region, regardless of operating conditions. Our experie~ice slio\vs 
that distillate and bottom can often lie in different distillati011 regioni at frnitc 
reflux, because we call achieve more separation a t  finite reflux than at i i~i i~i i i r  
reflux: Finite reflux composition profiles often cross distillation bouncla~ lei l ' h t  
requirement that the feed must belong to the same region as the coml~o i~  t ion 
profile is superfluous, even at infinite reflux, because the conlposition psofile 
call lie on the convex side of a distillation boundary while the feed l~es  on its 
concave side. 
e The rule of Stichlrnair, Fair and Bravo eliminates comporie~its \il~icli clo i l c i t  
make separation feasible at infinite reflux. Again, sel~aration ma). still 1x3 f c ~ ~ i ~ l ~ l c ~  
at finite reflux. 
Although the qualitative results presented in this artlcle do not depend on tile spcc~ i i c i  
of the thermodynamics used, the quantitative results sho~vn h e ~ e  depend ileal i l \  oil 
these specifics. Homogeneous azeotropic distillation Ir inlierently vei jr sen51 1 11 c. to 
thermodynamic data  uncertainty; in particular, small variatiolis of the liquid activity 
coefficient parameters can lead to  very different flowsheets. 
Because separability a t  infinite reflux is not equivalent to  separability at finite 
reflux, we must examine these two situations separately. 111 the secolid cl iaptc~,  \YP 
have analyzed in detail the infinite reflux situation. In particular, we have aniizc.lr~tl 
the following question: Given a binary azeotrope which we want to split into t \ ~ o  pule 
products, does a given candidate entrainer make this separation feasible in a sequencc 
of columns (we consider here sequences of one, two and three columns) opemted at 
total reflux? 
We have obtained the following results: 
m In some cases, a binary azeotrope may be separated into two pure products \ ~ i t l l  
only one distillation column. We present a necessary and sufTiciellt co~iclition 
which can identify such situations. 
m Through a new screening procedure, we can determine whether a cancliclatc. 
entrainer makes the desired separation feasible in a sequence of two co111nlni 
operated a t  infinite reflux. This method is illustrated with solne caie 51 ~i(lici: 
it can predict unusual separation sequences (cf the hexane - methanol - n ~ c t h j  1 
acetate case). 
m The procedure can be generalized to sequences which contain niore t h a n  two 
columns. Such feature is required by some separations: 170s esample, I\ i ( ~ ,  tlic]t 
methanol can be used as entrainer for the hexane - rnet11j.l acetatc azeol~.ol)c~ i f  
we use three columns, but not if we use only two. We shon! that separation call 
be very often performed in this manner. 
The separability conditions presented here have an important benefit : l'hcy 
directly indicate the flowsheet of the feasible separation sequenceis) ancl ~ I L P  
approximate flow rates and conipositions of each product stream. 
e Although residue curve diagrams are very valuable tools for determining sepa- 
rability a t  infinite reflux, residue curve diagram classes cannot be used for that 
purpose (contrary to the assertion of Doherty & Caldarola). X4ixtures which 
belong to the same class may yield different separability results: Sollle call be 
separated in a two-column sequence, others cannot. 
Finally, we have examined two aspects of separability in practice: 
Distillation columns are operated a t  finite reflux; the situation obtained at finite 
reflux can differ significantly from the infinite reflux case. Finding a necessarJr 
and sufficient condition for separability a t  finite reflux is a task ~ ~ l i i c l i  l~elllaills 
to  be accomplisl~ed. However, we have identified here two si tua tioils \zllt\~~c 
separation is feasible a t  finite reflux but  not at  infinite reflus. 
The  thermodynamic da ta  used to represent the vapor-liquid equilibriunl of' t11c 
ternary mixture always contain some errors. This uncertaintj~ can lead to in- 
correct conclusions regarding separability. sensitivity to  theriiiodynamic data 
uncertainty can be observed even in the case of heavy entrainers nlllicll i - 1 ~ 1 ~ 1  110 
azeotropes ( the most common situation in industry). Finding a robust e i i t ra i i~c~ 
selection criterion remains an open issue a t  this point. 
In chapter 3,  we have analyzed in detail the mechanisms by which heavj., interniet1i;itc 
and light entrainers make separation feasible using the notions of equivolat i l~t~ c u l \  t,' 
isovolatility curves and local volatility order. This study shows that. in eacli caic, \i(, 
can determine the feasible separation sequence flowsheet once we ha\ e oh t ai liccl t l l c .  
volatility order diagram of the ternary mixture azeotropic co l l ipo~~e~l t  #I - a;.col~op~c 
component #2 - entrainer: 
e In the heavy entrainer case, we must examine the position of the isovolatilit~. 
curve of the two azeotropic components A and B: 
- If this isovolatility curve intersects the A - E edge, we recover A as distillate. 
of the extractive column while B is recovered as distillate of the entraincr 
recovery column. 
- If this isovolatility curve intersects the B - E edge, we recover B as clistillatc 
of the extractive column while A is recovered as distillate of the ent rai11c.1 
recovery column. 
0 In the light entrainer case, we must again examine the position of the isovolatil- 
ity curve of the two azeotropic components A and B: 
- If this isovolatility curve intersects the A - E edge, we recover B as bot t 0111 
product of the extractive column while A is recovered as botto111 ploclttct 
of the entrainer recovery colun~n. 
- If this isovolatility curve intersects the B - E edge, we recover 4 as  J,ottol~~ 
product of the extractive column while B is recovered as bottom product 
of the entrainer recovery column. 
e In the intermediate entrainer case, separation can be achieved in  threc tliii'c~~c~rl 
ways : 
- We can use one column only. 
- We can use the direct sequence. 
- We can use the indirect sequence. 
We have shown that the minimum trade-off curve (which represents minimuill rcii[i\ 
ratio as a function of feed ratio) is a reliable measure of elltrainer ~ > ~ i i ' o i n ~ a ~ ~ c ( ~  I 
good entrainer should lead to both low feed ratios and a low reflux ratios. ?-hew t \ ~ o  
quantities can be related to the equivolatility curve diagram of the ternary 111ixtu1c- 
azeotropic component #1 - azeotropic component #2 - entrainer: 
Chapter 6 
Future Work 
Throughout this work, we have examined the issue of separability. assuilling a perfect 
knowledge of the mixture thermodynamics. Case studies indicate that  horiiogeneous 
azeotropic distillation may be very sensitive to thermodynamic data uncertaint~.  HJ 
linliting our elltrainer conlparison (chapter 4) to entrainers that do ilot iiltioduce II(.\\' 
azeotropes, sve partially avoid this difficulty. However, accurate therinodj namic C I ~ I  t [I 
is difficult and expensive to obtain. In practice, thermodynamic data unce~tai i>t \  15 
always present, so we need a method that accounts for such uncertaintj-. Importailt 
practical questions are: 
Will an entrainer that makes separation feasible for a given therniocl~~iiamic 
model still make separation feasible if we change the description of the \.a])or- 
liquid equilibrium data? 
111 which cases do small changes in thermodynamic parameters change oui. COII 
clusions on separability? 
In nrhicli cases is our entrainer comparison method sensitive to  uncertaii~t\.? 
Does the result of a given coiilparison change significantly if '  \I-e cliallgc, t Ilc 
thernlodynamic data  description'? If we change the tliermodyi~amic pm anlclt ci i! 
Another important issue is the issue of separability a t  finite reflux. \hie 1-ia1.e slio\vn 
here how we can det,ermine separability a t  infinite refiux. But all physical coluinlls 
In the heavy entrainer case, the location of the end point of the isovola,tility 
curve of the two azeotropic components determines the optimum feed ratio, 
while the optimum minimum reflux ratio is correlated to the relative volatil- 
ity between the two azeotropic constituents. We can compare, hea,vy entra.iners 
by examining the corresponding values of XE (which we read directly from t h e  
equivolatility curve diagram) and the values of the relative vola.tility of tile 
two azeotropic components in the region of the composition space where tile 
extractive section composition profile would lie. In practice, we have found 
tha.t separation becomes very difficult when the relative vola.tility of the t\vo 
azeotropic components remains below 1.1 (because this leads to high reflux ra- 
tios) or when XE exceeds 0.7 (beca.use this implies high feed ra,tios). We ha.\rc 
also found that ,  with these rules, we should only compare with one a.nother en- 
trainers which send the same azeotropic component to the top of tjhe ext,ract'i\.c 
column. 
4 We obtain a very similar situation in the light entrainer case. We call conlpare 
light entrainers for a given binary azeotropes by examining the values of .7 E 
and the relative volatility of the two azeotropic coinponents in the region oi t 11c. 
composition triangle where the rectifying section coinposition profile would lie. 
Again, we have found that separation becomes very difficult when XE esccwlq 
0.7 or when the considered relative volatility remains below 1. 1. Again, \+ (, 
should only compare with one another entrainers which send the same azeotiopic 
component to the bottonl of the extractive column. 
Intermediate entrainers lead to  a very different situatioi~. Becauie wc can In- 
crease the concentration of an intermediate entrainer without inc~eairilg tlic 
feed ratio (by increasing the column height), we cannot conlpare intermctl I a t c. 
entrainers by examining their corresponding volatility order diagrams. Becauw 
intermediate entrainers are quite rare, this is not a major limita.t,ion. 
Finally, our detailed analysis of the homogeneous azeotropic separation seyucncci 
obtained with heavy, intermediate and light entrainers has shown that they llave very 
different strengths and weaknesses, and that we cannot directly compare entrainers 
of different classes. Therefore, we should compare candidate entrainers of t h t  sanit. 
class with one another using equivolatility curve diagrams, then compare the fen. hest 
candidates of each class with one another by designing, costing and optimizing the 
corresponding feasible sequences. 
operate a t  finite reflux. We have shown that we can often achieve more separatioil at 
ilnite reflux than a t  infinite reflux. Determining how much more separation we can 
perform at finite reflux than at infinite reflux would be very valuable for practitioners. 
Such a finite-reflux separability criterion should also be robust to thermodynamic data 
uncertainty. 
Finally, the scope of this work has been consistently restricted to ternary mixture.;. 
The ideal situation assumed here, where we have to separate a binary azeotrope illto 
two pure components, is rather uncommon; the more common situation in\.olvcs 
multicomponent, multiazeotrope mixtures. The problem of finding the optimal \Val 
of separating a multicomponent mixture into pure components is essentially solvetl 
i r i  the ideal case. However, the analogous problem in the azeotropic case is far from 
a general solution. 
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Appendix A 
Feasible Separation Sequences 
This appendix contains the flowsheets and composition profiles of the extract ivc 
columns for the following 11 mixtures: 
r Ethyl ethanoate - ethanol azeotrope: Acetone 
e Ethanol - water azeotrope: Ethylene glycol, acetone 
r Acetone - methanol azeotrope: Water, chlorobenzene, ethanol, isopropailol 
r Isopropanol - toluene azeotrope: Methanol, ethanol, etliyl ethanoate: a.cet,o~ie 
The separation sequences corresponding to the remaining four mixtures describetl iir 
section 2.2.2 (Ethyl ethanoate - ethanol - chlorobenzene, ethailol - water - metlianol. 
acetone - heptane - toluene and acetone - heptane - benzene) are already iilcludcd i n  
chapter 2. These separation sequences are designed to show separability and were not 
optimized in any sense. Some of these separations require very high elltrainer and/or 
reflux flow rates, and are therefore impractical, but this is beyond the scope of' o u r  
argument. 

Fig. A.2: Ethyl ethanoate (1) - ethanol (2) - acetone (3) 
extractive column composition profile 
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Fig. A.6: Ethanol - water - ethylene glycol residue curve diagram and 
extractive column composition profile 
Ethanol 
Water 
K t  trylc*nc glycol 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 
m ~ i c  feed Distill& Bottoms 
Ethanol (I) 0.0 0.9182 5.5d-6 0.99 
Water (HI 0.0 0.0818 0.00073 0.01 
Acetone (L) 1.0 0.0 0.99927 0.0 
Fig A.7: The ethanol - water - acetone separation sequence 
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Fig. A. 12: Acetone - methanol - water residue curve diagram and 
extractive col : ,mn composition profile 
Acetone 
Methanol 
Water 0 
er feed eotromc feed Bottoms 
Acetone (L) 0.0 0.7480 0.0006 0.13009 
Methanol (I) 0.0 0.2520 0.99 0.00056 
Chlorobenzene (H) 1.0 0.0 0.0094 0.86935 
Methanol (I) Acetone (L) 
I I 
Chlorobenzene (H) recycle 
Fig. A13: The acetone - methanol - chlorobenzene separation sequence 
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Fig. A. 15: Acetone - methanol - chlorobenzene residue curve diagram 
and extractive column composition profile 
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Fig. A.23: Isopaopanol(1) - toluene (2) - methanol (3) 
extractive column composition profile 
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Fig. A.25: Isopropanol- toluene - methanol residue curve diagram and the 
extractive and entrainer recovery column composition profiles 
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Concentration eotro~ic fee(! pistillate Bottoms 
Isopropanol (I) 0.2675 0.8484 0.32460 0.01 
Toluene (HI 0.0 0.15 16 0.00029 0.99 
Ethyl ethanoate (HI 0.7325 0.0 0.67511 0.0 
Isopropanol-ethyl ethanoate azeotrope recycle 
1085.01 
Toluene (H) Isopropanol 
Fig. A.30: The isopropanol - toluene - ethyl ethanoate separation sequence 





Appendix B 
Residue Curves and Differential Equations 
Acrivos & Alnundson (1955) describe the composition profiles of packed columu ITC- 
tifying sections by the following equations: 
where: 
- n is a continuous variable that represents a, dimensionless height of pa.cl;ing; 72 
increases upwards. 
- - z ( n )  is the liquid co~nposition a t  height 71. 
- - y(72) is the vapor composition a t  height n. 
- - yf(7z) is the coliiposition of the vapor in equilibrium wit11 ~ ( n ) .  
- x,, is the distillate co~nposition. 
- r is the reflux ratio. 
By differentiating equation (2) ,  we obtain: 
Substitution in equation (1) yields: 
Ecluation (4) is the same as equation (15) of Van Dongen & Doherty (1985): notc 
that 12 is oriented upwards here while their height variable h' is oriented down 1l.d I (Is. 
At infinite reflux, the differential equation that  describes packed coluliln I)~ofrlci 
becomes: 
This equation is identical to the residue curve equation. 
Physically, packed columns are made of an infinite number of differential t,ra?;s: a 
differential amount of separation is performed on each of tliese differential t1.aj.s. :I 
colltilluous description is therefore natural for such a system. Nevertheless, chemical 
engineers have for many years described packed columns with plate-to-plate differel-~ce 
equations by using the concept of "height of packing equivalent to a tray" (I-Ieillejr 
& Sea.der 1981). The  success of this a.pproach confirms Van Dongen 6c: D01iert~~~'s 
conclusion, i .e.  tha,t the colnpositioll profiles of pa,cked colurnns (obtainecl El.ou~ tlif- 
ferential equations) and tray columns (obta,ined from difference ecluat,io~is) d o  i ~ o t  
differ significantly. 
Appendix C 
Entrainer Comparison Results 
In this appendix, we compare the predictions we can make from the eyuivolatili ty 
curve diagrams azeotropic component #1 - azeotropic component #2 - entrainer 
with the corresponding minimum trade-off curves for several mixtures: 
e P e n t a n e  - acetone:  Benzene and toluene can both be used as heavy entrainers 
for the pentane (L) - acetone (I) azeotrope. Figure C.l  shows the isovolatilitj. 
curves of pentane and acetone in the presence of benzene and of toluenc. \'2c 
see that XE is equal to 0.44 in the case of benzene, while it is equal to 0.52 in  
the case of toluene. Therefore, benwne should give a lower optilnum feed ratio. 
A conlparisoll of the equivolatility curve diagrams obtained with benzeile and 
toluene (figure C.2 and figure (2.3) shows that benzene yields higher relative 
volatilities between pentane and acetone than toluene. Indeed, close to t h e  
pentane - entrainer edge, the relative volatility of pentaile and acetone rea cltci 
as high as 2.0 with benzene, while it is limited to 1.5 with toluene. l3en~(~ilc 
should yield a lower optimum minimum reflux ratio than toluene. 
Figure C.4 confirms these predictions. We see that the optimum feed satio 
and the optimum minimum reflux ratio are both lower with benzene than \\.it11 
toluene. 
e Ethano l  - methy l  e thyl  ketone: Sec-butanol and normal butanol can hot 11 I > ( ,  
used as heavy entrainers for the ethanol (L)  - methyl ethyl ketone (I)  azeotsro13cT. 
Fig. C. 1: The isovolatility curves of pentane and acetone 
using benzene (1) and toluene (2) as entrainers 

Fig. C.3: The pentane (L) - acetone (I) - toluene (HI 
equivolatility curve diagram 
Pentane 
0 
Toluene 
1 
Acetone 

Figure C.5 shows the isovolatility curves of ethanol and methyl ethyl ketone i l l  
the presence of both butanols. We see that XE is equal to 0.81 in the case of 
sec-butanol, while it is equal to 0.60 in the case of n-butanol. Therefore, n- 
butanol should give a lower optimum feed ratio. Here, we expect separation to 
be difficult with sec-butanol because of the high value of z ~ .  Large feed ra t ios 
should be necessary. 
A comparison of the equivolatility curve diagrams obtained with sec-but>anol 
and n-butanol (figure C.6 and figure C.7) shows that n-butanol yields higher 
relative volatilities between ethanol and methyl ethyl ketone than sec-butanoi. 
Indeed, close to the methyl ethyl ketone - butanol edge, the relative volatjlitj 
of ethanol and methyl ethyl ketone goes up to 1.7 with n-butanol, \vhilc: i t  
is limited to 1.2 with sec-butanol. N-butanol should yield a lower optilnulii 
minimum reflux ratio than sec-butanol. 
Figure C.8 confirms these predictions. We see that the optimum feed ratio and 
the optimum minimum reflux ratio are both lower with n-butanol t11a.n wi t,h sec- 
butanol. Note that separation does require large feed ra,tios with sec-but,a.~.~ol. 
0 Butanal - ethanol: Isobutanol and normal butanol can both be used a i  Ilea\.> 
entrainers for the butanal (L) - ethanol (I) azeotrope. Figure C.9 disp1aj.s the 
isovolatility curves of butanal and ethanol in the presence of both butanols. \l\;e 
see that ICE is equal to 0.39 in the case of isobutanol, while it is equal t,o 0.0s i l l  
the case of n-butanol. Therefore, n-butanol should give a lower. opti~llu ~n I;~.tl 
ratio than isobutanol. 
A comparison of the equivolatility curve diagrams obtained with isobutanol 
and 11-butanol (figure C.10 and figure C . l l )  shows that isobutanol yields lligller. 
relative volatilities between butanal and ethanol than n-butanol. Indeed, closc 
Fig. C.5: The isovolatility curves of ethanol and methyl ethyl ketoni 
using sec-butanol(1) and n-butanol(2) as entrainers 



to the butanal - butanol edge, the relative volatility of butanal alld etllailol gocs 
up to  2.3 with isobutanol, while it is limited to 1.3 with 11-butailol. I sob~~ta i~o l  
should yield a lower optimum minimum reflux ratio than 11-butanol. 
Figure C.12 confirms these predictions. The optimum feed ratio is lower \ v i t , l ~  
n-butanol than with isobutanol, while the optimum minimum reflux ra.tio is 
lower with isobutanol than with n-butanol. 
M e t h y l  e t h a n o a t e  - methanol :  Ethanol and isopropanol can both be usPtl 
as heavy entrainers for the methyl ethanoate (L) - methanol (I)  azeotropc. 
Figure C.13 displays the isovolatility curves of methyl ethanoate and methanol 
in the presence of both alcohols. We obtain very similar values of z~ in this 
case, so the optimum feed ratio should be similar. 
A comparison of the equivolatility curve diagrams obtained with i.;ojll-opanol 
and ethanol (figure C.14 and figure '2.15) shows that isopl.opanol \.ic,ltls 
slightly higher relative volatilities between methyl ethanoate and inethanol than 
ethanol, but the difference is quite small: 2.8 for isopropanol versus 2.6 f'oi 
ethanol. So we expect comparable optimum minimum reflux ratios. 
Figure C.16 does not confirm these results. Ethanol is actually a mucll wo1,se 
entrainer than isopropanol for the methyl ethanoate - methanol azeotlope. 1x1- 
cause the relative volatility of methyl ethanoate and ethanol is quite 1012 closc. 
to the methyl ethanoate corner: The relative volatility of ethanol and met h \ ~ l  
ethanoate drops below 1.1 when the mole fraction of methyl ethanoate e ~ c ~ f b c l i  
97.8%. In this case, the rectifying section becomes the bottlenecli of the coluiliin. 
This problem does not arise with isopropanol. 
Methano l  - e thy l  e thanoate :  Ethanoic acid, chlorobeilzene ailcl et11) I I Y I I -  
zene can be used as heavy entrainers for the methanol ( L )  - ethyl ctl-iai~oatc i 
(I)  azeotrope. Figure (3.17 shows the isovolatility curves of methanol and eth~.l 




Fig. C. 13: The isovolatility curves of methyl ethanoate and methanol 
using ethanol (I) and isopropanol(2) as entrainers 


Min. reflux ratio Fig. C .  16: The minimum trade-off curves of methyl ethanoate and methanol 
using ethanol (1) and isoplropanol(2) as entrainers 
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ethanoate in presence of these entrainers. We see that 2~ is equal to 0.02 i'o~ 
ethanoic acid, 0.13 for chlorobenzene and 0.22 for ethyl benzene. Therefore, 
chlorobenzene should yield a lower optimum feed ratio than ethyl benzene, and 
ethyl benzene should yield a lower optimum feed ratio than ethanoic acid. \Ve 
expect separation to be difficult and to require large feed ratios in the case of 
ethanoic acid. 
A comparison of the equivolatility curve diagrams obtained with these entrain- 
ers (figure C.18, figure C.19 and figure C.20) shows that ethyl benzene yields tllc 
highest relative volatilities in the three entrainers (up to lo) ,  while chlorol~cn- 
zene ranks second, with relative volatilities reaching up to 8.5, and et,hanoic 
acid third, with relative volatilities which do not exceed 1.1. The  ol~tinlu~n 
minimum reflux ratio should follow this classification. 
Figure C.21 confirms these predictions. The optimum feed ratio is lowcr wi t,li 
chlorobenzene than with ethyl benzene, while the optimum minimum ref1 ux  
ratio is lower with ethyl benzene than with chlorobenzene. We were unable to 
synthesize a column separating the methanol - ethyl ethanoate azeotrope using 
ethanoic acid as entrainer. 
Fig. C.17: The isovolatility curves of methanol and ethyl ethanoate tising 
ethanoic acid (I), chlorobenzene (2) and ethyl benzene (3) as entrainers 
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Min. reflux ratio Fig. C.21: The minimum trade-off curves of methanol and ethyl ethanoatc 
using chlorobenzene (1) and ethyl benzene (2) as entrainers 
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